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There's An Alien In Your Book Fletcher, Tom 978024135720 £10.99 Penguin 02+

There's an Alien in Your Book is the next in the series of bestsellers There's a Monster in Your 
Book and There's a Dragon in Your Book. It's packed full of interactive fun, with a gentle message about 
openness, acceptance and inclusion that will speak to the very youngest readers.

Hide and Seek Noakes, Polly 9781786281814 £6.99 Child's Play 02+

A group of friends wanders out into the meadow to play a game of hide-and-seek on a beautiful summer’s 
afternoon. Children will delight in spotting the hidden creatures on each page as the little girl tries to find 
them. But it’s not always clear who is hunting whom, or who is actually playing. A charming, richly illustrated 
book, with a gentle hint of suspense and a satisfying twist at the end.

Man Who Wore All His Clothes, The Ahlberg, Alan 9780744589955 £5.99 Walker 03+

One morning, Mr Gaskitt puts on all his clothes. Mrs Gaskitt picks up a robber in her taxi. Gus and Gloria 
have trouble with a teacher. Horace the cat goes to a friend's house to watch tv and the car radio gets things 
wrong.

Previously Ahlberg, Allan 9781844280629 £9.99 Walker 03+

Do you know what Jack was doing before he climbed the beanstalk? Or what Jack and Jill were arguing 
about before they went up the hill? And what happened before that?

The Pencil Ahlberg, Allan 9781406319552 £5.99 Walker 03+

When a pencil draws a rubber, a battle of wits ensues! A pencil draws a boy, a dog, a cat and a whole world 
for them to play in. Then the pencil draws a brush, and the brush adds colour to everything

Each Peach Pear Plum Ahlberg, Allan & 
Janet 9780140509194 £5.99 Puffin 03+

"Each Peach Pear Plum/ I spy Tom Thumb," reads the first couplet (of what was originally a counting-out 
rhyme), while opposite Tom sits half-hidden in a tree.

Burglar Bill Ahlberg, Janet & 
Allan 9780140503012 £5.99 Puffin 03+

Who's that creeping down the street? Who's that climbing up the wall? Who's that coming through the 
window? Who's that? ... It's Burglar Bill.

Peepo! Ahlberg, Janet & 
Allan 140503846 £5.99 Puffin 03+

Peepo! has so many elements guaranteed to appeal to young children - rhyme, repetition and the inclusion 
of every day objectives.

Duck in the Truck Alborough, Jez 9780007302628 £6.99 Harper Collins 03+

A comic escapade involving a sheep in a jeep and a goat in a motorboat, trying all a manner of tricks to free 
the cantankerous duck.
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Fix-it Duck Alborough, Jez 9780007302895 £6.99 Harper Collins 03+

Can he fix it? No he can't! Duck wants to show off his DIY skills. The trouble is, when Duck starts fixing 
things, the problems are only just beginning

Barn on Fire Amery, Heather 9780746063200 £1.99 Usborne 03+

Brightly coloured editions of the much-loved Farmyard Tales series. All 20 stories available in miniature 
format. Enjoyable and collectible stories for children who are just learning to read.

Camping Out Amery, Heather 9780746063187 £1.99 Usborne 03+

Each page has two reading levels, one for beginners and one for more advanced readers-- Beginners can 
use the first reading level to achieve the satisfaction of reading the whole book by themselves-- Stephen 
Cartwright's illustrations give clues to the words and their meanings

Dolly and the Train Amery, Heather 9780746063095 £1.99 Usborne 03+

Dolly the cart horse saves the day in this fourth story in the USBORNE FARMYARD TALES series. 
Illustrated in full colour by Stephen Cartwright.

Grumpy Goat Amery, Heather 9780746063163 £1.99 Usborne 03+

Each page has two reading levels, one for beginners and one for more advance readers-- Beginners can 
first use the first reading level to achieve the satisfaction of reading the whole book-- Stephen Cartwright's 
illustrations give clues to the words and their meanings

Hungry Donkey Amery, Heather 9780746063088 £1.99 Usborne 03+

Farmyard Tales are delightful stories of the people and animals on Apple Tree Farm. Each story has a 
simple text to encourage young children to read themselves, and a longer text that children enjoy listening to -
and a duck to find on each page.

Kitten's Day Out Amery, Heather 9780746063156 £1.99 Usborne 03+

Brightly coloured editions of the much-loved Farmyard Tales series. All 20 stories available in miniature 
format. Enjoyable and collectible stories for children who are just learning to read.

Market Day Amery, Heather 9780746063040 £1.99 Usborne 03+

This is one of a series of pocket-sized editions of Farmyard Tales, all about Poppy, Sam and all the animals 
who live on Apple Tree Farm. There is also a little yellow duck to spot on every page.

Naughty Sheep Amery, Heather 9780746063170 £1.99 Usborne 03+

Brightly coloured editions of the much-loved Farmyard Tales series. All 20 stories available in miniature 
format. Enjoyable and collectible stories for children who are just learning to read.
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New Pony Amery, Heather 9780746063194 £1.99 Usborne 03+

Each page has two reading levels, one for beginners and one for more advanced readers-- Beginners can 
use the first reading level to achieve the satisfaction of reading the whole book by themselves-- Stephen 
Cartwright's illustrations give clues to the words and their meanings

Pig gets lost Amery, Heather 9780746063149 £1.99 Usborne 03+

This is one of a series of stories featuring Poppy and Sam, their dog Rusty, Curly the pig and Woolly the 
sheep, as they go about their lives on Apple Tree Farm.

Pig gets Stuck Amery, Heather 9780746063132 £1.99 Usborne 03+

Usborne Farmyard Tales Mini books are child-sized and perfect for beginning readers!-- The soft, plush toys 
with key rings have been safety tested and are fun to collect!

Rumplestiltskin Amery, Heather 9780746058367 £3.99 Usborne 03+

This collection of classic fairy tales introduces very young children to these popular stories. This particular 
story covers Rumpelstiltskin.

Runaway Tractor Amery, Heather 9780746063057 £1.99 Usborne 03+

This series of short stories has been written with the help of a language expert for young children who are 
just beginning to read.

Rusty's Train Ride Amery, Heather 9780746063125 £1.99 Usborne 03+

Brightly coloured editions of the much-loved Farmyard Tales series. All 20 stories available in miniature 
format. Enjoyable and collectible stories for children who are just learning to read.

Scarecrows Secret Amery, Heather 9780746063217 £1.99 Usborne 03+

Brightly coloured editions of the much-loved Farmyard Tales series. All 20 stories available in miniature 
format. Enjoyable and collectible stories for children who are just learning to read.

Silly Sheepdog Amery, Heather 9780746063224 £1.99 Usborne 03+

This is one of a series of stories featuring Poppy and Sam, their dog Rusty, Curly the pig and Woolly the 
sheep, as they go about their lives on Apple Tree Farm.

Surprise Visitors Amery, Heather 9780746063231 £1.99 Usborne 03+

This is one of a series of stories featuring Poppy and Sam, their dog Rusty, Curly the pig and Woolly the 
sheep, as they go about their lives on Apple Tree Farm.
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The Old Steam train Amery, Heather 9780746063101 £1.99 Usborne 03+

In this delightful series of Farmyard Tales stories, Poppy and Sam discover the newly restored Apple Tree 
Station and its steam train

the Snow Storm Amery, Heather 9780746063118 £1.99 Usborne 03+

It's snowing on Apple Tree Farm and Poppy, Sam and Ted take hay to feed the sheep. But where is Woolly? 
Sam finds Woolly, and Poppy rides back to the farm with a baby lamb. Farmyard Tales are gently humorous 
stories of the people and animals on Apple Tree Farm.

Tractor in Trouble Amery, Heather 9780746063071 £1.99 Usborne 03+

This is one of a series of pocket-sized editions of Farmyard Tales, all about Poppy, Sam and all the animals 
who live on Apple Tree Farm. There is also a little yellow duck to spot on every page.

Woolly Stops the Train Amery, Heather 9780746063064 £1.99 Usborne 03+

Brightly coloured editions of the much-loved Farmyard Tales series. All 20 stories available in miniature 
format. Enjoyable and collectible stories for children who are just learning to read.

Lighthouse Keeper's Lunch Armitage, Ronda & 
David 9781407103150 £5.99 Scholastic 03+

Every day, Mr Grinling the lighthouse keeper cleans and polishes his light to make sure it shines brightly at 
night. At lunchtime he tucks into a delicious and welldeserved lunch, prepared by his wife 

I Told You So! Arnold, Sarah 9781846432873 £5.99 Child's Play 03+

When Ella goes to the park with Nursey one winter's day, a lot of cold little creatures decide to seek shelter 
in her baby brother's pram. Unfortunately, Nursey can't see them, because she has lost her glasses. And she 
won't believe Ella, either. What will happen when a hungry little wolf decides to jump in the pram, and how 
will Ella save the day?

Ugh! Eggs! Arnold, Sarah 9781846433429 £5.99 Child's Play 03+

Pip is really looking forward to breakfast, until he finds out what Dad has cooked. He hates eggs! And his 
aunt's sandwiches look delicious - until he peeks inside one. Finally, after spending the day avoiding eggs of 
all shapes and sizes, Pip has a pleasant surprise when he follows his nose!

Bertie (Thomas Story Library) Awdry, W 9781405234740 £2.99 Egmont 03+

In this story Bertie and Thomas have a race.

Harold (Thomas Story Library) Awdry, W 9781405234696 £2.99 Egmont 03+

This is a story about Harold the Helicopter. He thought helicopters were faster than engines because the 
have propellers instead of wheels. But the Percy challenged him to a race…
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The Railway Series Book 1 - Thomas the 
Tank Engine Awdry, W 9781405203326 £4.99 Egmont 03+

Thomas is a fussy, cheeky little tank engine whom we meet here for the first time. He proves to be such a 
Really Useful Engine that he is given a Branch Line all to himself.

The Railway Series Book 2 - Percy the 
Small Engine Awdry, W 9781405203418 £5.99 Egmont 03+

Percy, the small engine, is a Saddle engine with a lively personality who has had many adventures. Some of 
them are described in these stories, in which we also meet a newcomer -the Duck.

The Railway Series Book 3 - James the 
Red Engine Awdry, W 9781405203333 £4.99 Egmont 03+

In this story James, who has been given a shining new coat of red paint to cheer him up after his accident, 
gets hiccoughs, needs a bootlace, has trouble with his trucks and pulls the Express after Gordon loses his 
way

Thomas Awdry, W 1405206926 £2.50 Egmont 03+

Thomas worked hard shunting coaches for the big engines. But what he wanted was his very own branch 
line.

Thomas and the Pony Show Awdry, W 749730447 £0.99 Egmont 03+

Thomas often sees Becky riding her pony as he puffs past the farm where she lives. He wants to watch her 
taking part in the Pony Show, but his driver says they will be too busy.

Goldilocks and the Three Bears Baxter, Nicola 9780721497334 £2.99 Ladybird 03+

Follow the naughty Goldilocks into the house of the three bears, and see what happens when they come 
home and find her!

Three Little Pigs, the Baxter, Nicola 9780721497327 £2.99 Ladybird 03+

Join the three little pigs as they set off to see the world, build their houses and encounter the big, bad wolf.

Beware of the Frog Bee, William 9781406319316 £5.99 Walker 03+

Mrs Collywobbles has nothing to fear from the strange and fearsome visitors that
emerge from the big, dark, scary wood - not with her pet frog guarding the garden
gate. Gobble! They don't hang around for long!

King Jack and the dragon Bently, Peter 9780141328010 £6.99 Puffin 03+

A magical, rhyming bedtime picture book starring brave King Jack, a band of faithful knights and a big green 
dragon. Raaahhh!
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Blown Away Biddulph, Rob 9780007593828 £6.99 Harper Collins 03+

It’s a windy day, and he has a brand new kite – but where’s he going on this maiden flight?
Penguin Blue and his friends go on a gloriously illustrated adventure full of good ideas, homesickness and 
the perils of kites, from the sparkling new talent Rob Biddulph.

You're a Hero, Daley B Blake, Jon 9780744531589 £3.99 Walker 03+

Daley B's life is full of questions. What is he? Where should he live? What should
he eat? But the question he finds most perplexing of all is why his feet are so big.
Jazzy D, the weasel, pays him a visit and puts him straight as to his identity

Mister Magnolia Blake, Quentin 9780099475651 £1.50 Red Fox 03+

Mister Magnolia has only one boot-he has an old trumpet, two sisters, a pond,
green parakeets; he's a juggler, a general, the owner of a dinosaur. But only one
boot, until a wonderful parcel arrives with the most glamorous boot you ever saw.

Paddington at the Zoo Bond, Michael 9780006647447 £4.99 Harper Collins 03+

When Paddington hears that he his going to visit the zoo he is very excited and makes 6 marmalade 
sandwiches to take with him in honour of the occasion.

Paddington goes for Gold Bond, Michael 9780007427727 £6.99 Harper Collins 03+

This picture book features Paddington, the classic bear from Darkest Peru, as he
takes part in a local family sports event, with hilarious results!

Paddington Rules the Waves Bond, Michael 9780007267651 £1.00 Harper Collins 03+

When Paddington Bear goes to the beach, nothing goes according to plan..

Big Book of Stars and Planets Bone, Emily 9781409564027 £9.99 Usborne 03+

Everything children need to know about the solar system, which is displayed on a huge double-gate fold. 
Makes a substantial gift which children will pore over for hours

Bog Book of Big Bugs Bone, Emily 9781409532989 £9.99 Usborne 03+

This title offers a fascinating look at the world's biggest bugs, including spiders bigger than a dinner plate, a 
stick insect longer than your arm, a beetle the same size as a rat, and moths and butterflies larger than a 
small dog. All bugs in the book appear life-size - so you can see how big they really are! This title also 
features the biggest swarms and colonies, the deadliest bugs, and the bugs that are best at camouflage

Nursery Rhyme Picture Book Bonnet, Rosalinde 9780746098363 £8.99 Usborne 03+

This is a warmly illustrated picture book of favourite nursery rhymes. Boys and girls will love to read and hear 
these classic nursery rhymes, including Humpty Dumpty, Little Jack Horner, Mary, Mary, Quite Contrary and 
Baa, Baa Black Sheep.
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Pied Piper of Hamelin, the Bonny Books 978071050523 £2.50 Peter Haddock 03+

The tale of the pied piper leading away the rats of Hamelin

Snowman, The Briggs, Raymond 140503501 £5.99 Puffin 03+

Narrated entirely through pictures, it captures the innocence and wonder of childhood with its dreamlike 
illustrations. A firm favourite all over the world, and has become a intrinsic part of Christmas.

123 Brooks, Felicity 9781409535966 £4.99 Usborne 03+

Features a charmingly illustrated first number book for the very young. In this title, pictures provide lots to talk 
about for pre-readers and can aid in vocabulary building.

A - B - C Brooks, Felicity 9781409535300 £4.99 Usborne 03+

A charmingly illustrated first alphabet book for the very young. It includes a picture for each letter and 
carefully controlled vocabulary and phonically regular words. It features pictures that provide lots to talk 
about for pre-readers and will aid vocabulary building.

Animals Brooks, Felicity 9781409551706 £4.99 Usborne 03+

A bright, colourful, and absolutely charmingly illustrated word book, filled with familiar animals for little 
children to spot and name. Provides lots for children to look at and talk about, encouraging vocabulary 
building and word recognition

At Home Brooks, Felicity 9781409551713 £4.99 Usborne 03+

An attractive first word book, with lots of familiar things to spot and talk about. Helps to build young children's 
vocabularly and the essential acquisition of language skills. Part of a great-value collection of essential 
books - which every child should have.

Baby Brother Brooks, Felicity 9780746089323 £5.99 Usborne 03+

This is a brand new addition to the multi award-winning "Look and Say" series, introducing very young 
children to the concept of the arrival of a new sibling in the family. It includes scenes such as the baby getting 
dressed, playing with the baby, going out, feeding the baby and putting the baby to bed, with the role of the 
big brother or sister emphasized throughout

Bedtime  Brooks, Felicity 9781409535317 £4.99 Usborne 03+

Illustrated Nursery Rhymes An illustrated collection of over 100 traditional nursery rhymes. Suitable for 
babies or young children, it also includes well-known tongue-twisters, sayings and lullabies.

Big and Little Brooks, Felicity 9780746084168 £9.99 Usborne 03+

This is a new title in the popular "Look and Say" series with two rows of tabs, designed to introduce the idea 
of opposites to very young children. Big and little, young and old, clean and dirty, fat and thin, day and night 
and summer and winter are among the concepts shown to help children begin to understand the world 
around them.
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Birthday Brooks, Felicity 9780746088128 £5.99 Usborne 03+

This new title in the popular "Look and Say" series is designed to introduce very young children to birthday 
words. Five colourful scenes show how people can celebrate birthdays. Crammed with real-life objects, this 
book provides a fantastic way for children to recognise and talk about their own experiences, giving hours of 
entertainment

Christmas Brooks, Felicity 9781409555698 £4.99 Usborne 03+

This is the colourful and imaginative addition to the delightful "Look and Say" series of books that has been 
designed to introduce the magic and excitement of Christmas to very young children. 25 Christmas words 
and images are arranged thematically - scenes include tree decoration, a snowy day, hanging Christmas 
stockings and Santa in his sleigh.

Christmas Carols Brooks, Felicity 9781409524687 £4.99 Usborne 03+

This is a charming collection of traditional Christmas carols with delightful illustrations for little children. It 
contains nine well-loved carols, including 'Away in a Manger', 'Silent Night', 'We Three Kings of Orient are', 
'While Shepherds Watched their Flocks by Night' and 'We Wish you a Merry Christmas'. It provides detailed 
scenes that depict many elements of the Christmas story with plenty to talk about.

Colours Brooks, Felicity 9781409535324 £4.99 Usborne 03+

A picture wordbook that is filled with familiar objects for small children to spot and name. It encourages 
vocabulary building, talking and colour recognition.

Farm Brooks, Felicity 9781409566205 £4.99 Usborne 03+

This is a book with colourful sights from the farmyard and labelled objects to spot. Specially designed for the 
very young, this lively book will help improve a child's vocabulary and early word-recognition skills. 

First Colours Brooks, Felicity 9781409566304 £6.99 Usborne 03+

This is a delightful book to help children learn and talk about colours - each double page has a scene 
illustrating a different colour, plus everyday objects associated with that colour. Children will learn how 
different items can be the same colour, such as a yellow duck and a yellow digger

First Picture Nursery Rhymes Brooks, Felicity 9781409531036 £4.99 Usborne 03+

A delightful picture book containing a collection of much-loved nursery rhymes brought to life with charming 
illustrations. Nursery rhymes include 'Twinkle, twinkle, little star,' 'Mary had a little lamb' and 'Little Miss 
Muffet'.

First Shapes Brooks, Felicity 9781409551416 £4.99 Usborne 03+

This new title in the popular "Look and Say" series is designed to introduce shapes to very young children. 
Little children can learn to identify squares, circles, triangles, rectangles and stars as each of the scenes 
shows objects made of these shapes. It provides a fantastic opportunity for children to spot shapes in their 
own environments, providing hours of entertainment

First Words Brooks, Felicity 9780746067031 £9.99 Usborne 03+

In this  book on people each word is associated with a brightly coloured model. The aim is to encourage 
immediate association of the word with the object.
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Holiday Brooks, Felicity 9781409551218 £4.99 Usborne 03+

Specially designed for the very young, these lively books will improve a child's vocabulary and early word-
recognition skills. With lots to look at and learn, young children will be fascinated by the colour and detail on 
every page

Home Brooks, Felicity 9781409566298 £4.99 Usborne 03+

Presents a different way to get talking about familiar objects and learn new words. In this title, each double-
page shows a different room in the house, and introduces children to the names of objects found there.

Illustrated Nursery Rhymes Brooks, Felicity 9781409524069 £9.99 Usborne 03+

This is a beautifully illustrated collection of over 100 traditional nursery rhymes. Stylish design and 
enchanting illustrations combine to make this a perfect and enduring gift for any baby or young child. It also 
includes well-known tongue-twisters, sayings and lullabies.

Illustrated Nursery Tales Brooks, Felicity 9781409564744 £9.99 Usborne 03+

A luxury gift edition of traditional stories specially written for the very young. Beautifully designed pages with 
enchanting illustrations bring each tale to life.

My Body Brooks, Felicity 9781409535331 £4.99 Usborne 03+

Offers an introduction to an important and popular subject for the very young. This title includes names for 
parts of the body, the senses, clothes, things we can do and what our bodies need to stay healthy. It features 
pictures that provide lots to talk about for pre-readers and aid vocabulary building.

My First Word Book Brooks, Felicity 9781409551836 £7.99 Usborne 03+

A word book that intends to help young children build their vocabulary. It comes with over 270 words.

Nursery Ryhmes Brooks, Felicity 9781409508946 £4.99 Usborne 03+

A charming collection of nursery rhymes ideal for any baby or young child. Rhymes include 'Humpty Dumpty', 
'Little Bo Peep', 'Baa, Baa, Black Sheep', 'Jack and Jill' and 'Little Miss Muffet'. Warmly illustrated by 
Rosalinde Bonnet.

On Holiday Brooks, Felicity 9781409524557 £4.99 Usborne 03+

This is a charming and colourful picture wordbook of going on holiday, ideal for teaching babies and young 
children sixty holiday-related words. Enjoying the scenes and reading the simple labels encourages 
vocabulary building, talking and word recognition. Scenes include getting ready to go, at the campsite, on the 
beach, at the cafe and picnic time. This is a book perfect for sharing or for a child to sit with by themselves.

On the Farm Brooks, Felicity 9781409523161 £4.99 Usborne 03+

A charming and colourful picture wordbook of life on a farm, ideal for teaching babies and young children 
their first farm-related words. Enjoying the scenes and reading the simple labels encourages vocabulary 
building, talking and word recognition. A book perfect for sharing or for a child to sit with by themselves.
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School Brooks, Felicity 9781409566212 £4.99 Usborne 03+

A chunky little board book that follows the progress of a busy nursery class through the day. It comes with 
lots to look at and learn.

Things That Go Brooks, Felicity 9781409551799 £4.99 Usborne 03+

Lots of vehicles for small children to spot and talk about. Helps with the essential acquisition of language 
skills - an important vocabularly builder.

Gorilla Browne, Anthony 9781406313277 £5.99 Walker 03+

Hannah loves gorillas but has never seen one. Her father's too busy to take her to
the zoo - or for anything else come to that. For her birthday, Hannah asks her
father for a gorilla

Silly Billy Browne, Anthony 9781406305760 £5.99 Walker 03+

Billy worries about hats and shoes. He worries about clouds and rain and giant birds. Most of all, he worries 
about staying at other people's houses. His mum and dad try to help, but still Billy worries...

Zoo Browne, Anthony 99219018 £5.99 Red Fox 03+

Two brothers and their parents spend a day at the zoo, looking at the animals in the cages - or is it that the 
animals are watching the visitors?

Handa's Surprise Browne, Eileen 9780744536348 £4.99 Walker 03+

Handa puts seven delicious fruits in a basket to take to her friend, Akeyo. But as she walks, carrying the 
basket on her head, various creatures steal her fruits.

Avacado Baby Burningham, John 9780099400028 £1.50 Red Fox 03+

The weedy Hargraves are amazed by what happens when their new baby eats an
avocado. It grows as strong as an ox - tackling burglars, carrying the shopping and
even keeping nasty bullies at bay

Mr Gumpy's Outing Burninham, John 9780099408796 £5.99 Red Fox 03+

Mr Gumpy takes a trip along the river. He has lots of vistors. Everyone is having a
lovely time until the animals misbehave.

Tiger in the Snow Butterworth, Nick 9780007119691 £5.99 Harper Collins 03+

It isn't hard for Tiger to find someone to play with! But one day, when everything is
covered in a chilly white blanket of snow, Tiger's friends are too cold or too busy to
go out and he has to play by himself.
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Millicent and Meer Byrne, Richard 9781847385796 £5.99 Simon & Schuster 03+

One day, Millicent is busy making sandcastles in her garden when, THUMP, a big
wooden box lands beside her. Inside, Millicent finds the most unexpected new
friend. Who can he be and where has he come from?

Baking with Dad Cacciapuoti, 
Aurora 9781846437540 £6.78 Child's Play 03+

Today we're baking with Dad! We have everything we need, including the most important ingredient - Dad 
himself! But who are we baking for? And who's going to do the clearing up?

The Artist Who Painted a Blue Horse Carle, Eric 9780141340012 £12.99 Puffin 03+

I am an artist begins Eric Carle', And just like an imaginative child, this is one artist
who paints the world as he sees it-a red crocodile, an orange elephant, a purple
fox, a black polar bear (!) and a wonderful polka-dotted donkey.

The Bad-Tempered Ladybird Carle, Eric 9780140503982 £5.99 Puffin 03+

The bad-tempered ladybird picks fights with every animal he meets, but soon learns the importance of 
friends and turns into a far nicer, happier bug.

The Very Busy Spider Carle, Eric 9780241125328 £3.99 Hamilton 03+

A busy spider spins her web all day long, even though a number of animals try to
distract her from her task.

The Very Hungry Caterpillar Carle, Eric 9780140569322 £6.99 Puffin 03+

A newly hatched caterpillar eats his way through all kinds of food.

Selfish Crocodile, the Charles, Faustin 9780747541936 £5.99 Bloomsbury 03+

Every morning a very large and very snappy crocodile shouts this selfish message: 'Stay away from my 
river! It's MY river! If you come in my river, I'll eat you all!' The animals in the forest don't know what to do.

Charlie and Lola - I Really Wonder What 
Plant I'm Growing Child, Lauren 9780141327624 £6.99 Puffin 03+

I have this little sister Lola. She is small and very funny. Lola has just planted a
seed. "What will my seed grow into, Charlie?" "I don't know, Lola. We'll just have to
wait and see!"

Charlie and Lola - I Will Not Ever Never 
Eat a Tomato Child, Lauren   184121602X £5.99 Orchard 03+

Charlie is left in charge of Lola at dinner time. He tricks her into eating by
pretending that carrots are actually 'orange twiglets from Jupiter', etc. In this way,
he manages to get Lola to eat all her food, even her moonsquirters (tomatoes).
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Charlie and Lola - This is Actually My 
Party Child, Lauren 9780448446943 £5.99 Grossett & Dunlap 03+

It is Charlie's birthday, and he's having his friends round for a monster party. As usual Lola gets a bit carried 
away with her enthusiasm and tries to make everything a little too pink for Charlie's liking.

I Would Like to Actually Keep It Child, Lauren 9780448456782 £2.55 Grosset & Dunlop 03+

Charlie has this little sister, Lola. One day, Lola finds a stuffed rabbit outside of
school. Charlie says, "we should try to find it's owner." But Lola say's "I would like
to actually keep it!"

Cinderella (Child's Play Classic Fairy 
Tales) Child's Play 9781846434402 £6.99 Child's Play 03+

Fairy tales have been part of the storytelling tradition for many hundreds of years and are as popular today 
as ever. Full of drama, fun and adventure, these much-loved tales help develop and enrich a child's 
language, values and imagination. Like the other tales in this series, this classic tale is bought to life by a 
spirited and humorous retelling and bright, lively illustrations.

Jack and the Beanstalk (Child's Play) Child's Play 9781846434372 £6.99 Child's Play 03+

Fairy tales have been part of the storytelling tradition for many hundreds of years and are as popular today 
as ever. Full of drama, fun and adventure, these much-loved tales help develop and enrich a child's 
language, values and imagination. Like the other titles in this series, this classic tale is bought to life by a 
spirited and humorous retelling and bright, lively illustrations.

Little Red Riding Hood (Child's Play) Child's Play 9781846434396 £6.99 Child's Play 03+

Fairy tales have been part of the storytelling tradition for many hundreds of years and are as popular today 
as ever. Full of drama, fun and adventure, these much-loved tales help develop and enrich a child's 
language, values and imagination. Like the other titles in this series, this classic tale is bought to life by a 
spirited and humorous retelling and bright, lively illustrations.

Three Little Pigs, The (Child's Play Classic 
Fairy Tales) Child's Play 9781846434389 £6.99 Child's Play 03+

Fairy tales have been part of the storytelling tradition for many hundreds of years and are as popular today 
as ever. Full of drama, fun and adventure, these much-loved tales help develop and enrich a child's 
language, values and imagination. Like the other tales in this series, this classic tale is bought to life by a 
spirited and humorous retelling and bright, lively illustrations.

Going on a Plane Civardi, Anne 9780746066577 £3.99 Usborne 03+

This book is designed to introduce young children to unfamiliar situations in an amusing and friendly way. It 
features Stephen Cartwright's delightful illustrations, providing lots to look at and talk about. An ideal starting 
point for young children and adults to discuss first experiences. Other titles in this series include: "Going to 
the Hospital"; "Going to a Party"; and, "The New Puppy".

Going to School Civardi, Anne 9780746066607 £3.99 Usborne 03+

An ideal starting point for young children and adults to discuss first experiences. Features Stephen 
Cartwright's delightful illustrations, providing lots to look at and talk about.

Going to the Hospital Civardi, Anne 9780746066584 £3.99 Usborne 03+

This book is designed to introduce young children to unfamiliar situations in an amusing and friendly way. It 
features Stephen Cartwright's delightful illustrations, providing lots to look at and talk about. An ideal starting 
point for young children and adults to discuss first experiences.
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Moving House Civardi, Anne 9780746066614 £3.99 Usborne 03+

Designed to introduce young children to unfamiliar situations in an amusing and friendly way. Features 
Stephen Cartwright's delightful illustrations, providing lots to look at and talk about. An ideal starting point for 
young children and adults to discuss first experiences. Other titles in this series include: Going to School The 
New Baby Going to the Dentist

The New Baby Civardi, Anne 9780746066652 £3.99 Usborne 03+

This book is designed to introduce young children to unfamiliar situations in an amusing and friendly way. It 
features Stephen Cartwright's delightful illustrations, providing lots to look at and talk about. It provides an 
ideal starting point for young children and adults to discuss first experiences. Other titles in this series 
include: Going to the Doctor; "Going to School"; and, "Moving House".

The New Puppy Civardi, Anne 9780746066621 £3.99 Usborne 03+

This text is designed to introduce young children to the new situation of getting a new puppy in an amusing 
and friendly way. It is a good starting point for children and adults to discuss the experience, and can also be 
used by slightly older children to read for themselves.

Gilbert the Hero Clarke, Jane 9781847382931 £5.99 Simon & Schuster 03+

It's great fun having a new baby brother, right? Well, not for Gilbert the Great White Shark. His new baby 
brother, Finn, is too small to join in with any games and is no fun at all. So when Gilbert's friend Mallett 
suggests a game of skating, Gilbert decides to leave Finn alone and join in. But what a mistake!

Box of Tricks Cleminson, Katie 9781862306271 £5.99 Red Fox 03+

The musical rabbits lure you into this explosion of colour and action, as they dance
their way across the opening pages.

Elephantom, The Collins, Ross 1840116625 £5.99 Templar 03+

This book is about a little girl who has a phantom elephant living in her room. Her Gran has the solution!

Eliot Jones, Midnight Superhero Cottringer, Anne 9781407105284 £5.99 Scholastic 03+

By day, Eliot is a quiet boy who likes to read and play with his toys. But when the clock strikes midnight, Eliot 
is transformed into a hero!

Stori, Stori, Hen Blant Bach Craig, Helen 1859028268 £6.95 Gomer 03+

A picture book collection of fairy tales in Welsh.

Big Trucks Cullis, Megan 9781409523260 £9.99 Usborne 03+

A big book of big trucks (and some little ones too) perfect for machine-mad boys. From enormous heavy 
hauler dump trucks to towering mobile crane trucks, children can discover the biggest and most powerful 
machines ever made
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Usborne Big Book of Big Trains Cullis, Megan 9781409549895 £9.99 Usborne 03+

A young information picture book with huge fold-outs, on a topic that is loved by all generations. Fabulous, 
big pictures of all different types of trains from steam engines to bullet trains and funicular railways. With big, 
bold, colourful illustrations and some amazing facts.

Postman Pat and the Big Surprise Cunliffe, John 340704098 £3.99 Hodder 03+

Postman Pat is off sick, so his wife, Sara, is delivering the post. But Sara has forgotten that it is their 
wedding anniversary, and Pat is planning a big surprise! He is arranging a party, to which the whole village is 
invited - but can they keep it a secret from Sara as she does the rounds?

Animal Storeies for Bedtime Davidson, 
Susanna 9781409550709 £9.99 Usborne 03+

An illustrated storybook to share with a child at bedtime. It includes stories from Aesop and charming animal 
folktales from around the world.

Ballet Stories for Bedtime Davidson, 
Susanna 9781409550389 £9.99 Usborne 03+

Contains stories of the best known and best loved ballets, beautifully told with exquisite illustrations. Stories 
include Swan Lake, The Nutcracker, Sleeping Beauty, Coppelia, La Sylphide and more. The luxurious 
clothbinding and ribbon marker make this the perfect gift to treasure forever.

Black Beauty Davidson, 
Susanna 9781409555933 £4.99 Usborne 03+

Anna Sewell's classic story of a young horse's journey from the rolling hills of the English countryside to the 
dark, cobbled streets of London, retold for young children in picture book form. 

Frog Prince Davidson, 
Susanna 9781409547020 £4.99 Usborne 03+

When a frog rescues Princess Poppy's treasured golden ball, she is revolted that to return the favour she 
has to let him live in the palace with her. But could there be more to this frog than meets the eye?

Heidi Davidson, 
Susanna 9781409551300 £4.99 Usborne 03+

Orphaned Heidi is sent to live with her grandfather in the Swiss Alps and grows to love her mountain home. 
But when she is taken back to Frankfurt, her homesickness and newfound friendship with a girl in a 
wheelchair lead to an extraordinary turn of events.

Little Red Riding Hood Davidson, 
Susanna 9781409551690 £4.99 Usborne 03+

Oh Granny, what big ears you have! says Little Red Riding Hood. "All the better to hear you with." snaps 
back the wolf. Enjoy finding out how Little Red Riding Hood outwits the wolf, in this quirky retelling of the 
classic fairy tale.

My First Fairyland Book Davidson, 
Susanna 9781409536888 £4.99 Usborne 03+

Discover the magical world of fairyland as you search an enchanted forest for fairies sleeping in cobwebs, 
pixies dancing, elves sailing on boats made of leaves and goblins hoarding their treasure. This title 
introduces new words and lots of things to look for and talk about with your child.
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Nutcracker Davidson, 
Susanna 9781409536789 £4.99 Usborne 03+

This sumptuous picture book is based on the beloved classic and retold for younger children to provide an 
ideal introduction to the story.

Railway Children Davidson, 
Susanna 9781409536963 £4.99 Usborne 03+

This is an evocative picture book based on the classic E. Nesbit tale. When their father disappears, Bobbie, 
Peter and Phyllis move out of London and experience new exciting adventures in the countryside. But will 
their father ever return?

Secret Garden Davidson, 
Susanna 9781409555919 £4.99 Usborne 03+

When Mary arrives at the draughtly, rambling house of her guardian on the cold, bleak Yorkshire moors, her 
life is far from the charmed existence she previously enjoyed in India. It seems that she is doomed to a life of 
misery, until she discovers the joys of the secret garden.

Town Mouse and the Country Mouse Davidson, 
Susanna 9781409555940 £4.99 Usborne 03+

This delightful story, retold in picture book format, tells of two friends who lead different lives, reminding us 
that there's no place like home.

Treasury of Animal Stories Davidson, 
Susanna 9780746090015 £12.99 Usborne 03+

This is a wonderful collection of nineteen animal folktales. Containing stories from well-known authors such 
as Rudyard Kipling and Aesop as well as traditional tales from around the world including fighting crabs, 
gigantic frogs and a polar bear's search for home, all kinds of children are sure to find a story that they will 
enjoy. It is beautifully illustrated by Rocio Martinez.

Twelve Dancing Princesses Davidson, 
Susanna 9781409536970 £4.99 Usborne 03+

The grumpy king bans his twelve beautiful daughters from dancing, yet every night their shoes are worn 
through. Can anyone solve the mystery of where they go and scoop the royal reward?

Egyptian Times Davies, Kate 9780746097779 £4.99 Usborne 03+

A delightful picture book that brings to life a busy day in Egypt, long ago. A little boy hurries off to school, 
acrobats tumble through the crowded market, and crowds gather by the River Nile to watch the Pharaoh 
coming home.

Pinocchio Daynes, Katie 9781409535683 £4.99 Usborne 03+

Young children will love this charming retelling of the much-loved tale. The story of the wooden puppet that 
wants to be a real boy is brought to life in this classic picture book with stunning illustrations and simple text.

Beegu Deacon , Alexis 9780099417446 £7.99 Red Fox 03+

Beegu is not supposed to be on Earth. She is lost. She is a friendly little creature, but the Earth People don't 
seem very welcoming at all. However, so far she has only met the BIG ones. The little ones are a different 
matter . . .
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Bedtime Treasury Dickins, Rosie 9780746089460 £12.99 Usborne 03+

This is a magical, illustrated collection of 25 stories perfect for curling up with at bedtime.

Fairy Tales for Bedtime Dickins, Rosie 9781409550648 £9.99 Usborne 03+

An illustrated and bound collection of traditional stories, freshly retold for today's children. It is written for 
reading aloud to young children, or for older children to read themselves.

Magic Porridge Pot Dickins, Rosie 9781409550594 £4.99 Usborne 03+

This is the gloriously gloopy tale of a magic porridge pot and what happens when it can't be stopped.

Great Googly Moogly, the Dicmas, Courtney 9781846436390 £5.99 Child's Play 03+

Nobody has ever been able to catch The Great Googly Moogly – a giant and terrifying fish of legend. But 
Stella aims to do just that. Armed with fishing gear and differing baits, she sets out every day to realise her 
dream, whatever the weather. But what will she do if she succeeds?

Nipper and the Lunchbox Dillamore, Lucy 9781786281791 £6.99 Child's Play 03+

Nipper hates being left alone all day while his best friend Richard is at work. But when he realizes one 
morning that Richard has left his lunchbox behind. Nipper sets off on a difficult journey to deliver it. Will 
Nipper find Richard in time? Will he survive the many dangers along the way? And what will happen when he 
gets there? A touching story from a new talent about the power of determination and the strength of true 
friendship.

Finding Nemo Disney 1844220656 £2.50 Ladybird 03+

On Australia's Great Barrier Reef live two Clownfish, Marlin and his son Nemo. Nemo can't swim very well 
because of his damaged fin but he doesn't shy away from adventure. One day he swims too far, is captured 
by scuba divers and plunged into a dentist's fish tank in Sydney. Marlin embarks on an epic journey in search 
of Nemo

Little Boat Docherty, Thomas 9781840118360 £5.99 Templar 03+

The ocean ia a big place, and I am just a little boat ... but still I sail on ...

Hairy Maclary from Donaldson's Dairy Dodd, Lynley 9780140505313 £5.99 Puffin 03+

Hairy Maclary goes off for a walk with a few of his friends - and comes up against a nasty surprise, in the 
shape of the cat Scarface Claw, who chases the dogs away

A Squash and a Squeeze Donaldson, Julia 9781405004770 £5.99 Macmillan 03+

A little old lady thinks her house is a squash and a squeeze but, with the advice of
a wise old man and the help of a few farmyard animals, she soon discovers that it's
not as small as she thought.
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Cave Baby Donaldson, Julia 9780330522762 £6.99 Macmillan 03+

A hairy mammoth takes a cheeky little baby on a thrilling ride through a moonlit landscape populated by a 
sabre-toothed tiger, a leaping hare, a laughing hyena and even, just maybe, by a big brown bear

Charlie Cook's Favourite Book Donaldson, Julia 9781405034708 £5.99 Macmillan 03+

Charlie Cook is reading a book about a pirate captain, who is reading a book about
Goldilocks, who is reading about a knight, who is reading about a frog... From
kings and queens to aliens and ghosts, this is an entertaining read.

Gruffalo, The Donaldson, Julia 333710932 £5.99 Macmillan 03+

A rhyming story of a mouse and a monster. Little mouse goes for a walk in a
dangerous forest. To scare off his enemies, he invents tales of a fantastical
creature called the Gruffalo. Imagine his surprise when he meets the real Gruffalo!

Gruffalo's Child, The Donaldson, Julia 1405020458 £5.99 Macmillan 03+

The Gruffalo said that no gruffalo should ever set foot in the deep dark wood. But
one wild windy night the Gruffalo's Child ignores her father's warning and tiptoes
out into the snow. After all the Big Bad mouse doesn't really exist . . .

Highway Rat, the Donaldson, Julia 9781407124377 £10.99 Alison Green 03+

Give me your buns and your biscuits! Give me your chocolate éclairs! For I am the Rat of the highway, and 
the Rat Thief never shares!' Life is not safe for the other animals, as the villainous Highway Rat gallops 
along the highway, stealing their food. Clover from a rabbit; nuts from a squirrel - he even steals his own 
horse's hay. Will he finally meet his comeuppance, in the form of a cunning duck? A fabulous, rollicking 
rhyme, in the style of the famous Alfred Noyes poem, 'The Highwayman', from the authors of 'The Gruffalo' 
and 'Zog'

Monkey Puzzle Donaldson, Julia 9780333720011 £5.99 Macmillan 03+

Can Butterfly help Little Monkey find his mum? Yes, but only after a lot of trial and error as Butterfly 
misunderstands Monkey's descriptions and leads him to all kinds of unsuitable animals.

Night Monkey, Day Monkey Donaldson, Julia 9780749748937 £5.99 Egmont 03+

Trying to play together allows Day Monkey and Night Monkey to each see how the other views the world.

Rhyming Rabbit, the Donaldson, Julia 9780230741034 £10.99 Macmillan 03+

Poor old Rhyming Rabbit is feeling lonely and left out. None of his fellow rabbits appreciate his carefully 
thought-out poems. And as for the other woodland animals? They just tell him to be quiet!

Room on the Broom Donaldson, Julia 333903382 £5.99 Macmillan 03+

A story of a good-natured witch and her contented, purring, cat flying through the
air on a broomstick without a care in the world - until the wind blows away the
witch's hat.
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Singing Mermaid, the Donaldson, Julia 9781447210856 £6.99 Macmillan 03+

The singing mermaid is tempted away from her home at Silversands to join the circus. The audiences love 
her but the poor mermaid, kept in a tank by the wicked circus owner Sam Sly, soon longs to return to the 
freedom of the sea. Will she ever escape?

Smartest Giant in Town, The Donaldson, Julia 333963962 £5.99 Macmillan 03+

George the giant is not only smart but also kind ... gentle verse and bold illustration.

Snail and the Whale, The Donaldson, Julia   033398224X £5.99 Macmillan 03+

One tiny snail longs to see the world and hitches a lift on the tail of a whale. Together they go on an amazing 
journey, past icebergs and volcanoes, sharks and penguins, and the little snail feels so small in the vastness 
of the world.

Stick Man Donaldson, Julia 9781407106175 £5.99 Alison Green 03+

"Stick Man lives in the family tree With his Stick Lady Love and their stick children three." But it's dangerous 
being a Stick Man.

Superworm Donaldson, Julia 9781407132044 £10.99 Alison Green 03+

Superworm is super-long. Superworm is super-strong. Watch him wiggle! See him
squirm! There's no other worm like SUPERWORM! Never fear, Superworm's here!

Tabby McTat Donaldson, Julia 9781407109244 £10.99 Alison Green 03+

Fred the busker and his cat, Tabby McTat, are purr-fectly happy, singing together
all day long. But when Fred gives chase to a thief, the two are separated. Will they
ever find each other again?

Troll, the Donaldson, Julia 9780230017948 £6.99 Macmillan 03+

A crew of clueless pirates, one hairy troll and barrels o'laughs!

Tyrannosaurus Drip Donaldson, Julia 9781405090001 £5.99 Macmillan 03+

Everyone knows that tyrannosauruses are big and scary, so when a placid duckbill dinosaur's egg ends up in 
the wrong nest confusion is sure to ensue!

What the Ladybird Heard Song, the Donaldson, Julia WBD 2012 £1.00 Macmillan 03+

Especially created for World Book Day 2012, this fun farmyard song is based on
the hugely popular WHAT THE LADYBIRD HEARD (9780-230-70650-7). With
MOOing and HISSing and BAAing and CLUCKing, the farmyard is full of noise.
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Zog Donaldson, Julia 9781407115597 £6.99 Alison Green 03+

Zog is the keenest dragon in school. He's also the most accident-prone. Luckily, a
mysterious little girl always comes by and patches up his bumps and bruises. But
will she be able to help him with his toughest test - capturing a princess?

Tiddler Donaldson, Julia 9781407106212 £6.99 Alison Green 03+

The smallest fish can tell the tallest tales ... "Sorry I'm late, Miss. I set off really early but on the way to school 
I was captured by a squid. I wriggled and I struggled till a turtle came and rescued me." "Oh, no, he didn't." 
"OH, YES, HE DID." Tiddler is a little fish with a BIG imagination! What ever will he come up with next?

Wriggle and Roar!: Rhymes to Join in with Donaldson, Julia & 
Sharratt, Nick 9781405021661 £5.99 Macmillan 03+

A strange visitor comes to the Murry house and beckons Meg, her brother Charles and their friend Calvin on 
a most dangerous and extraordinary adventure one that will threaten their lives and our universe.

Where Did You Go Today? Duke, Jenny 9781786282002 £6.99 Child's Play 03+

A visit to the local play area becomes an exciting adventure thanks to the transforming powers of a child's 
imagination. Familiar landscapes turn into exotic and mysterious worlds to discover and explore.

Hello Tilly Dunbar, Polly 9781406309065 £9.99 Walker 03+

Tilly is a little girl who lives with her five animal friends in a little yellow house, and
readers meet them all, one by one.

I Love you, Little Monkey Durant, Alan 9780689874826 £5.99 Simon & Schuster 03+

What do you get when a little monkey grows bored? A giant mess of squashed figs, a bounced-on bed... and 
a very cross Big Monkey! But although Big Monkey doesn't always like Little Monkey's behaviour, one thing 
is clear: Big Monkey never stops loving Little Monkey.

Goodnight, Goodnight Construction Site Duskey Rinker, 
Sherri 9780811877824 £11.99 Chronicle 03+

As the sun sets in the big construction site, all the hard-working trucks get ready to
say goodnight. One by one, Crane Truck, Cement Mixer, Dump Truck, Bulldozer,
and Excavator finish their work and lie down to rest

The Collins Book of Stories for Four Year 
Olds Eccleshare, Julia 9780006732280 £2.50 Young Lions 03+

This is one of three collections of stories by the compiler of the annual guide
"Children's Books of the Year". Containing traditional and modern stories this book
should appeal to children aged about four.

Boy Who Lost His Bumble, The Esberger, Trudi 9781846436611 £5.99 Child's Play 03+

The boy in this debut picture book is fascinated by the bees in his garden, and is puzzled and saddened 
when they disappear one rainy day. What can have caused them to leave, and is there anything he can do to 
get his bumble back? Nothing he tries is successful, but things start to look a little brighter with the arrival of 
Spring. A gentle, quirky introduction to the cycles of nature, with an important and highly topical message 
about the value of bees to our world.
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Olivia Falconer, Ian 9780689860881 £6.99 Simon & Schuster 03+

Olivia is a gorgeous little pig who likes to dress up, sing songs, dance, think,
snooze and is even quite good at building sandcastles. At the end of the day, when
she snuggles up in bed and her mother reads her a story

Manfred the Baddie Fardell 9781847244826 £10.99 Quercus 03+

Kidnapping inventors, stealing from art museums, conducting acts of piracy on the high seas. Will Manfred 
ever learn his lesson?

Fireman Sam - The Hero Next Door Fireman Sam 9781405260510 £3.99 Egmont 03+

Sam decides to take a well-deserved day off from the fire brigade, but a series of
catastrophes in Pontypandy reminds him that good firefighters are never off duty

The Boss Baby Frazee, Marla 9780857073129 £5.99 Simon & Schuster 03+

The boss baby is used to getting his way - drinks made to order 24/7, his private jet plane, and meetings 
around the clock. But when his demands aren't getting proper responses, he has to go to new lengths to 
achieve the attention he deserves.

Dinosaurs Love Underpants Freedman, Claire 9781847382108 £5.99 Simon & Schuster 03+

Dinosaurs were all wiped out, A long way back in history, No one knows quite how
or why, This book solves the mystery. You may wonder why dinosaurs became
extinct, well here is the answer ...They were all wiped out in a mighty Pants War!

Monstersaurus! Freedman, Claire 9781847389046 £10.99 Simon & Schuster 03+

Monty LOVES inventing But things don't always work - His walking toaster ran
away And the robot went BERSERK! But then one day Monty found a book with
instructions on how to create inventions very rare...read it if you dare!

Henny Penny French, Vivian 9780747581048 £5.99 Bloomsbury 03+

We all know the story of Henny Penny, the silly chicken who thinks the sky is falling
in. Well, that is not the true story. No, that is a misrepresentation put about by
foxes.

Oliver's Vegetables French, Vivian 9780340634790 £5.99 Hodder 03+

Do you like chips? Oliver does, in fact, he won't eat anything else - until he plays a
game with his grandpa.Whatever vegetable Oliver finds in the garden, he must eat.
On Monday, he pulls up carrots, on Tuesday, it is spinach

Big Dinosaurs Frith, Alex 9781409507321 £9.99 Usborne 03+

From the mighty brachiosaurus to the fearsome tyrannosaurus, children will love discovering the biggest and 
most powerful dinosaurs that ever walked the Earth(and some little ones too). Includes extra fold-out pages 
to show some of the longest, heaviest and most terrifying creatures of all and a simple timeline at the end to 
show when each dinosaur roamed the earth.
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Usborne Big Book of Big Tractors Gillespie, Lisa 
Jane 9781409549888 £9.99 Usborne 03+

A big picture book with giant fold-out pages, to satisfy the curiosity of every young tractor enthusiast. 
Everything you need to know about tractors large and small, from all around the world. Makes a substantial 
gift which children will pore over for hours.

How to Heal a Broken Wing Graham, Bob 9781406307160 £5.99 Walker 03+

When Will sees a fallen bird on the crowded city pavement, he stops and looks -
and reaches down to help…

Max Graham, Bob 9780744598278 £5.99 Walker 03+

It's not easy being the son of legendary superheroes. Max has a cape and a mask,
but he doesn't fly. His parents just can't understand it, and nor can the children at
school. But one day he does fly

Again! Gravett, Emily 9780230745360 £10.99 Macmillan 03+

It's nearly Cedric the dragon's bedtime - there's just time for his mum to read him
his favourite book. Unfortunately for her, Cedric likes the story so much that he
wants to hear it again

Monkey and Me Gravett, Emily 9781405089494 £6.99 Macmillan 03+

A cheeky little girl and her toy monkey swing irresistibly through the pages of this gorgeous playful book.

Oi Frog Gray, Kes & Field, 
Jim 9781444910865 £6.99 Hodder Childrens 03+

Cats sit on mats, hares sit on chairs, mules sit on stools and gofers sit on sofas, but Frog does not want to sit 
on a log! Jam-packed with animals and silliness, this original rhyming story will have young children in fits of 
laughter.

Animals Greenwell, Jessica 9781409551645 £9.99 Usborne 03+

This book contains one thousand pictures of animals, with their names. Children need to add lots of words to 
their spoken vocabularly and this fantastic look-and-talk book will provide them with plenty of opportunities to 
do so. Each double-page spread shows a wonderful array of birds, fish, mammals, dinosaurs and more.

Rainforest Groves, Julia 9781846439353 £5.77 Child's Play 03+

Travel deep into the forest - what elusive and fascinating creatures will you find there? Delicate, colourful 
and distinctive, Julia Groves' illustrations introduce us to the animals that live in this precious and 
endangered habitat. Wildlife fans will be thrilled to encounter all kinds of rainforest creatures - from the 
familiar species to the more obscure.

Beyond the Fence Gulemetova, Maria 9781846439308 £6.99 Child's Play 03+

Piggy lives in a large house with Thomas. Thomas knows exactly what Piggy needs. But a chance meeting 
with a wild pig changes everything, and Piggy finds out what lies outside the four walls, beyond the fence. A 
gentle book about freedom and friendship.
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Little Miss Birthday Hargreaves, Roger 9781405234986 £2.99 Egmont 03+

Another delightful story from the world of Little Miss. A perfect birthday gift!

Little Miss Christmas Hargreaves, Roger 9781405235006 £2.99 Egmont 03+

Another delightful story from the world of Little Miss. The perfect stocking filler.

Little Miss Naughty Hargreaves, Roger 9780749852269 £1.99 Egmont 03+

From Mr Tickle's extraordinarily long arms to Little Miss Princess's sparkly crown, the Mr Men and Little 
Misses have been delighting children for generations with their charming and funny antics. This time it's all 
about Little Miss Naughty!

Little Miss Scatterbrain Hargreaves, Roger 9780749852412 £1.99 Egmont 03+

Little Miss Scatterbrain is always in a muddle! So, when she decides to go on holiday, will everything go to 
plan? A bold Little Miss storybook that fans of Mr Men and Little Miss will love!

Little Miss Tidy Hargreaves, Roger 9780749838744 £1.99 Egmont 03+

Little Miss Tidy is great at tidying things away - she's just not that great at remembering where she tidied 
them! A bold Little Miss storybook that fans of Mr Men and Little Miss will love!

Little Miss Twins Hargreaves, Roger 9780749804886 £1.99 Egmont 03+

Original stories and characters created and illustrated by Roger Hargreaves.

Mr Bump Hargreaves, Roger 749851872 £1.99 Egmont 03+

Mr. Bump is always bumping into things! Is there anywhere that being clumsy is a good thing?

Mr Chatterbox Hargreaves, Roger 749838299 £1.99 Egmont 03+

From Mr Tickle's extraordinarily long arms to Little Miss Princess's sparkly crown, the Mr Men and Little 
Misses have been delighting children for generations with their charming and funny antics. Now it's time to 
meet Mr Chatterbox!

Mr Fussy Hargreaves, Roger 9781405235877 £2.50 Egmont 03+

From Mr Tickle's extraordinarily long arms to Little Miss Princess's sparkly crown, the Mr Men and Little 
Misses have been delighting children for generations with their charming and funny antics. Now it's time to 
meet Mr Fussy!
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Mr Grumpy Hargreaves, Roger 749838361 £1.99 Egmont 03+

From Mr Tickle's extraordinarily long arms to Little Miss Princess's sparkly crown, the Mr Men and Little 
Misses have been delighting children for generations with their charming and funny antics. Now it's time to 
meet Mr Grumpy!

Mr Mean Hargreaves, Roger 749852003 £1.99 Egmont 03+

From Mr Tickle's extraordinarily long arms to Little Miss Princess's sparkly crown, the Mr Men and Little 
Misses have been delighting children for generations with their charming and funny antics. Now it's time to 
meet Mr Mean!

Mr Men - A Christmas Carol Hargreaves, Roger 9781405240482 £2.99 Egmont 03+

Mr. Stingy is a stingy old miser who hates Christmas. But one night he is visited by three ghosts who show 
him that he's been living his life badly and needs to mend his ways! In this lighthearted adaptation of 
Dickens's A Christmas Carol, Mr. Happy plays Bob Cratchit and Mr. Nosey, Little Miss Wise, and Little Miss 
Bossy play the ghosts of Christmas Past, Present, and Future.

Mr Men - Night Before Christmas Hargreaves, Roger 9781405241946 £2.99 Egmont 03+

It's the night before Christmas and all through the Mr Men houses not a creature is stirring, but in the sky 
overhead there are some very special visitors on their way. Be enchanted by this magical Christmas story 
from the world of Mr Men!

Mr Men Mr Christmas Hargreaves, Roger 9781405235013 £2.99 Egmont 03+

One day Mr. Christmas receives a call from his uncle, Santa Claus, asking for help. Can Mr. Christmas help 
Santa deliver presents to all of the Mr. Men?

Mr Mischief Hargreaves, Roger 749838450 £1.99 Egmont 03+

From Mr Tickle's extraordinarily long arms to Little Miss Princess's sparkly crown, the Mr Men and Little 
Misses have been delighting children for generations with their charming and funny antics. Now it's time to 
meet Mr Mischief!

Mr Quiet Hargreaves, Roger 749838388 £1.99 Egmont 03+

A fun and exciting tale from the land of Mr Men. It's time to meet Mr Quiet.

Mr Rush Hargreaves, Roger   074980033X £1.50 Egmont 03+

A fun and exciting tale from the land of Mr Men. It's time to meet Mr Rush!

Mr Snow Hargreaves, Roger 9781405235716 £2.50 Egmont 03+

A fun and exciting tale from the land of Mr Men. It's time to get chilly and meet Mr Snow!
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Mr Strong and the Flood Hargreaves, Roger 749837144 £1.50 Egmont 03+

When Farmer Fields' sheep are caught in a flood, Mr Strong offers to help with a rainy rescue.

Mr Tall Hargreaves, Roger   074983840X £1.99 Egmont 03+

From Mr Tickle's extraordinarily long arms to Little Miss Princess's sparkly crown, the Mr Men and Little 
Misses have been delighting children for generations with their charming and funny antics. Now it's time to 
meet Mr Tall!

A Bit Lost Haughton, Chris 9781406333831 £6.99 Walker 03+

Little Owl must be more careful when he is sleeping - uh-oh! He has fallen from his
nest, & with a bump he lands on the ground. Where is his mummy? With the
earnest assistance of his new friend Squirrel, Little Owl sets off in search of her

Oh no, George! Haughton, Chris 9781406332254 £11.99 Walker 03+

Harris is off to do some shopping. 'Will you be good, George?' he asks. George
hopes he can. He really wants to, but chocolate cake is just so very delicious and
he does love to chase cats. What will George do now?

Daft Dog Hawkins, Colin & 
Jacqui 9780006646181 £4.99 Collins 03+

Daft Dog cleans his face with his toothbrush and his teeth with the soap. He puts
his jumper on back to front and never wears matching socks

Fairy Stories Hawthorne, Philip 9780746048450 £5.99 Usborne 03+

This volume contains 17 stories, both new and traditional, written in simple text and suitable for reading 
aloud. The stories include: Polly and the Pixies, Angel, The Hairy Boggart, The Endless Story, Sniffer, Brave 
Words Indeed, The Bath Assault and Crafty Herbert.

Poems for Young Children Hawthorne, Philip 9780746064221 £9.99 Usborne 03+

A beautifully illustrated anthology, with a selection of poems ranging from classics like Roald Dahl and Lewis 
Carroll to exciting new contemporary poets. Ages 6+.

Errol's Garden Hibbs, Gillian 9781786280848 £6.99 Child's Play 03+

Errol loves gardening, but he doesn't have a real garden. Although his home is full of beautiful plants, he 
longs for an outdoor space where he can grow things. A chance discovery leads to a solution, but Errol can't 
do everything on his own. Luckily, help is near at hand. A heart-warming and inclusive tale about how one 
small boy's dream of a garden unites a diverse community in a positive and enriching experience for 
everyone.

Spot's Big Book of Colours, Shapes and 
Numbers Hill, Eric 141500379 £4.99 Puffin 03+

The fun way to find out about colours, shapes and numbers! Spot and his friends make first learning easy in 
this big, action-packed book.
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Spot's Storybook Hill, Eric 723254869 £9.99 Penguin 03+

A wonderful collection of Spot stories - just the right length for sharing at bedtime or any time. With familiar 
settings and a gentle, friendly text.

Rosie's Walk Hutchins, Pat 9780099413998 £5.99 Red Fox 03+

When Rosie the hen sets off for a stroll she is unaware of the distinctly fox-shaped
shadow that's following her. But luckily for Rosie, her pursuer is the clumsiest of his
kind.

Titchy Witch and the Magic Party Impey, Rose 9781841211305 £4.99 Orchard 03+

Titchy Witch is having her first party, but it isn't going very well, until she starts to wave her magic wand.

Titchy-Witch and the Get-Better Spell Impey, Rose 9781841211282 £4.99 Orchard 03+

Titchy-witch is only a little witch, but she spells BIG trouble. When she waves her wand - WATCH OUT

Titchy-Witch and the Stray Dragon Impey, Rose 9781841211183 £4.99 Orchard 03+

Titchy-witch is only a little witch, but she spells BIG trouble. When she waves her wand - WATCH OUT

Titchy-Witch and the Wobbly Fang Impey, Rose 9781841211268 £4.99 Orchard 03+

Titchy-witch is only a little witch, but she spells BIG trouble. When she waves her wand - WATCH OUT

Gilbert the Great Jane Clarke 9780689861406 £5.99 Simon & Schuster 03+

From the time Gilbert the Great White Shark was a tiny pup, Raymond the Remora stuck to him like 
glue...'Then one day, Gilbert wakes up to discover that Raymond has gone. Mrs Munch does everything she 
can to help her little shark come to terms with his loss and – slowly but surely – Gilbert learns to smile a 
wobbly smile through his sadness

Up and Down Jeffers, Oliver 9780007263844 £10.99 Harper Collins 03+

The boy and the penguin enjoy spending all their time together! That is, until the penguin starts to dream of 
flying, ignoring the boys advice that it is impossible.

Way Back Home, the Jeffers, Oliver 9780007182329 £5.99 Harper Collins 03+

Once there was a boy who, one day, found himself stuck on the moon, and he was not alone…
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Princess Poppy The Fancy Dress Party Jones, Janey 
Louise 9780552557771 £1.00 Corgi 03+

WBD 2008 Poppy is desperate to win the prize for the best costume at Madam Angelwing's annual 
Honeypot Hill fancy dress party so she asks her cousin Saffron to make one for her.

I'm Going on a Dragon Hunt Jones, Maurice 9780140565676 £4.99 Puffin 03+

Perfect for indroducing the pre-school child to new words and concepts.

Robin Hood Jones, Rob Lloyd 9781409522072 £4.99 Usborne 03+

The mysterious outlaw Robin Hood has captivated imaginations for centuries. Now this beautifully illustrated 
book brings the legend to life for little children, as Robin makes a daring raid on the castle of the evil Sheriff 
of Nottingham.

Witch's Children go to School, the Jones, Ursula 
Russell Ayto 9781408300725 £5.99 Orchard 03+

In this third electrifying title, the witch's children's friend, Gemma, is scared about her first day at school. So, 
the Little One turns her into an ogre to give her courage . . . but ogres don't fit in at school.

Witch's Children, the Jones, Ursula 
Russell Ayto 9781841211145 £5.99 Orchard 03+

Look out! The witch's children are coming and that means TROUBLE! Out in the park one windy day, they try 
out their magic: Gemma's turned into a frog, the ice cream van into a coach, the squirrels into footmen.

Fantastic Flying Books of Mr. Morris 
Lessmore Joyce, William 9781442457027 £11.24 Simon & Schuster 03+

Everything in Morris Lessmore's life, including his own story, is scattered to the
winds. But the power of story will save the day.

Great Explorer, the Judge, Chris 9781849394017 £6.99 Andersen Press 03+

When a famous explorer goes missing in the North Pole, his son, Tom, decides he must find him. And so a 
daring adventure begins across the treacherous icy terrain of the North Pole. Will Tom be able overcome the 
many challenges ahead and find his father?

Dogs Don't Do Ballet Kemp, Anna 9781847384744 £5.99 Simon & Schuster 03+

Biff is not like ordinary dogs. He doesn't do dog stuff like peeing on lampposts, scratching his fleas or 
drinking out of toilets. If you throw him a stick, he'll just look at you like you're crazy.

Mog and the Baby Kerr, Judith 9780007171323 £5.99 Collins 03+

Mog's peaceful day is shattered when a baby comes to visit. All Mog wants to do
and sleep and play but there is no chance of that with a little baby around! "Mog
loves babies," says Mrs Thomas but suddenly Mog isn't quite so sure
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Mog the Forgetful Cat Kerr, Judith 9780007171347 £5.99 Harper Collins 03+

`Delightful story about the family cat with attitude.'

One Night in the Zoo Kerr, Judith 9780007321131 £5.99 Harper Collins 03+

It's only once all the visitors have gone home that the real fun starts in the Zoo!
Learn to count in a fun and wonderfully imaginative way as you follow all the
animals through the night in this gorgeous picture book

Library Lion Knudsen, Michelle 9781406305678 £5.99 Walker 03+

When a lion visits the library, no one knows what to do: there are no rules about
lions in the library. But soon he's indispensable - "What a helpful lion," people say.
"How did we ever get along without him?"

Big Machines Lacey, Minna 9781409507314 £9.99 Usborne 03+

A big book of big machines (and some little ones too) perfect for machine-mad boys. From giant excavators 
and monster trucks to superjumbos and enormous ships, children can discover the biggest and most 
powerful machines ever made. Really huge machines are displayed with extra fold-out pages.

Big sea Creatures Lacey, Minna 9781409531722 £9.99 Usborne 03+

This title features: Big fold-out pages that open up into massive 4-page scenes; two fun concertina pages to 
open up too; and, stunning watercolour illustrations by Fabiano Fiorin. It includes huge sharks, whales, squid 
and lots of fish with key facts about each creature.

Big Ships Lacey, Minna 9781409523253 £9.99 Usborne 03+

This is a fantastic big book crammed with the world's biggest ships that ever sailed the seven seas. Young 
boat enthusiasts will love learning about all the warships, supertankers, Arctic ice breakers, aircraft carriers, 
hovercrafts and ocean liners featured in this great big book, with lots of stats and facts. Each themed double 
page is gorgeously illustrated

Beautiful Bananas Laird, Elizabeth 9780192725523 £5.99 OUP 03+

Beautiful Bananas ia an imaginative picture book in the African folktale tradition. A little girl sets off through 
the jungle to take a beautiful bunch of bananas to her grandfather. On the way she encounters a number of 
wild, but friendly animals

The Owl and the Pussy cat Lear, Edward 9781409550457 £4.99 Usborne 03+

Follow the magical adventures of the Owl and the Pussycat in this illustrated book, written especially for 
children who are learning to read.

Magic Rabbit, the LeBlanc Cate, 
Annette 9781406313512 £5.99 Walker 03+

Ray the magician and his bunny assistant are best friends who work together all day, performing their act in 
front of admiring crowds. Every night Ray and Bunny sit down together at their little table in their apartment 
and have dinner
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Why Elephant has a Trunk Lloyd, Claudia 9780141327815 £5.99 Puffin 03+

You see, there was a time when Elephant had no nose. He was big, he was clumsy and he was very, very 
Smelly! Brilliantly colourful Tingatinga artwork tells the story of Elephant's transformation

Mr.Pusskins Lloyd, Sam 9781846163470 £5.99 Orchard 03+

Meet Mr Pusskins. He's the grumpiest, sassiest yet most lovable cat around!

Story Tree: Tales to Read Aloud, the Lupton, Hugh 9781905236121 £8.99 Barefoot Books 03+

This delightful collection of tales from around the world includes favourites like 'The
Three Billy Goats Gruff' (Norwegian) as well as less well familiar stories such as
'The Blue Coat' (Jewish) and 'The Sweetest Song' (African-American).

I Wish I'd Been Born A Unicorn Lyon, Rachel 9781848861176 £6.99 Maverick Arts 03+

Mucky is a very smelly horse indeed! None of the other horses want to share his field. When Mucky decides 
it would be better if he was a unicorn, Owl tries to help. But perhaps true friends will like him just the way he 
is?

This is NOT a bedtime Story Mabbitt, Will 9780141357386 £6.99 Puffin 03+

Sophie doesn't want a story time filled with cute kittens and birthday parties, she wants rocket-launching 
helicopters and a giant robot dinosaur! Clever, funny and heart-racingly exciting, this is a book to inspire and 
delight every little girl and boy. And one thing's for sure. Bedtime will never be the same again.

Gingerbread Man, the MacDonald, Alan 9780721497310 £2.99 Ladybird 03+

Follow the gingerbread man as he tries to escape all manner of hungry animals
and people!

A Bus for Miss Moss MacKinnon, Mairi 9781409507055 £4.99 Usborne 03+

This is the third title in the new "Usborne Very First Reading" series, designed for younger children to 
introduce them to reading together with their parents. Parents and children take turns to read from the page 
(the text clearly marked for who should be reading) and as the books progress in the series the adults read 
less and less and the child more and more

Animal Alphabet Activity Book MacKinnon, Mairi 9781409522164 £5.99 Usborne 03+

A write-in book to help practise the alphabet with a menagerie of weird and wonderful animals. It features lots 
of things to spot beginning with each letter of the alphabet, puzzles to solve and other activities to reinforce 
learning.

Big Book of English Words MacKinnon, Mairi 9781409551652 £9.99 Usborne 03+

An essential vocabulary builder for young children, with around a thousand everyday words and pictures, 
arranged thematically. There are lots of things to spot and talk about in this large format board book, that is 
perfect for poring over together. With characterful and slightly nostalgic illustrations by Kate Hindley.
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Croc gets a Shock MacKinnon, Mairi 9781409550525 £4.99 Usborne 03+

Croc is late for everything, even her own birthday party. She misses the bus, she can't buy new shoes 
because the store is closed for lunch, and what's worse, she has the hiccups. A surprise birthday present 
may be just what she needs

Dog Diary MacKinnon, Mairi 9781409507062 £4.99 Usborne 03+

This is the fourth title in the new "Usborne Very First Reading" series, designed for younger children to 
introduce them to reading together with their parents. Parents and children take turns to read from the page 
(the text clearly marked for who should be reading) and as the books progress in the series the adults read 
less and less and the child more and more

Dressing up Box MacKinnon, Mairi 9781409507048 £4.99 Usborne 03+

This is the second title in the new "Usborne Very First Reading" series, designed for younger children to 
introduce them to reading together with their parents. Parents and children take turns to read from the page 
(the text clearly marked for who should be reading) and as the books progress in the series the adults read 
less and less and the child more and more

Gingerbread Man MacKinnon, Mairi 9781409531661 £4.99 Usborne 03+

Run, run as fast as you can, you can't catch him, he's the Gingerbread Man! But although he may be able to 
out-run everyone, can the Gingerbread Man outwit the cunning fox? 

Late Night at the Zoo MacKinnon, Mairi 9781409507123 £4.99 Usborne 03+

This is the tenth title in the new "Usborne Very First Reading" series, designed for younger children to 
introduce them to reading together with their parents. Parents and children take turns to read from the page 
(the text clearly marked for who should be reading) and as the books progress in the series the adults read 
less and less and the child more and more

Monster Diner MacKinnon, Mairi 9781409507154 £4.99 Usborne 03+

The thirteenth title in the new "Usborne Very First Reading" series, specially designed for younger children to 
read together with their parents. Parents and children take turns to read from the page (the text clearly 
marked for who should be reading) and as the books progress in the series the adults read less and less and 
the child more and more.

Mr Mystery MacKinnon, Mairi 9781409507178 £4.99 Usborne 03+

The fifteenth title in the new "Usborne Very First Reading" series, specially designed for younger children to 
read together with their parents. Parents and children take turns to read from the page (the text clearly 
marked for who should be reading) and as the books progress in the series the adults read less and less and 
the child more and more

Pirate Pat MacKinnon, Mairi 9781409507031 £4.99 Usborne 03+

Parents and children take turns to read from the page (the text clearly marked for who should be reading) 
and as the books progress in the series the adults read less and less and the child more and more. It 
presents the humorous and lively rhyming story of Pirate Pat who searches for a treasure under Granny's 
house with puzzles for children at the end to check their understanding of the text and guidance notes for 
parents

Royal fairy Tales for Bedtime MacKinnon, Mairi 9781409550433 £9.99 Usborne 03+

A regal collection of much-loved classics and some less familiar tales, perfect for reading aloud and sharing 
at bedtime. Book includes favourites such as The Frog Prince, The Emperor's New Clothes, Sleeping 
Beauty and many more. A lovely gift to be shared together time and time again.
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Run, Rabbit, Run! MacKinnon, Mairi 9781409507116 £4.99 Usborne 03+

This is the ninth title in the new "Usborne Very First Reading" series, designed for younger children to 
introduce them to reading together with their parents. Parents and children take turns to read from the page 
(the text clearly marked for who should be reading) and as the books progress in the series the adults read 
less and less and the child more and more

Stop that Cow MacKinnon, Mairi 9781409507093 £4.99 Usborne 03+

This is the seventh title in the new "Usborne Very First Reading" series, designed for younger children to 
introduce them to reading together with their parents. Parents and children take turns to read from the page 
(the text clearly marked for who should be reading) and as the books progress in the series the adults read 
less and less and the child more and more

Sun and the Wind MacKinnon, Mairi 9780746095836 £4.99 Usborne 03+

A picture book that is based on the traditional fable by Aesop.

The Circus under the Sea MacKinnon, Mairi 9781409507147 £4.99 Usborne 03+

The twelfth title in the new "Usborne Very First Reading" series, specially designed for younger children to 
read together with their parents. Parents and children take turns to read from the page (the text clearly 
marked for who should be reading) and as the books progress in the series the adults read less and less and 
the child more and more.

The Queen Makes a Scene MacKinnon, Mairi 9781409507086 £4.99 Usborne 03+

This is the sixth title in the new "Usborne Very First Reading" series, designed for younger children to 
introduce them to reading together with their parents. Parents and children take turns to read from the page 
(the text clearly marked for who should be reading) and as the books progress in the series the adults read 
less and less and the child more and more.

Wild School MacKinnon, Mairi 9781409507130 £4.99 Usborne 03+

This is the eleventh title in the new "Usborne Very First Reading" series, designed for younger children to 
introduce them to reading together with their parents. Parents and children take turns to read from the page 
(the text clearly marked for who should be reading) and as the books progress in the series the adults read 
less and less and the child more and more.

The Frank Show Mackintosh, David 9780007363995 £6.99 Harper Collins 03+

If you had to stand up and talk, for one whole minute, about a member of your
family, who would you pick? Everyone else chooses really cool people, like Tom's
Uncle Marlon who plays drums in a band, or Hannah's mum with her company car

When I Woke Up I Was a Hippopotamus Macrae, Tom 9781849390736 £10.99 Andersen Press 03+

A small boy's fantasies about being different creatures get him into all sorts of mischief!

Brown Bear, Brown Bear, What Do You 
See? Martin, Bill 9780140502961 £6.99 Puffin 03+

Colour and animals are shown (with a few surprises) together with a simple
rhyming text, which contains some repetitive phrases
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Big Animals Maskell, Hazel 9781409507994 £9.99 Usborne 03+

A great big book crammed with huge illustrations and facts about some of the biggest animals on the planet. 
Each gorgeously illustrated double page is arranged in exciting themes, including the largest creepy crawlies, 
most dangerous animals and biggest marine creatures. With each animal drawn to scale, the readers will be 
given an idea of just how huge they really are. The final page reveals some record-breaking animals, 
including the bird with the biggest beak, the world's largest hunter and which species lays the largest eggs

Deep Dark Woods Mason, Conrad 9781409531449 £4.99 Usborne 03+

Beware, beware the deep dark woods. But Jack doesn't listen... how will he ever get home? Part of the 
award-winning 'Usborne Very First Reading' series specially developed in consultation with literacy experts 
to help children learn to read. Designed for a child to read together with an adult, allowing the child to 
gradually take a greater share of the story in each book to achieve confident, independent reading

Golden Goose Mason, Conrad 9781409550716 £4.99 Usborne 03+

When a young man finds a golden goose in the forest he has to keep it away from the greedy townsfolk

Elmer McKee, David 9781842707319 £5.99 Andersen Press 03+

The story of Elmer the patchwork elephant.

Elmer's friends. McKee, David 9780862644956 £3.99 Andersen Press 03+

Elmer, the bright patchwork elephant, has some very special friends. Zebra is the stripiest, giraffe is the 
tallest, snake is the longest, leopard is the spottiest. Everyone is different and Elmer loves them all.

Not Now, Bernard McKee, David   009972541X £1.50 Red Fox 03+

This is the story of Bernard, whose parents are too busy to understand that there is
a monster in the garden... and one that wants to eat him!

Suddenly! McNaughton, Colin 9781842706213 £5.99 Andersen Press 03+

A little pig is walking down the street, unaware of the hungry wolf waiting around the corner, when suddenly 
the pig remembers he has left something behind and turns away at the last second, leaving the wolf to fall 
flat on his face.

Hugless Douglas Melling, David 9780340950630 £5.99 Hodder Childrens 03+

Douglas is a brown, huggable, lovable bear, and he wakes up one morning in need
of a hug. He goes to try and find one - but none of them seem quite right. Join
Douglas on his search for the perfect bear hug

Double Trouble Milbourne, Anna 9781409530619 £4.99 Usborne 03+

A funny rhyming story following two elephant twins with a cunning plan to help their friends tell them apart. 
Designed for a child to read together with an adult, allowing the child to gradually take a greater share of the 
story in each book to achieve confident, independent reading. Followed by fun puzzles to test 
comprehension and provide further practice
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In the Castle Milbourne, Anna 9781409536772 £4.99 Usborne 03+

Young children will be enthralled as they follow the imaginative adventures of a little boy who is whisked back 
in time as he plays in the ruins of a castle, only to find himself transported to the hustle and bustle of the 
building in its heyday - complete with jousts, banquets and valiant deeds

Little Pony Milbourne, Anna 9780746093757 £4.99 Usborne 03+

Down at the stable a new foal has been born, to the delight of a young girl. Follow his story, from his first 
wobbly steps to his life as a grown-up pony.

On the Farm Milbourne, Anna 9781409535676 £4.99 Usborne 03+

Follow a day at the farm, from waking up to the cockerels crowing, then milking the cows, gathering the eggs 
and watching the tractor planting seeds before everyone snuggles up in the farmhouse at the end of a hard 
day's work

Sunny Day Milbourne, Anna 9781409544838 £4.99 Usborne 03+

Readers will delight in a sunny walk with three children and a dog, discovering the effects of sunshine on 
flowers, butterflies and cherries, along with an interesting look inside a bee hive.

Under the Ground Milbourne, Anna 9781409566335 £4.99 Usborne 03+

A fabulous way to discover the world beneath our feet, from plants and animals to underground trains, and 
through to the earth's core past fossils, caves and gold mines.

Under the Sea Milbourne, Anna 9781409539087 £4.99 Usborne 03+

This picture book takes the reader on a journey all the way through the sea from one shore to another far 
across the world. From a bustling bright coral reef (by day and by night), out into the open sea to swim 
alongside giant whales, and diving down and down to discover what lives in the deepest darkest part of the 
ocean

Windy Day Milbourne, Anna 9781409539056 £4.99 Usborne 03+

Have you ever wondered what sways the trees, and makes the leaves dance across the grass? Follow the 
billowing wind as it flies a kite, fills the sails of tall ships on the sea, makes birds fly and catches the massive 
wind turbines to generate electricity for a village! Illustrated by Elena Temporin, illustrator of "The Snowy Day 
and Lullabies".

Get Into Bed! Miller, Virginia 9780744536294 £4.99 Walker 03+

It's time for bed, and the stubborn little bear is doing everything he possibly can to
delay the inevitable.

Dazzling Diggers Mitton, Tony 9780753415238 £6.99 Kingfisher 03+

Each of the "Amazing Machines" picture books features lively rhyming text and bold, bright pictures of fun 
animal characters. A picture dictionary at the back of every book helps build vocabulary.
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Terrific Trains Mitton, Tony 9780753403495 £4.99 Kingfisher 03+

Each of the "Amazing Machines" picture books features lively rhyming text and
bold, bright pictures of fun animal characters. A picture dictionary at the back of
every book helps build vocabulary.

Aaaarrgghh, Spider! Monks, Lydia 9781405210447 £5.99 Egmont 03+

All Spider wants is to be a family pet. But the family whose house he lives in are
terrified of him. Whenever he tries to show them what a great pet he would make,
they simply cry, 'Aaaarrgghh, Spider!'

Six Dinner Sid Moore, Inga 9780340894118 £5.99 Hodder 03+

Sid is a cat who is addicted to having six meals a day and glories in this lifestyle. Manipulative, persuasive 
and a charmer he has wrapped everybody round his little paw

Peace at Last Murphy, Jill 333631986 £4.99 Macmillan 03+

Mr Bear is tired and goes to bed - but can he get to sleep? "Snore, snore" went Mrs Bear, "Tick-tock, tick-
tock" went the clock. Mr Bear desperately tries to get some sleep, around the house, in the garden and even 
in the car.

Whatever Next! Murphy, Jill 9780230015470 £5.99 Macmillan 03+

The moon and back before bathtime? Whatever next! Join Baby Bear as he finds a
rocket, makes friends with an owl and has a picnic on the moon!

Meg & Mog Nicoll, Helen 9780141501505 £5.99 Puffin 03+

Meg the witch and Mog her cat go off to a wild Halloweeen party with all the other witches. The spell they 
cast goes off with a bang!

Very Long Sleep, The Noakes, Polly 9781786281289 £6.99 Child's Play 03+

Fox, Chipmunk, Marmot and Bear are such good friends that they decide to build a forest home and live in it 
together. But when winter comes, Chipmunk, Marmot and Bear fall into a deep sleep. Fox can't wake them 
up at all. Fox is lonely and confused, especially when packages start to arrive for the other three animals. 
What on earth can be in them, and will the three friends ever wake up?

Big Bear, Little Brother Norac, Carl 9780230016842 £5.99 Macmillan 03+

On the ice, the wind is blowing gently and Big Bear has paused for a moment on
his journey. Suddenly the stillness is broken with a cry as a child tumbles down an
icy cliff…

Peppa Pig: Dentist Trip Peppa Pig 9781409301936 £4.99 Ladybird 03+

Peppa, George and Mr Dinosaur are going to the dentist. It's George's first visit
and he's a teeny bit nervous. Find out how their trip goes in this lovely adventure
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Peppa Pig: Peppa Goes Swimming Peppa Pig 9781409301943 £4.99 Ladybird 03+

Peppa and George are going swimming, but George is a bit scared. How will
Mummy and Daddy Pig ever convince him to get in the pool? Read this fun
children's story to find out

Peppa Pig: Peppa Plays Football Peppa Pig 9781409305996 £4.99 Ladybird 03+

Peppa and George are going swimming, but George is a bit scared. How will
Mummy and Daddy Pig ever convince him to get in the pool? Read this fun
children's story to find out

Traditional Tales with a Twist - Ant and 
the Big Bad Bully Goat Peters, Andrew 9781846430794 £5.99 Child's Play 03+

Badger is happy living in his neat and tidy burrow – until Big Bad Bully Goat
decides to move in! Bully Goat has such a fearsome reputation that even Badger’s
biggest friends are too scared to help.

Traditional Tales with a Twist - Bear 
&Turtle and the Great Lake Race Peters, Andrew 9781904550914 £5.99 Child's Play 03+

Everyone knows how rude and grumpy bears can be if they don't get enough
sleep! When a bad-tempered bear trips over a tiny turtle, no-one can foresee the
consequence. When Turtle challenges Bear to a race along the lakeshore

Traditional Tales with a Twist - Dingo Dog 
and the Billabong Storm Peters, Andrew 9781846433504 £5.99 Child's Play 03+

The Bush animals are fed up of Dingo dog’s bullying and generate a storming idea
to teach him a lesson. This traditional Australian 'Tale with a Twist' is retold by
poet, author and storyteller, Andrew Fusek Peters

Traditional Tales with a Twist - Monkey's 
Clever Tale Peters, Andrew 9780859530514 £5.99 Child's Play 03+

Mischievous Ameerah Monkey wants to cross the river but is scared of the water.
She tricks her deadly enemy, Crocodile, into helping her reach the other side by
promising to give him some monkey tails and money.

Traditional Tales with a Twist - Rabbit 
Cooks Up a Cunning Plan Peters, Andrew 9781846430978 £5.99 Child's Play 03+

Mountain Lion terrorises all the forest animals, and preys on them for his supper.
One day, they come up with a plan to try to protect themselves, yet they are not
safe until Rabbit cooks up a cunning plan which brings them lasting freedom.

Traditional Tales with a Twist - Tiger and 
the Wise Man Peters, Andrew 9781904550075 £5.99 Child's Play 03+

When a tiger plays a trick on a wise man, how will he escape being eaten,
especially when it seems that all the animals are against him? Will the jackal help
him, or is it simply another trick?

Wake Up, Sleepy Head!: Early Morning 
Poems Peters, Andrew 9781904550334 £5.99 Child's Play 03+

The sun is rising, and it’s time for all Animal Sleepy Heads to get out of bed! These
are the songs their parents sing to help them wake up and greet the new day.
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Three Horrid Pigs and the big Friendly 
Wolf, the Pichon, Liz 9781845066284 £5.99 Little Tiger Press 03+

Mother Pig has had enough of her three horrid little pigs. So she packs their bags and send them on their 
way.

It's me Parsnip Porter, Sue 9781842482230 £4.99 Matthew Price 03+

Someone has left a muddy puddle in the hall - and on the stairs - and in the
bedroom. Who can it be?

Parsnip Porter, Sue 9781842482223 £4.99 Mathew Price 03+

One snowy night, a newborn lamb is brought into the farmhouse out of the cold. Gradually she warms up, but 
she's all alone, help Parsnip and her friends search for her mummy.

Tailor of Gloucester, The Potter, Beatrix 9780723247722 £4.99 Frederick Warne 03+

The Tailor of Gloucester was first published in 1903 and tells the story of a poor tailor trying to survive in his 
freezing workshop over a hard winter. He has a terribly important commission to complete for the Mayor of 
Gloucester's wedding on Christmas Day but is ill and tired, and before long is running out of food and thread, 
as well as time! How will he possibly complete the beautiful coat and embroidered waistcoat?

Tale of a Naughty Little Rabbit, the Potter, Beatrix 9780723266853 £3.99 Frederick Warne 03+

This is the story of a very naughty little rabbit who becomes quite fat after sneaking under a gate, and 
stumbling into a huge vegetable patch. This is the story of Peter Rabbit. Unfortunately for Peter, he also 
stumbles across a very grumpy farmer and loses his shoes, his coat and his way as he tries to escape back 
through the gate. Will he make it home?

Tale of Benjamin Bunny, The Potter, Beatrix 9780723247739 £4.99 Frederick Warne 03+

Peter Rabbit's cousin, Benjamin Bunny, has been a very popular character since this book's first publication 
in 1904. In this tale we hear all about his and Peter's adventures in Mr McGregor's vegetable garden, and 
what happens to them when they meet a cat! Even more frightening, is what happens to the two pesky 
bunnies when Old Mr Benjamin Bunny finds out what they have been up to!

Tale of Ginger and Pickles, The Potter, Beatrix 723247870 £4.99 Frederick Warne 03+

Ginger and Pickles (a terrier and a ginger cat) kept a very popular shop. Their customers loved to buy their 
provisions there, but they were less keen to pay for them and ran up a gret deal of credit, making poor 
Ginger and Pickles lives very difficult indeed.

Tale of Jemima Puddle-duck, The Potter, Beatrix 723247781 £4.99 Frederick Warne 03+

Poor Jemima. All she wants to do is lay her eggs in peace, and be allowed to hatch them herself. At last she 
flies off and finds the perfect place. Little does the silly duck realise that the charming gentleman who has 
lent her his woodshed is busily planning a delicious meal of . . . roast duck!

Tale of Johnny Town-mouse, The Potter, Beatrix 723247821 £4.99 Frederick Warne 03+

Do you ever feel that the grass is always greener on the other side of the fence? Well, so did Johnny Town-
Mouse and Timmy Willie. One was a town mouse and one was a country mouse, and when they end up in 
each other's worlds they soon discover that they were much happier where they started!
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Tale of Mr Jeremy Fisher, The Potter, Beatrix 723247765 £4.99 Frederick Warne 03+

The Tale of Mr. Jeremy Fisher endures as one of Beatrix Potter's most popular and well-loved tales. It tells 
of an optimistic and slightly accident-prone frog, who sets off on a fishing expedition across the pond, only to 
find himself bitten on the toe bt a water-beetle, fighting with a stickleback, and eventually nearly eaten by a 
trout!

Tale of Mr Tod, The Potter, Beatrix 723247838 £4.99 Frederick Warne 03+

The Tale of Mr Tod brings back Beatrix Potter's most popular heroes, Peter Rabbit and Benjamin Bunny, in 
an adventure that also features two very disagreeable villains. Fortunately Tommy Brock the badger and Mr. 
Tod the fox dislike each other so much that they Tommy Brock kidnaps Benjamin's young family, Mr Tod 
unwittingly becomes the rabbits' ally.

Tale of Mrs Tiggy-Winkle, The Potter, Beatrix 9780723247753 £4.99 Frederick Warne 03+

the tale of a hidden home high in the hills. It is discovered one day by a little girl called Lucie, who is in 
search of her missing pocket handkerchiefs. She knocks on the tiny door, and meets Mrs Tiggy-winkle who 
does all the washing and ironing for the neighbouring animals. Lucie spends a lovely day helping her, and it's 
only right at the end of the day that she realises Mrs Tiggy-winkle is a hedgehog!

Tale of Mrs Tittlemouse, The Potter, Beatrix 9780723247807 £4.99 Frederick Warne 03+

Mrs Tittlemouse is a terribly tidy little wood mouse. She is always sweeping her burrow, polishing and tidying. 
It is an endless job and it seems that no sooner has she made a good start than another messy visitor 
appears to leave their muddy footprints everywhere.

Tale of Peter Rabbit, The Potter, Beatrix 723247706 £4.99 Frederick Warne 03+

The Tale of Peter Rabbit was first published by Frederick Warne in 1902 and endures as Beatrix Potter's 
most popular and well-loved tale. It tells the story of a very mischievous rabbit and the trouble he encounters 
in Mr McGregor's vegetable garden!

Tale of Pigling Bland, The Potter, Beatrix 723247846 £4.99 Frederick Warne 03+

The Tale of Pigling Bland was published the year the Beatrix Potter was married and settled down to farming 
life for good. She had already been keeping pigs and she sketched them for this story, using her own 
farmyard as the setting. One little black pig was a household pet and features as the "perfectly lovely" Pig-
wig who runs away with Pigling Bland.

Tale of Squirrel Nutkin, The Potter, Beatrix 723242968 £4.99 Frederick Warne 03+

Beatrix Potter's famous tale of a naughty squirrel who loses his tail is as popular today as it was when it was 
first published over 100 years ago. Join Nutkin, his brother Twinkleberry and all his cousins as they make 
their way over to Owl Island to gather nuts. See what happens when Old Brown, the terrifying owl guardian of 
the island decides he has had enough of silly Nutkin's cheekiness! Ouch!!

Tale of the Flopsy Bunnies, The Potter, Beatrix 723243050 £4.99 Frederick Warne 03+

When the cupboard is bare at the Flopsy Bunny's burrow, the family all have to go in search of food. They 
soon find some old lettuces on Mr McGregor's rubbish heap, but who can imagine the horrors that await 
them as they enjoy a nap after lunch!

Tale of Tom Kitten, The Potter, Beatrix 9780723247777 £4.99 Frederick Warne 03+

The Tale of Tom Kitten is set in the cottage garden Beatrix created herself at Hill Top, the farm she owned 
near the village of Sawrey. Tom and his sisters look so smart in their new clothes. When their mother sends 
them outside while she waits for her visitors, she couldn't possibly guess what kind of mess they are going to 
get themselves into!
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Tale of Two Bad Mice, The Potter, Beatrix 723242992 £4.99 Frederick Warne 03+

"The Tale of Two Bad Mice" is as lively and funny today as it was when it was first written. See the chaos 
that ensues when Tom Thumb and Hunca Munca, two naughty little mice, creep into Lucinda and Jane's 
doll's house one morning. They are not happy to discover that the delicious food is made of plaster and won't 
come off the plates, or that the canisters on the dresser don't contain real rice and coffee, only coloured 
beans! They set about taking things to make their little home more comfortable, but end up creating a terrible 
mess

A Fright in the Night Punter, Russell 9781409531432 £4.99 Usborne 03+

A visit to a spooky house gives Jess a fright in the night! Part of the award-winning 'Usborne Very First 
Reading' series specially developed in consultation with literacy experts to help children learn to read. 
Designed for a child to read together with an adult, allowing the child to gradually take a greater share of the 
story in each book to achieve confident, independent reading.

Bad Jack Fox Punter, Russell 9781409531425 £4.99 Usborne 03+

Bad Jack Fox is on the run - can Dan catch him and save the stolen box? Part of the award-winning 
'Usborne Very First Reading' series specially developed in consultation with literacy experts to help children 
learn to read. Designed for a child to read together with an adult, allowing the child to gradually take a 
greater share of the story in each book to achieve confident, independent reading

Captain Mac Punter, Russell 9781409530626 £4.99 Usborne 03+

Captain Mac needs a crew for his ship quick! Part of the award-winning 'Usborne Very First Reading' series 
specially developed in consultation with literacy experts to help children learn to read. Designed for a child to 
read together with an adult, allowing the child to gradually take a greater share of the story in each book to 
achieve confident, independent reading

Cow takes a Bow Punter, Russell 9781409550518 £4.99 Usborne 03+

When Brown Cow visits the circus, she ends up stepping in for the clown who hasn't turned up for work. She 
slips, trips, drops things and loses her hat, and thinks that she's done a pretty bad job - but the ringmaster is 
thrilled.

Dinosaur who lost his Roar Punter, Russell 9781409550273 £4.99 Usborne 03+

Sid the dinosaur likes scaring his friends with his ear-splitting roar. But what would happen if he lost his 
voice? He's about to find out. This title comes now with rhyming text to add an extra level of interest and 
enjoyment.

Little Miss Muffet Punter, Russell 9781409564362 £4.99 Usborne 03+

Suitable for reading aloud to little children, this is a quirkily illustrated version of the well-known nursery 
rhyme.

Magic Ring Punter, Russell 9781409530640 £4.99 Usborne 03+

Stranded on a desert island, Josh and his dog Kip find a magic ring that might just help them get home... Part 
of the award-winning 'Usborne Very First Reading' series specially developed in consultation with literacy 
experts to help children learn to read. Designed for a child to read together with an adult, allowing the child to 
gradually take a greater share of the story in each book to achieve confident, independent reading

Old Mother Hubbard Punter, Russell 9781409550303 £4.99 Usborne 03+

Old Mother Hubbard is off to the cupboard, but what will she do when she finds it bare? A lively interpretation 
of the well-loved traditional rhyme packed with fresh, modern illustrations that little children will love to pore 
over.
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Perfect Pet Punter, Russell 9781409530633 £4.99 Usborne 03+

Join Nell and Dad on their trip to the pet shop can they find the perfect pet? Part of the award-winning 
'Usborne Very First Reading' series specially developed in consultation with literacy experts to help children 
learn to read. Designed for a child to read together with an adult, allowing the child to gradually take a 
greater share of the story in each book to achieve confident, independent reading

Pirate Stories for Little Boys Punter, Russell 9781409522140 £12.99 Usborne 03+

A collection of seven swashbuckling tales sure to keep young buccaneers entertained. The colourfully 
illustrated adventures tell of buried treasure, pesky parrots, hungry sharks, and lots more with simple, lively 
text, perfect for sharing or for beginner readers to tackle alone.

Snail Brings the Mail Punter, Russell 9781409550549 £4.99 Usborne 03+

 Postman snail does his best but he's ever so slow. After a bad storm - and a flood which almost prevents 
snail completing his round - snail spots something for sale which ends all his troubles.

There was a Crooked Man Punter, Russell 9781409564379 £4.99 Usborne 03+

There was a crooked man, and he walked a crooked mile. He found a crooked sixpence, upon a crooked 
stile. He bought a crooked cat, which caught a crooked mouse... Read on to see what happened in their little 
crooked house

Underpants for Ants Punter, Russell 9781409557449 £4.99 Usborne 03+

Suitable for reading aloud and for beginner readers, this story is told with rhythmic text and phonic repetition. 
It helps young children learn to recognise the basic sounds that make up the English language - vital for 
learning to read.

Harris finds his feet Rayner, Catherine 9781845065904 £5.99 Little Tiger Press 03+

Harris was a very small hare with very big feet. His grandad shows him how to hop
high into the sky, to climb to the tops of the mountains, and to run very fast.

My First Pirate Book Reid, Struan 9781409536895 £4.99 Usborne 03+

Discover the exciting world of pirates and find out how they prowled the tropical seas in search of treasure 
and adventure. There are lots of pirate things to look for in colourful, detailed and humorously illustrated 
scenes, including life on board, sailing into port and a pirate island hideaway. It introduces new vocabulary 
and things to talk about with your child.

Pink Rickards, Lynne 9781905294749 £5.99 Chicken House 03+

Patrick wakes up one day to find he's turned pink overnight What will his friends think? Poor Patrick runs 
away in search of pink playmates

Dirty Bertie Roberts, David 1854308203 £5.99 Little Tiger Press 03+

Bertie has shockingly dirty habits, from nose-picking to weeing on the flowerbed!
Whenever he does anything dirty, Bertie's family shouts "No, Bertie! That's dirty,
Bertie!". Will Bertie ever kick his horrible habits?
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Pet to School Day Robinson, Hilary 9780237527730 £3,99 Evans 03+

The 'Zig Zag' series features a range of different story genres - such as humour,
fantasy and rhyming stories - which are accompanied by bright, eye-catching
illustrations, in order to stimulate even the most reluctant of readers.

Goodnight Spaceman Robinson, Michelle 9780141365626 £6.99 Puffin 03+

Two space-mad little boys get ready for bed and say goodnight to their toy rockets, launch pads and planet 
mobiles, before being whisked away into space on an adventure beyond their wildest dreams . . .

We're Going on a Bear Hunt Rosen, Michael 9780744523232 £5.99 Walker 03+

We're going on a bear hunt! Through the long wavy grass, the thick oozy mud and the swirling, whirling 
snowstorm - will we find a bear today?

Meet Wild Boars Rosoff, Meg 141500387 £5.99 Puffin 03+

Meet Boris, Morris, Horace and Doris, four rude, smelly, bad tempered boars.

Splat the cat Scotton, Rob 9780007284542 £6.99 Harper Collins 03+

It's Splat the Cat's first day of school and he's worried. What if he doesn't make any new friends? Just in 
case, Splat decides to bring along his pet mouse, Seymour, and hides him in his lunch box. The teacher, Mrs 
Wimpydimple, introduces Splat to the class and he soon learns all his important cat lessons. But when 
Seymour escapes and the cats do what cats do (chase mice!), Splat's worried again. Maybe now he'll lose 
all his friends. Just in time, wise Mrs Wimpydimple takes charge.

Where the Wild Things Are Sendak, Maurice 99408392 £5.99 Red Fox 03+

The story of Max's adventures when he sails away to the land where the wild things are has become an 
acknowledged classic of children's books.

ABC Seuss, Dr. 7158483 £4.99 Harper Collins 03+

From Aunt Annie's alligator to the colourful Zizzer-Zazzer-Zuzz, Dr. Seuss's delightful book introduces early 
learners to the letters of the alphabet through an amazing array of crazy creatures.

If I ran the circus Seuss, Dr. 9780007169900 £4.99 Collins 03+

Morris McGurk dreams about staging the world's greatest show, packed with the
most tremendous, stupendous acts ever seen, from the Spotted Atrocious - a
beast most ferocious - to the Drum-Tummied Snumm from the country of Frumm

Shark in the Dark Sharratt, Nick 9781849920186 £5.99 David Fickling 03+

It's just before bedtime and Timothy Pope is taking a look through his telescope.
What do you think he can see in the dark?
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Shark in the Park Sharratt, Nick 9780552549776 £5.99 Corgi 03+

What can Timothy Pope see through his telescope? Is there really a shark in the
park? Go on, be brave, open the book and find out!

Baker Cat Simmonds, Posy 9780099455967 £5.99 Red Fox 03+

All day the baker's cat toils in the bakery and all night he is expected to catch the mice that run riot in the 
storeroom. If he doesn't catch any mice, the baker won't give him any food.

Alice in Wonderland Simms, Lesley 9781409527954 £4.99 Usborne 03+

A new paperback edition of the picture book based on the beloved classic by Lewis Carroll. Retold for 
younger children to provide an ideal introduction to the story. Alice follows the White Rabbit down a hole and 
finds herself in Wonderland. Faced with a magic cake, a grinning cat and a noisy Queen, Alice doesn't know 
what will happen next.

Ant and the Grasshopper Simms, Lesley 9781409550686 £4.99 Usborne 03+

A charming picture book based on Aesop's well-loved tale. While Ant works hard to prepare for winter, 
Grasshopper mocks him and sings in the sun. Then winter comes, and Grasshopper no longer feels like 
singing..

Bee Makes Tea Simms, Lesley 9781409550501 £4.99 Usborne 03+

A lively story with humorous illustrations, ideal for children who are beginning to read for themselves, or for 
reading aloud together. With simple rhyming text and phonic repetition, this book is specially designed to 
develop essential language and early reading skills

Christmas Carol Simms, Lesley 9781409536901 £4.99 Usborne 03+

Ebenezer Scrooge is a mean-spirited old man who hates everything - even Christmas! But when three spirits 
visit him one Christmas Eve, Scrooge is taken on a journey into the past, present and future that will change 
him forever

Crow in the Snow Simms, Lesley 9781409550532 £4.99 Usborne 03+

A lively story with humorous illustrations, ideal for children who are beginning to read for themselves, or for 
reading aloud together. With simple rhyming text and phonic repetition, this book is specially designed to 
develop essential language and early reading skills

Grizzly Bear Rock Simms, Lesley 9781409507079 £4.99 Usborne 03+

This is the fifth title in the new "Usborne Very First Reading" series, designed for younger children to 
introduce them to reading together with their parents. Parents and children take turns to read from the page 
(the text clearly marked for who should be reading) and as the books progress in the series the adults read 
less and less and the child more and more.

Knight Fight Simms, Lesley 9781409507161 £4.99 Usborne 03+

The thirteenth title in the new "Usborne Very First Reading" series, specially designed for younger children to 
read together with their parents. Parents and children take turns to read from the page (the text clearly 
marked for who should be reading) and as the books progress in the series the adults read less and less and 
the child more and more
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Magical Stories for Little Children Simms, Lesley 9781409522126 £12.99 Usborne 03+

An enchanting collection of five beautifully illustrated stories full of magic and wonder to share with young 
children, including The magic porridge pot, The golden goose, The three wishes, The wish fish and The 
magic pear tree. Perfect for reading aloud or for children to read for themselves.

Moon Zoom Simms, Lesley 9781409507109 £4.99 Usborne 03+

This is the eighth title in the new "Usborne Very First Reading" series, designed for younger children to 
introduce them to reading together with their parents. Parents and children take turns to read from the page 
(the text clearly marked for who should be reading) and as the books progress in the series the adults read 
less and less and the child more and more

Snow Queen Simms, Lesley 9781409555926 £4.99 Usborne 03+

Gerda and Kay are best friends, until Kay suddenly changes. Then he is kidnapped by the wicked Snow 
Queen and everyone thinks he is lost forever. But Gerda is determined to rescue him.

Stories for Little Children Simms, Lesley 9781409522157 £12.99 Usborne 03+

A wonderful collection of well-loved stories, beautifully illustrated and specially retold for younger readers, 
including the classic tales The Gingerbread Man, The Nutcracker, Pinocchio, The Town Mouse and the 
Country Mouse, Alice in Wonderland, The Emperors New Clothes and The Snow Queen. Perfect for reading 
aloud or for children to read for themselves.

The Wizard of Oz Simms, Lesley 9781409555957 £4.99 Usborne 03+

When Dorothy is whisked off to Oz in a tornado, she lands in a place where nothing is quite as it seems. Can 
she find the Wizard, defeat the Wicked Witch of the West, and be granted her wish to return to Kansas?

Wind in the Willows Simms, Lesley 9781409531401 £4.99 Usborne 03+

This is an evocative picture book based on the beloved classic tale and retold for younger children. 'The 
Wind in the Willows' is a re-telling of the beloved Kenneth Grahame story following the adventures of four 
riverside companions: Mole, Ratty, Badger and, of course, the eponymous Mr Toad.

Home and Dry Smith, Sarah L 9781846437564 £6.99 Child's Play 03+

The Paddling family love nothing more than living on an island beneath a big black cloud, surrounded by 
water. As the seasons change and the water dries up, an unexpected visitor arrives, but the family is 
nowhere to be found. Before long, their visitor is in trouble and the rescue brings a big surprise! Richly 
illustrated, this story explores the themes of home, friendship and family.

Danny McGee drinks the sea Stanton, Andy 9781444928785 £6.99 Hodder 03+

Can a boy drink the sea? Surely it's impossible! But Danny McGee does just that - and now he has his sights 
on other things. Soon he's swallowing trees, flies, fleas, peas, mountains ... where will it end?!

How many sleeps? Stewart, Amber 9780192791894 £5.99 OUP 03+

Toast, a fieldmouse, is very excited about his birthday. Each day seems to pass
more slowly than the last - 'How many sleeps now?' he repeats. But Toast is not
the only one ticking off the days.
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Big Red Rock, The Stockham, Jess 9781786280022 £6.99 Child's Play 03+

When Bif finds a big red rock blocking his way, he decides it has to go. But how? Nothing he tries will move 
it. Bif's friend Bop knows some monsters who might be able to help. When none of their ingenious methods 
work, they all have to decide what to do next - with surprising results! A simple and comic tale about 
teamwork and problem-solving.

Beauty and the Beast Stowell, Louie 9781409539032 £4.99 Usborne 03+

The simple and engaging text is accompanied by colourful illustrations by Victor Tavares. It is perfect for 
sharing with young children. There's a fairy hiding in the Beast's garden, which children might not spot on the 
first reading, but there's lots of fun to be had looking for her when re-reading the story.

Big Monsters Stowell, Louie 9781409549963 £9.99 Usborne 03+

Features legendary creatures from around the world and throughout time, including dragons of all kinds, sea 
serpents, ogres, water spirits and giants. This title includes artwork with giant fold-outs and little chunks of 
information.

Classic Bible Stories for Little Children Stowell, Louie 9781409509226 £12.99 Usborne 03+

This title presents a wonderful treasury of bible stories, perfect for young children. It contains five stories from 
the "Usborne Bible Tales" series: "Moses in the Bulrushes", "Daniel and the Lions", "Joseph and the 
Amazing Coat", "David and Goliath" and "Jonah and the Whale". Each tale is beautifully illustrated and 
perfect for story time, reading aloud or for more confident readers to tackle alone.

My First princess Book Stowell, Louie 9781409545910 £4.99 Usborne 03+

This title explores the fabulous world of princesses as you search palace gardens, royal forests and splendid 
ballrooms for golden crowns, royal swans and gorgeous gowns. It features beautiful watercolour illustrations 
of princesses playing in the palace gardens, dancing at candlelit balls and even doing everyday things such 
as reading a bedtime story. It introduces new words and lots of things to look for and talk about with your 
child.

My Cat Likes to Hide in Boxes Sutton, Eve 9780140502428 £4.99 Puffin 03+

Lots of cats all around the world do exciting things like fly aeroplanes or play the violin - but my cat, an 
ordinary round-the-house cat, likes to hide in boxes.

King Leonard's Teddy Swan, Phoebe 9781786281838 £6.99 Child's Play 03+

King Leonard is so rich that he can buy whatever he wants. Anything old or brokenis thrown onto the growing 
pile of trash outside his castle. But one day something breaks that can't be easily replaced. And what's 
worse, King Leonard can't find anyone who knows how to fix it. Phoebe Swan's striking illustrations grace 
this powerful story with a strong environmental message.

Baby Animal Stories Taplin, Sam 9781409535201 £9.99 Usborne 03+

 The gentle tales and cosy illustrations are a perfect way to end the day, as lots of different baby animals find 
out about the world. Full colour scenes include: fox and badger make friends, little rabbit learns new words, 
snow bear wants to be grown up, and little elephant meets her reflection.

Baby's Bedtime Storybook Taplin, Sam 9781409524663 £9.99 Usborne 03+

This delightful bedtime book contains 17 short animal stories to share with babies and little children. A 
beautifully illustrated hardback book that will lend itself to being read time and time again. Perfect for sending 
tiny children off to sleep at the end of a busy day.
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Baby's Night-Night Storybook Taplin, Sam 9781409551348 £9.99 Usborne 03+

There are seventeen very short, gentle stories by Sam Taplin in this new collection, beautifully illustrated by 
Violeta Dabija and Simona Dimitri. It is a perfect gift to share with young children at the end of a busy day. It 
includes the story of Little Elephant who meets her reflection in the lake, the delightful tale of Cat and Dog 
discussing the best place to be, and the story of Wise Old Bear and his hat.

Bedtime Rhymes Taplin, Sam 9780746087794 £9.99 Usborne 03+

Featuring six rhymes by Sam Taplin, this book aims to have babies and young children ready to cosy up at 
the end of a long day. It features artwork by Anna Luraschi

Five Minute Bedtime Stories Taplin, Sam 9781409524632 £9.99 Usborne 03+

There are eleven stories in the book, all featuring endearing animal characters and beautifully illustrated by 
Ag Jatkowska. The stories are gently humorous and very cosy, as we follow the adventures of Mouse as she 
tries to find a happy feeling for her friend Badger, Little Tiger's efforts to learn to swim, and Dog's quest to 
find out who is flying the yellow balloon on the other side of the hill.

Little Stories for Christmas Taplin, Sam 9781409535218 £9.99 Usborne 03+

This title offers five brand new Christmas stories for little children by Sam Taplin. It is magically illustrated by 
Violeta Dabija and perfect for sharing at bedtime. It includes the story of the smallest Christmas tree, the 
story of how little owl learnt about Christmas, and the story of Fox and Badger's Christmas stockings.

Night-Night Stories Taplin, Sam 9780746097892 £9.99 Usborne 03+

This book features six original short stories by Sam Taplin, guaranteed to have babies and young children 
ready to sink off to sleep

Poetry Taplin, Sam 9780746084151 £15.99 Usborne 03+

This is a beautiful treasury of poetry for older children, featuring a selection of work from classic and modern 
poets including Shakespeare, Byron, Ted Hughes and Wendy Cope, alongside all new original poetry by 
Sam Taplin. The poems cover many different themes and moods, and are chosen to show children how 
inspiring, powerful and magical poems can be.

Sleepytime Stories Taplin, Sam 9781409523116 £9.99 Usborne 03+

Featuring six original short stories by Sam Taplin, guaranteed to get babies and young children ready to float 
off to sleep. Each gentle and sweet story features a different animal, including a rabbit who wants it to snow, 
an elephant who doesn't want the summer to go away and a penguin who meets a whale

Sweet Dreams Storybook Taplin, Sam 9781409535225 £9.99 Usborne 03+

Contains six brand bedtime stories for young children. In this title, the gentle stories include the tale of Little 
Panda's dream, the story of Little Rabbit's scarf, and Mouse's Surprise. It is a collection of stories to share at 
the end of a busy day

Teddy Bear Stories Taplin, Sam 9781409535232 £9.99 Usborne 03+

Five original very short stories by Sam Taplin, all featuring teddy bears. A perfect, snuggly book for curling up 
with together at bedtime
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Bedtime Stories for Little Children Various 9781409507024 £12.99 Usborne 03+

A collection of five delightful stories perfect for reading at bedtime. Stories include The Mouse's Wedding, 
The Reluctant Dragon, The Tortoise and the Eagle, The Ant and the Grasshopper and The Owl and the 
Pussycat .

Big Book of Little Stories Various 9781409569718 £12.99 Usborne 03+

A chunky collection of classic stories including The Wind in the Willows, Little Red Riding Hood, The 
Gingerbread Man and The Three Little Pigs. Perfect for reading aloud to very young children.

Stories from Around the World for Little 
Children Various 9781409532743 £12.99 Usborne 03+

This is a fantastic treasury of stories from around the world, retold for young children. It contains five 
traditional tales with illustrations from the "Usborne Young Reading Programme": "Aladdin and his Magical 
Lamp" (Persia), "Brer Rabbit Down the Well" (United States), "How Zebras Got their Stripes" (Africa), "Why 
the Sea is Salty" (Korea) and "The Dragon Painter" (China). Each story is beautifully illustrated and perfect 
for either reading aloud or for more confident readers to tackle alone.

Banana Vere, Ed 9780141500591 £5.99 Puffin 03+

Getting what you want can be tricky, especially if you don't ask in quite the right way. Follow one little 
monkey's journey through many emotions as he tries every trick in the book to get hold of his friend's 
banana.

Mr Big Vere, Ed 9780141500607 £5.99 Puffin 03+

Mr Big is strong Mr Big is tough Mr Big is well BIG He has just one small problem
because of the way he looks he just can't get people to stick around How can he
show them that although he may look a little scary, he is just a great big softy inside

Owl Babies Waddell, Martin 9780744592702 £1.99 Walker 03+

This is the story of three baby owls who wake up one night in their hole in the tree to find that their mother 
has gone, so they sit on the branch and wait, wondering when she will return.

Bear who went Boo, The Walliams, David 9780008174897 £6.99 Harper Collins 03+

WARNING! This book will make you JUMP! From Number One bestselling author David Walliams comes 
this joyful extravaganza of a book. Bear-illiantly illustrated by award-winning Tony Ross.

There's a snake in my school Walliams, David 9.78001E+12 £8.99 Harper Collins 03+

Miranda loves to be different, and on Bring-your-pet-to-school Day she introduces everyone to her very 
DIFFERENT pet… Penelope the snake.
Miss Bloat the headmistress doesn’t think snakes should be allowed in school. But Penelope has other 
ideas…

Harry and the bucketful of dinosaurs Whybrow, Ian 9780140569803 £5.99 Puffin 03+

Harry finds some dusty plastic dinosaurs in Nan's attic. He cleans them, finds out
their names and takes them everywhere - until, one day, the dinosaurs get lost!
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Dave and the Tooth Fairy Wilkins, Verna 9781870516136 £4.99 Tamarind 03+

David Alexander Curtis has a wobbly tooth. This humorously told story features a computer literature, 
independent-minded tooth fairy. Losing teeth us a universal experience and the story combines fact and 
fantasy in an original way.

Field Trip to the Moon Willis, Jeanne 9781529010626 £6.99 Macmillan 03+

We saw them land in rocky sand, all sealed in silver suits. Hand-in-hand the earthlings marched, with space 
dust on their boots. The aliens are fascinated when a group of children come to explore the Moon. But it's 
only when curiosity separates one of the earthlings from the rest of the class that the real  adventure can 
begin. Beautifully illustrated by rising talent, John Hare, and written by award-winning author, Jeanne Willis, 
this heart-warming picture book encourages kindness, exploration and courage.

Killer Gorilla Willis, Jeanne 1842705547 £5.99 Andersen Press 03+

A little mouse loses her baby, but just as she starts looking for it, out of the rainforest looms a huge gorilla, so 
she starts running for her life. And so begins a chase that takes her all over the world.

Goodnight Moon Wise Brown, 
Margaret 9780064430173 £5.99 Harper Collins 03+

A little bunny bids goodnight to all the objects in his room before falling asleep

Eric! Wormwell, Chris 9781849412841 £5.99 Random House 03+

Eric is a little boy who sometimes gets things wrong. But Eric learns that while you
can't be good at everything, sometimes it takes a little time to find out what you are
good at.

Molly and the Night Monster Wormwell, Chris 9780224070737 £10.99 Jonathon Cape 03+

When Molly wakes up in the middle of the night, she hears the sound of a step on the stairs. It could be a 
crocodile, or a giant giraffe, or an enormous elephant, or even a night monster come to gobble her up.

Three Billy Goats Gruff, the Yates, Irene 9780721497365 £2.99 Ladybird 03+

Join the goats on their search for greener pastures, which leads them to their encounters the wicked old troll.

Dave and Violet Adams, Sarah 9781847801579 £6.99 Frances Lincoln 04+

Violet's best friend is Dave the dragon. Dave is very friendly and helpful, but he is also very shy. And 
whenever he meets other people, he simply goes red and spouts flames, scaring them away. So despite 
Violet's help, Dave wonders if he will ever fit in. But then one day his special abilities come to the rescue in a 
damp situation.

The Rabbit's Tale Benton, Lynne 9781409535867 £4.99 Usborne 04+

This is a charming retelling of the traditional folktale, perfectly matched with witty illustrations by Fred Blunt. 
Rabbit's burrow is far too small so he goes to Wise Owl for advice. But is Owl serious when he tells Rabbit to 
invite all his friends and family to stay?
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The Stonecutter Benton, Lynne 9781409505730 £4.99 Usborne 04+

The Stonecutter spends his days cutting stone from a mountain, wishing he was rich - but when he is heard 
by a mountain spirit who grants his wish, he soon realises that there is more to life than money…

My Second Life Bird, Faye 9781409578604 £6.99 Usborne 04+

The first time I was born, I was Emma. I was beautiful. I had everything to live for. But I died. Now I  have 
been born a second time, and my previous life haunts me. Because in it I think I did something very wrong. I 
must find out what I did to Catherine. I must uncover the truth  about Emma... Intriguing, compelling, 
heartbreaking.  What if your past life could shatter your future?

UUGGHH! Boldt, Claudia 9781846433726 £5.99 Child's Play 04+

Slug feels completely unloved by the world, and can't help feeling it may have something to do with 
appearances. Happily, newfound friend Spider is on hand to explain that beauty is in the eye of the beholder.

How Bear lost his Tail Bowman, Lucy 9781409535973 £4.99 Usborne 04+

Based on a Native American folk legend, this wonderful book tells the story of how Bear lost his tail. 
Beautiful, original illustrations bring the story to life.

Bears Courtauld, Sarah 9781409506577 £4.99 Usborne 04+

A fascinating look into the world of bears for beginner readers ready to tackle slightly more complicated 
storylines and sentence structures. Full of facts about what bears like to eat and how cubs spend their first 
day. 

Bugs Courtauld, Sarah 9780746085479 £4.99 Usborne 04+

These are two new titles in the fantastic "First Reading" series, aimed at children who are beginning to read. 
It offers information to readers telling young readers all about the fascinating worlds of frogs and bugs.

Frogs Courtauld, Sarah 9780746085462 £4.99 Usborne 04+

This work contains two new titles in the fantastic "First Reading" series, aimed at children who are beginning 
to read. It offers information to readers telling young readers all about the fascinating worlds of frogs and 
bugs.

monkeys Courtauld, Sarah 9780746096796 £4.99 Usborne 04+

Children will love finding out about the different species of monkey across the world, including their habitats, 
diets and habits.

Owls Courtauld, Sarah 9780746099018 £4.99 Usborne 04+

A new title in the fantastic "First Reading" series, aimed at children who are beginning to read. Swoop into 
the secret world of owls and find out how they see, hear and hunt in the dark. Then watch as a baby owl 
grows up, climbs out of her nest and learns to fly. 
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Cloud, The Cumming, Hannah 9781846433436 £5.99 Child's Play 04+

In Art Class, one girl never draws anything. Quiet and withdrawn, she seems to have a little black cloud 
above her. But one of her classmates is determined to make her smile, and in so doing, they discover a way 
of making art that everyone else can enjoy, too. An exceptional debut from author/illustrator Hannah 
Cumming, and a unique testament to the power of persistence, friendship, creativity and the imagination.

Cloud, The Cumming, Hannah 9781846433436 £5.99 Child's Play 04+

In Art Class, one girl never draws anything. Quiet and withdrawn, she seems to have a little black cloud 
above her. But one of her classmates is determined to make her smile, and in so doing, they discover a way 
of making art that everyone else can enjoy, too. An exceptional debut from author/illustrator Hannah 
Cumming, and a unique testament to the power of persistence, friendship, creativity and the imagination.

For you are a Kenyan child Cunnane, Kelly 9780857071309 £6.99 Simon & Schuster 04+

Imagine you live in a small Kenyan village, where the sun rises over tall trees filled with doves. When the 
rooster crows, it's time to wake up and after greeting Mama 'Hodi', you step into her hut for some porridge. 
Your task today is to watch over grandfather's cows. But while they are grazing you slip away, just for a 
second, to see who else is awake

Baba Yaga the Flying Witch Davidson, 
Susanna 9780746092309 £4.99 Usborne 04+

Based upon a Russian folk tale, the story follows Tasha, who is sent into the woods to visit the flying witch 
Baba Yaga by her evil stepmother, with only a cat, a dog and a magic doll to help her escape.

Cinderella Davidson, 
Susanna 9781409550570 £4.99 Usborne 04+

Illustrated with fresh, bright pictures, for beginner readers, this title is part of the Usborne Reading 
Programme, which includes over 250 titles across seven levels - all developed in conjunction with reading 
experts at Roehampton University.

Clever Rabbit and the Lion Davidson, 
Susanna 9780746086896 £4.99 Usborne 04+

Lion wants to eat up all the animals in the jungle, but Clever Rabbit has to plan to stop him - an amusing 
story based on an old folktale. First Reading Level 2 are real books for beginner readers ready to tackle 
more complicated storylines and sentence structures. 

Clever Rabbit and the Wolves Davidson, 
Susanna 9780746096628 £4.99 Usborne 04+

The Clever Rabbit is eating happily in the woods when he has to save a lost sheep from being eaten by a 
hungry wolf. But will the rabbit's brains outmatch the wolf's brawn?

Goldilocks and the Three Bears Davidson, 
Susanna 9780746096512 £4.99 Usborne 04+

Featuring clear and compelling text that allows children to develop their burgeoning reading skills, this title in 
the 'Usborne First Reading' series retells the classic story of Goldilocks and the Three Bears.

Penguins Davidson, 
Susanna 9780746085486 £4.99 Usborne 04+

This work contains two new titles in the fantastic "First Reading" series, aimed at children who are beginning 
to read. It offers information to readers telling young readers all about the fascinating world of Penguins
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Princess Polly and the Pony Davidson, 
Susanna 9780746084373 £4.99 Usborne 04+

Polly is a princess who loves riding, much to her parent's despair. So she hides under a costume and takes 
part in a ride and wins the first prize, a royal wish. For one day a week she is not a princess but can do all 
things muddy and fun.

Snails Davidson, 
Susanna 9780746098752 £4.99 Usborne 04+

A fascinating glimpse into the world of snails; what they eat, where they live and how they survive. It is full of 
fun facts

The Little Red Hen Davidson, 
Susanna 9780746070512 £4.99 Usborne 04+

Each title in this series is a classic story or fable, retold with simple text to delight and inspire any child who is 
just beginning to read.

The Musicians of Bremen Davidson, 
Susanna 9780746085431 £4.99 Usborne 04+

Each of these four exciting new stories is a classic story or fable, retold with simple text to delight and inspire 
any child who is just beginning to read.

The Three Little Pigs Davidson, 
Susanna 9781409545262 £5.99 Usborne 04+

Every title has clear and compelling text that allows children to build their burgeoning reading skills and is 
accompanied by charming and highly appealing illustrations. They are also lovely for reading aloud to a 
younger child.

The Ugly Duckling Davidson, 
Susanna 9780746070499 £4.99 Usborne 04+

The Ugly Duckling' is written especially for children who are learning to read. With delightful illustrations, this 
book combines a great story with simple text to excite and inspire any beginner reader.

Thumberlina Davidson, 
Susanna 9780746096710 £4.99 Usborne 04+

This is a new title in the fantastic 'First Reading' series, aimed at children who are beginning to read. This is 
the classic fairytale by Hans Christian Anderson retold, following the adventures of thumb-high Thumbelina

Butterflies Davies, Kate 9780746085493 £4.99 Usborne 04+

This work includes two new titles in the fantastic "First Reading" series, aimed at children who are beginning 
to read. This book contains information telling young readers all about the fascinating world of butterflies.

Elephants Davies, Kate 9780746096802 £4.99 Usborne 04+

Following the life on an elephant, children will learn where they live, how they survive through monsoon and 
drought, search for food and how a baby elephant is made.
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Noah's Ark Davies, Kate 9781409522201 £4.99 Usborne 04+

Noah is told to build an ark that will hold two of every animal before the big flood comes.

The Daydreamer Davies, Kate 9781409506607 £4.99 Usborne 04+

Aesop s fable retold for beginner readers ready to tackle slightly more complicated storylines and sentence 
structures. Daisy doesn t have any money, but she has lots of imagination! When a farmer offers her a gold 
coin, she dreams of all the things she could buy... and then disaster strikes!

The Ant and the Grasshopper Daynes, Katie 9780746096536 £4.99 Usborne 04+

This is a new title in the fantastic "First Reading" series, aimed at children who are beginning to read. It is a 
thoughtful retelling of Aesop's fable. It's the middle of summer and while the grasshopper is enjoying himself, 
the ant is busy preparing for winter and when winter arrives both the ant and the grasshopper learn 
something about the merits of hard work.

The Enormous Turnip Daynes, Katie 9780746073353 £4.99 Usborne 04+

Each title in this series is a classic story or fable, retold with simple text to delight and inspire any child who is 
just beginning to read.

The Reluctant dragon Daynes, Katie 9780746096949 £4.99 Usborne 04+

This is a new title in the fantastic "First Reading" series, aimed at children who are beginning to read. When 
a young boy meets a dragon who doesn't believe in violence he has to defend his new friend from the slash-
happy St. George the dragonslayer.

The Dragon Painter Dickins, Rosie 9780746070505 £4.99 Usborne 04+

The Dragon Painter' is written especially for children who are learning to read. With delightful illustrations, 
this book combines a great story with simple text to excite and inspire any beginner reader.

The Emporer and the Nightingale Dickins, Rosie 9780746078877 £4.99 Usborne 04+

Each of these four exciting new stories is a classic story or fable, retold with simple text to delight and inspire 
any child who is just beginning to read.

The Fish that Talked Dickins, Rosie 9780746085554 £4.99 Usborne 04+

Based on a traditional Indian tale, the story follows Manu, who one day rescues a tiny talking fish from a 
stream and gets far more than he bargained for.

The Genie in the Bottle Dickins, Rosie 9780746096482 £4.99 Usborne 04+

A poor fisherman goes fishing, but catches an old bottle instead of a fish. When he opens the bottle, he 
accidentally releases a big, bad genie
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The Magic Melon Dickins, Rosie 9781409535850 £4.99 Usborne 04+

This is a lively retelling of an old Chinese tale. Lee is too lazy to grow any food, so he gets very hungry. Then 
he plants a magic melon - but things don't go as planned…

The Roly-Poly Rice Ball Dickins, Rosie 9781409535843 £4.99 Usborne 04+

Aimed at children who are beginning to read. In this delightful retelling of a Japanese fairy tale, a poor 
woodcutter follows his runaway rice ball to an underground kingdom ruled by magical mice.

Why the Sea is Salty Dickins, Rosie 9780746096895 £4.99 Usborne 04+

This is a new title in the fantastic "First Reading" series, based on a Korean folktale, aimed at children who 
are beginning to read. The King has a magic millstone, which can make anything he asks for. He keeps the 
millstone well hidden, but a clever thief tricks a guard into telling him where to find it. 

Hen's Cake Doyle, Malachy 9781416916666 £5.99 Simon & Schuster 04+

When Heidi the Hen bakes a tasty birthday cake, she's in for a BIG surprise! Suddenly, the cake jumps down 
from the table, races out of the door and disappears down the street. Heidi is hot on the trail of her tasty treat 
but will she be able to catch it?

Forever Young Dylan, Bob 978187079251 £10.99 Simon & Schuster 04+

Since he first released his self-titled debut in 1962, Bob Dylan has been one of the most celebrated artists of 
our time. And perhaps nowhere is he more affecting than in his 1974 hit, Forever Young. It's an antem to 
youth, to doing the right thing, to cherishing the spirit of being young

All About Cats Filipina, Monika 9781846439339 £5.99 Child's Play 04+

Cats spend the whole day asleep in a chair. Or do they? This hilarious look at what felines might get up to 
when we leave the house is full of humorous and wild possibilities. You'll never look at cats in quite the same 
way again!

Boot and Shoe Frazee, Marla 9780857079268 £6.99 Simon & Schuster 04+

Boot and Shoe were born into the same litter, and now they live in the same house. They eat out of the same 
bowl, pee on the same tree, and sleep in the same bed. But they spend their days apart - Boot is always on 
the back porch because he's a back porch kind of dog, and Shoe likes to be on the front porch because he's 
a front porch kind of dog

Boss Baby Frazee, Marla 9781442401679 £5.99 Simon & Schuster 04+

A new baby shows everyone who’s really in charge in this hilarious picture book from two-time Caldecott 
Honor recipient Marla Frazee.
DreamWorks Animation’s The Boss Baby—featuring the voice of Alec Baldwin—is now an Oscar-nominated 
motion picture inspired by Marla Frazee’s beloved picture book!
From the moment the baby arrived, it was obvious that he was the boss.

King Midus and the Gold Frith, Alex 9780746096871 £4.99 Usborne 04+

 When good King Midas helps an elderly man find his way home he is granted his fondest wish to turn 
anything he touches into pure gold. At first, this gift seems like the most wonderful thing to have ever 
happened but he soon learns that you should be careful what you wish for.
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Knights and Castles Frith, Alex 9781409506621 £4.99 Usborne 04+

This title is full of information on how knights fought, what they did for fun and also includes short biographies 
of real-life knights and descriptions of some of the castles that can still be seen today.

The Greedy Dog Frith, Alex 9781409535836 £4.99 Usborne 04+

This is a new title in the fantastic "First Reading" series, part of the Usborne Young Reading Programme. It is 
aimed at children who are beginning to read. It is developed in consultation with Alison Kelly, who is a 
Principal Lecturer in Education and an early reading specialist from Roehampton University.

My Tail's Not Tired! Hunter, Jana 
Novotny 9781846439865 £5.99 Child's Play 04+

How can any little monster possibly go to bed when their tail isn't even tired? And when their knees still have 
plenty of bounce in them? And when their arms still want to fly like a jet plane? Bedtime is surely a long way 
off! Luckily, Big Monster has a strategy to outwit Little Monster, with the inevitable result! A humorous and 
charming bedtime story that adults and children will love to read - and play out - again and again.

Rabbit Pie Ives, Penny 9781846433535 £4.99 Child's Play 04+

Making rabbit pie can be tiring, especially if the ingredients won't sit still! But Mother Rabbit's family recipe 
contains lots of patience, spoonfuls of kisses, plenty of hugs and a generous helping of bedtime story. The 
perfect goodnight treat! How can you resist just one more slice?

The Story of Baby Jesus Kelly, Mary 9781409522225 £4.99 Usborne 04+

The Story of Baby Jesus retold using simple language to help beginner readers develop reading stamina. 
Follow Mary and Joseph as they travel to Bethlehem in this magical retelling of the Christmas story. 

Flower, The Light, John 9781846430169 £5.99 Child's Play 04+

When Brigg discovers a book in the library labelled "Do Not Read", he cannot resist taking it home. It leads 
him to an unexpected discovery, which brings brightness and beauty to the inhabitants of a previously dull 
and dismal world. A deceptively simple and haunting story, beautifully and mysteriously illustrated, set in a 
bleak future metropolis.

The Boy who cried Wolf MacKinnon, Mairi 9780746085592 £4.99 Usborne 04+

Sam should be looking after his sheep, but instead he can't help but play cruel tricks on the villagers by 
crying wolf. Will Sam soon be caught out by his own joke?

The Fox and the Crow MacKinnon, Mairi 9780746085301 £4.99 Usborne 04+

These are four new titles in the fantastic "First Reading" series, aimed at children who are beginning to read.  
Each of these four exciting new stories is a classic story or fable, retold with simple text to delight and inspire 
any child who is just beginning to read

The Fox and the Stork MacKinnon, Mairi 9780746085295 £4.99 Usborne 04+

These are four new titles in the fantastic "First Reading" series, aimed at children who are beginning to read. 
Each of these four exciting new stories is a classic story or fable, retold with simple text to delight and inspire 
any child who is just beginning to read.
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The Golden Carpet MacKinnon, Mairi 9781409536024 £4.99 Usborne 04+

A prince convinces a peasant girl to marry him by learning to weave carpets. The couple rule as king and 
queen until a wicked magician kidnaps the king, forcing him to be his slave and weave carpets for the 
magician to sell. In order to escape, the king finds an ingenious way of getting a message to his wife.

The Hare and the Tortoise MacKinnon, Mairi 9780746077153 £4.99 Usborne 04+

Each of these four exciting new stories is a classic story or fable, retold with simple text to delight and inspire 
any child who is just beginning to read.

The King's Pudding MacKinnon, Mairi 9781409535874 £4.99 Usborne 04+

This is a delightful and humorous story from Indonesia. Little Deer has to use his wits to distract Tiger and 
avoid being eaten. Luckily Tiger is big and fierce but none too clever... 

The Leopard and the Sky God MacKinnon, Mairi 9780746085363 £4.99 Usborne 04+

Each of these four exciting new stories is a classic story or fable, retold with simple text to delight and inspire 
any child who is just beginning to read. 

The Lion and the Mouse MacKinnon, Mairi 9780746096604 £4.99 Usborne 04+

This is a new title in the fantastic "First Reading" series, aimed at children who are beginning to read. A tiny 
mouse disturbs King Lion's afternoon nap. 'Don't kill me!' she begs. 'Maybe I can save your life too, one day'. 
King Lion doesn't believe it - but when he is in real trouble, he learns that even little friends can be great 
friends

The Runaway Pancake MacKinnon, Mairi 9780746070529 £4.99 Usborne 04+

The classic story of The Runaway Pancake retold with simple text for children just beginning to read. 
Accompanied by clear and delightful illustrations.

Dinosaurs Mason, Conrad 9781409506614 £4.99 Usborne 04+

An exciting peek into the extraordinary world of dinosaurs. Combines fascinating information with simple 
flowing text to excite and inspire beginner readers. Includes extra dinosaur facts, index, glossary, timeline 
and internet links to carefully selected websites.

Polar Bears Mason, Conrad 9780746098967 £4.99 Usborne 04+

Wrap up warm to explore the world of polar bears, where young children can discover how polar bears keep 
warm, catch their prey and survive in the dangerous icy wastes of the Arctic Circle

The Golden Goose Mason, Conrad 9780746096642 £4.99 Usborne 04+

When a young man finds a golden goose in the forest he has to keep it away from the greedy townsfolk.
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Amelia Sparklepaw Meadows, Daisy 9781408345917 £4.99 Orchard 04+

Welcome to a magical world where animals talk and play - just like you and me!  Best friends Jess and Lily 
love all animals. But when they follow a mysterious golden cat into Friendship Forest - a place where animals 
live in tiny cottages and sip dandelion tea at the Toadstool Cafe - their animal friends suddenly become 
much more magical! Tiny kitten Amelia Sparklepaw is planning a party. Can the girls stop Grizelda the witch 
from ruining it?

Ellie Featherbill  Meadows, Daisy 9781408345856 £4.99 Orchard Books 04+

Best friends Jess and Lily love all animals. But when they follow a mysterious golden cat into Friendship 
Forest - a place where animals live in tiny cottages and sip dandelion tea at the Toadstool Cafe - their animal 
friends suddenly become much more magical!  On their first adventure in Friendship Forest, can the two 
friends rescue adorable baby bunny Lucy Longwhiskers from the wicked witch Grizelda?

On the Moon Milbourne, Anna 9781409535782 £4.99 Usborne 04+

This is a new title in the fantastic 'First Reading' series, part of 'The Usborne Young Reading Programme'. It 
is aimed at children who are beginning to read. Let your imagination fly - soar into space and take a trip to 
the moon. It features photographs with real images of the moon and fun puzzles after the story to consolidate 
learning

The Large Family - A Piece of Cake Murphy, Jill 9781406370737 £6.99 Walker 04+

Mrs Large the elephant is feeling a bit wibbly-wobbly – so decides the whole family need to shape up! 
Biscuits and crisps are out, veggies and jogs are in! But, when you're a hungry elephant ... healthy eating 
and exercise is no piece of cake

The Large Family - A Quiet Night In Murphy, Jill 9781844285273 £6.99 Walker 04+

It's Mr Large the elephant's birthday and Mrs Large is planning a nice, quiet night in – a night for just the two 
of them. But even with the children washed and in their pyjamas before half past four, the night doesn't 
unfold quite to plan!

The Large Family - All In One Piece Murphy, Jill 9781844285341 £6.99 Walker 04+

Mr and Mrs Large are getting ready for the office dinner-dance. But with Lester, Laura, Luke and the baby 
around, they'll be lucky to get out of the house all in one piece!

The Large Family - Five Minutes' Peace Murphy, Jill 9781844285396 £6.99 Walker 04+

Mrs Large the elephant – who just needs five minutes of peace and quiet away from her boisterous children! 
So, taking refuge in the bathroom, she fills herself a hot, foamy bubble bath and takes in a tray of her 
favourite breakfast and the morning paper. But there’s never a dull moment with the Larges, and it soon 
becomes clear that mum's quiet time is to be very short-lived!

The Large Family - Mr Large In Charge Murphy, Jill 9781406370751 £6.99 Walker 04+

Mrs Large isn't feeling too good. So Mr Large sends her back to bed. "I'll take charge," he says. Mrs Large 
settles down for a nice rest while Mr Large and the children get busy hoovering, dusting and tidying. But Mrs 
Large's day doesn't turn out to be quite as restful as she had first hoped!

Level 1a Read at Home, The Snowman Oxford Reading 
Tree 9780192792242 £3.99 OUP 04+

"Read at Home" is the best-selling home reading series designed for young, beginner readers. It features all 
the popular "Oxford Reading Tree" characters in exciting stories specially written for parents to support their 
children's reading at home
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Level 1b Read at Home, Picnic Time Oxford Reading 
Tree 9780192792259 £3.99 OUP 04+

"Read at Home" is the best-selling home reading series designed for young, beginner readers. It features all 
the popular "Oxford Reading Tree" characters in exciting stories specially written for parents to support their 
children's reading at home

Level 1c Read at Home, Mum's New Hat Oxford Reading 
Tree 9780192792266 £3.99 OUP 04+

"Read at Home" is the best-selling home reading series designed for young, beginner readers. It features all 
the popular "Oxford Reading Tree" characters in exciting stories specially written for parents to support their 
children's reading at home

Talkative Tortoise, The Peters, Andrew 
Fusek 9781846434181 £5.99 Child's Play 04+

Another Traditional Tale with a Twist from Child's Play. Talkative Tortoise loves talking about his smooth and 
shiny shell and showing off to his best friends, the geese. But when the time comes for them to migrate, he is 
worries about being left behind. The geese hatch a plan to take him along with them, but it relies on him 
keeping his mouth shut for the journey. Will he be able to, and what will happen if he can't? Andrew Fusek 
Peter's retelling of this traditional Indian tale is typically funny, witty and wise. The humour of the tale is 
perfectl complemented b Charlotte Cooke's q irk and e otic ill strations

Our Cat Cuddles Phinn, Gervase 9780859538640 £4.70 Child's Play 04+

When Lizzie and Dominic persuade their parents to adopt a cat, little do they know what they are letting 
themselves in for! The first picture book from best-selling author and children's poet, Gervase Phinn.

Androcles and the Lion Punter, Russell 9780746096918 £4.99 Usborne 04+

This is a new title in the fantastic "First Reading" series, aimed at children who are beginning to read. One 
day Androcles comes across an angry lion. But what's that? It has a thorn stuck in its paw and Androcles 
quickly makes a new friend.

Chicken Licken Punter, Russell 9780746078846 £4.99 Usborne 04+

Every title has clear and compelling text that allows children to build their burgeoning reading skills and is 
accompanied by charming and highly appealing illustrations. They are also lovely for reading aloud to a 
younger child.

Danny the Dragon Punter, Russell 9780746096574 £4.99 Usborne 04+

Danny the dragon gets on well with the local villagers. He lights their fires, cooks their food and is liked by all. 
But when a traveling salesman arrives at the market offering magic fire sticks, it looks like Danny could soon 
be out of a job.

Dick Whittington Punter, Russell 9780746096673 £4.99 Usborne 04+

When young Dick Whittington hears that the streets of London are paved with gold, he travels to the big city 
to seek his fortune. Things don't quite turn out as he'd hoped, but can a kind man and a cat solve all Dick's 
problems?

Doctor Foster went to Gloucester Punter, Russell 9781409550440 £4.99 Usborne 04+

An extended version of a funny, traditional rhyme, enriched with delightfully quirky illustrations by David 
Semple. Join the amiable Doctor as he tours around England, experiencing erractic weather wherever he 
goes.
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One, Two, Buckle my Shoe Punter, Russell 9781409522195 £4.99 Usborne 04+

This is a new title in the fantastic 'First Reading Series', part of the Usborne Reading Programme. It is aimed 
at children who are beginning to read.

Percy and the Pirates Punter, Russell 9780746077665 £4.99 Usborne 04+

Each of these four exciting new stories is a classic story or fable, retold with simple text to delight and inspire 
any child who is just beginning to read.

The Chilly little Penguin Punter, Russell 9780746098950 £4.99 Usborne 04+

Perry the penguin is freezing. So he goes on a high-speed round of skating, swimming and sliding around his 
South Pole home. But will it be enough to warm him up?

The Dinosaur who lost his Roar Punter, Russell 9780746077146 £4.99 Usborne 04+

Every title has clear and compelling text that allows children to build their burgeoning reading skills and is 
accompanied by charming and highly appealing illustrations. They are also lovely for reading aloud to a 
younger child.

The Easter Story Punter, Russell 9781409554684 £4.99 Usborne 04+

The traditional story, retold for younger readers with vibrant, quirky and evocative artwork. Part of the 
Usborne Reading Programme.

The Goose Girl Punter, Russell 9781409535959 £4.99 Usborne 04+

Princess Rose goes to visit Prince Hal to discuss their wedding. But she doesn't bargain on her sneaky maid 
taking her place. Will poor Rose spend her days looking after the royal geese? It is full of quirky and 
engaging characters, beautifully brought to life by stylish, detailed illustrations.

The Inch Prince Punter, Russell 9780746096901 £4.99 Usborne 04+

When Mrs Ping's wish to have a child is granted by a passing fairy, she and her husband become the 
parents of a little boy who's just one inch tall. Issy, as they name him, doesn't grow any taller. But what he 
lacks in height, he makes up for in ambition. He goes to the Emperor and asks for a job. But is he up to the 
task of becoming a royal bodyguard?

The Old Woman who Lived in a Shoe Punter, Russell 9780746096550 £4.99 Usborne 04+

Based on the classic nursery rhyme, this is the story of an old woman's search for a larger home. But just 
where do you buy a boot big enough for twenty children?

The Tin Soldier Punter, Russell 9781409535812 £4.99 Usborne 04+

This is a charming retelling of the timeless classic by Hans Christian Andersen, in the popular First Reading 
series aimed at children who are beginning to read. It is full of engaging characters, sure to appeal to young 
readers, brilliantly brought to life with modern, beautifully detailed illustrations
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There was a Crooked Man Punter, Russell 9781409506539 £4.99 Usborne 04+

The crooked man lives in a crooked house with his crooked cat. Now he fancies a crooked fish for his 
supper. But where has it disappeared to?

The Magic Wishbone Sebag-Montefiore, 
Mary 9781409535805 £4.99 Usborne 04+

A king and queen have fallen on hard time - but then their eldest daughter is given a magic wishbone. To the 
king's surprise, his daughter seems to forget she has it, until one day when he is at his lowest.

Anansi and the Bag of Wisdom Simms, Lesley 9781409522256 £4.99 Usborne 04+

A new title in the fantastic First Reading series, based on an African folktale and part of the Usborne 
Reading Programme. Aimed at children who are beginning to read. Anansi, King of the Spiders, is given a 
bag of wisdom to share but selfishly decides to keep it for himself. But can he carry it up to his secret hiding 
place without dropping it?

Anansi and the Tug of War Simms, Lesley 9781409535829 £4.99 Usborne 04+

This is an engaging retelling of an Anansi story, written for children just learning to read. Anansi, the African 
trickster spider, tells Elephant and Rhino he can beat them both in a tug of war. To their astonishment, he 
does...or does he?

How Elephants Lost their Wings Simms, Lesley 9780746085417 £4.99 Usborne 04+

Believe it or not, elephants used to be able to fly. But flying elephants were big trouble... A lively retelling of 
an Indian folktale about a time when elephants could fly.

King Donkey Ears Simms, Lesley 9780746096772 £4.99 Usborne 04+

The King has a secret. He has donkey's ears! But when he tells the barber his secret, it surely can't be a 
secret for long. 

Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs Simms, Lesley 9781409550587 £4.99 Usborne 04+

Part of the Usborne Reading Programme, which includes over 250 titles across seven levels - all developed 
in conjunction with reading experts at Roehampton University, this title retells an ever-popular story. It is 
illustrated with fresh, bright pictures, for beginner readers.

The Castle that Jack Built Simms, Lesley 9780746077092 £4.99 Usborne 04+

Every title has clear and compelling text that allows children to build their burgeoning reading skills and is 
accompanied by charming and highly appealing illustrations. They are also lovely for reading aloud to a 
younger child.

The Christmas Cobweb Simms, Lesley 9781409550402 £4.99 Usborne 04+

This is an enchanting retelling of a traditional German tale, written for children just learning to read. It's 
Christmas Eve and all is ready for Christmas - until seven spiders cover the tree in cobwebs. Will Christmas 
Day be ruined - or can Father Christmas save the Day?
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The Dragon and the Pheonix Simms, Lesley 9780746085424 £4.99 Usborne 04+

This work contains four new titles in the fantastic "First Reading" series, aimed at children who are beginning 
to read

The Little Giraffe Simms, Lesley 9780746085356 £4.99 Usborne 04+

This work contains four new titles in the fantastic "First Reading" series, aimed at children who are beginning 
to read

The Three Wishes Simms, Lesley 9780746096697 £4.99 Usborne 04+

A new title in the fantastic "First Reading" series, aimed at children who are beginning to read. Nat and Ned 
are poor and often hungry, until Ned rescues a fairy. Are all their troubles over for good? 

The Wish Fish Simms, Lesley 9780746085141 £4.99 Usborne 04+

A new title in the fantastic "First Reading" series, aimed at children who are beginning to read. Luxurious 
hardback editions foster pride in book ownership and enthusiasm for reading. Each of these four exciting 
new stories is a classic story or fable, retold with simple text to delight and inspire any child who is just 
beginning to read.

Brer Rabbit and the Blackberry Bush Stowell, Louie 9780746096703 £4.99 Usborne 04+

Brer Rabbit and Brer Fox are always trying to outwit each other. But when Fox catches Rabbit in a trap, Fox 
soon discovers that he's not quite as cunning as he thinks…

Child of St Kilda Waters, Beth 9781786281876 £12.99 Child's Play 04+

Norman John Gillies was one of the last children ever born on St Kilda, five years before the whole 
population was evacuated forever to the British mainland. People had lived on these islands for over four 
thousand years, developing a thriving, tightly-knit society that knew nothing of crime or money, and took care 
of its weakest members without hesitation. At the mercy of the seasons and the elements, a unique lifestyle 
evolved, based around resilience, mutual trust and caring. What was it like to grow up in such harsh 
conditions? Wh and ho did this ancient a of life s ddenl cease in 1930? Where did the islanders go

Railway Rabbits, Mellow and the Great 
River Rescue Adams, Georgie 9781444001617 £4.99 Orion 05+

Meet the Railway Rabbits! Join this irrepressible rabbit family as they get in and out of scrapes, meet new 
friends, perform daring rescues, and explore the ancient castle on the hill... But watch out for the wily 
buzzard, always on the lookout for naughty rabbits who stray too far from home.

Real Fairy Storybook, the Adams, Georgie 9781858816814 £9.99 Orion 05+

A delightful storybook narrated by dressmaking fairies as they embroider the Fairy Queens ball gown.

Mrs Honey's Hat Adams, Pam 9781846431265 £5.69 Child's Play 05+

Mrs Honey had a very busy week. She went out every day, wearing her best hat. She especially liked the 
decorations, but so did everybody else! What a surprise Mrs Honey had at the end of the week when she 
looked at herself in the mirror! Now available in this brand new edition, Pam Adams's much-loved story is 
perfect for learning the days of the week.
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It was a Dark and Stormy Night Ahlberg, Allan 9780141300276 £4.99 Puffin 05+

Antonio, a small boy who has been kidnapped by Brigands, passes a dark and stormy night in their cave 
weaving for them incredible stories of their own exploits and through this actually solves his own problem of 
how to escape.

Master Bun the Baker's Boy Ahlberg, Allan 9780140323443 £4.99 Puffin 05+

Bertie Bun was born to be a baker. His mum is a baker. His dad is a baker. Even his grandparents were 
bakers. But Bertie has a big problem he’s bored of bread! He wants to be a butcher’s boy, or a bus-driver’s 
boy or even a balloonist’s boy

Ten in a Bed Ahlberg, Allan 9780141316758 £2.50 Puffin 05+

Each night Dinah Price finds a different fairy tale character occupying her bed - and they refuse to budge 
until she has told them a special bedtime story.

Funnybones Ahlberg, Janet & 
Allan 140565817 £4.99 Puffin 05+

A big skeleton, a little skeleton and a dog skeleton live in the dark cellar of a dark house on a dark hill. The 
skeletons venture out one night to find someone to scare, but everyone is in bed so they play with the 
skeleton animals in the zoo.

Father Christmas Needs a Wee! Allan, Nicholas 9780857540041 £5.99 Random House 05+

This bestseller is a funny festive counting book in brilliantly bouncy rhyme! Father Christmas is busy eating 
and drinking all the treats that have been left for him. But at number ten he realises he has forgotten to do a 
very important job! AND he really, really, really needs a wee!

Barking Up the Wrong Tree: Stick and 
Fetch Investigate Ardagh, Philip 9781406376449 £6.99 Walker 05+

Sally loves nothing more than investigating a good mystery – and her shaggy canine companion Fetch loves 
nothing more than to be at her side when she does. There's just one small problem: they always gets the 
wrong end of the stick! The hapless pair remain undeterred, however, dashing from one crime scene to 
another on their bicycle, leaving a trail of destruction in their wake ... yet always emerging blissfully unaware. 
A fun, madcap trio of stories featuring two lovable heroes with a LOT of hair.

Farther Baker-Smith, 
Grahame 9781848771260 £10.99 Templar 05+

My father's house was safe and rooted in the rock. But inside he dreamed of air and light... Step into an 
incredible world, where dreams passed from father to son make anything possible.

Brambly Hedge - Spring Story Barklem, Jill 9780001839229 £6.99 Collins 05+

Wilfred woke early. It was his birthday. He had lots of lovely presents, but the best one was a surprise. Mr 
Apple had organised a secret celebration picnic and all the mice of Brambly Hedge were invited

Brambly Hedge - Summer Story Barklem, Jill 9780001839236 £6.99 Collins 05+

It was such a hot summer. The sky was deep blue and the sun never faltered. All along Brambly Hedge, the 
mice did their best to keep cool.
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Have You Seen Elephant Barrow, David 9781776570096 £6.99 Gecko Press 05+

Elephant wants to play hide and seek. You can play too, but you'll have to try your best - he's VERY good!

First Little Fairy, The Baxter, Nicola 752525301 £3.99 Parragon 05+

This collection contains twelve stories. In each story there are new friends to meet and fun to share.

Don't Panic, Annika Bell, Juliet Clare 9781848121126 £6.99 Picadilly 05+

A fabulous story about staying calm.
Annika is a panicker! She panics when her coat zip gets stuck on the way to a party. 
She panics when she can't find her favourite toy at bedtime. Mum, Dad and her brother try to show her how 
to stay calm in a crisis. But when she gets locked in the house, with the only keys out of reach, it's Annika 
who manages to solve the problem by herself

Magic Ponies - Seaside Summer Bentley, Sue 9780141325972 £4.99 Puffin 05+

Jessie Starkling is really worried when no one turns up to her family's circus by the sea. But when lovable 
spotted pony Comet comes ashore, Jessie's seaside summer looks like it might turn out to be a real splash!

Copy Cat Birchall, Mark 9781846433672 £5.99 Child's Play 05+

Cat was small and Dog was big, and whatever Dog did, Cat did too… Dog is fed up with Cat copying 
everything she does. But when Cat stays away, Dog discovers she is lonely without him. A charming story 
about friendship, sharing and play.

Clown Blake, Quentin 9780099493617 £5.99 Red Fox 05+

Clown finds himself thrown head-first into a dustbin with an assortment of other discarded toys. Bravely he 
takes charge of his fate and goes off in search of help - and a new home. Winner of the 1996 Bologna 
Ragazzi Award.

Daddy Lost His Head Blake, Quentin 9781862309968 £5.99 Red Fox 05+

What would you do if your daddy lost his head? Make him a new one of course! All you need is some old 
newspapers, paint and a potato for his nose.
It turns out there are lots of advantages to having a dad with no head: he doesn't shout or snore, he always 
agrees with you, and he loves doing the hoovering.
But will Daddy ever find his real head?

The Five of Us Blake, Quentin 9781849763042 £11.99 Tate Publishing 05+

Angie, Ollie, Simona, Mario and Eric are five fantastic friends, each of whom has an unusual ability. Disaster 
strikes on a day out to the countryside but, working together and combining their individual powers, the 
Fantastic Five save the day.

Christmas in the Toyshop Blyton, Enid 9780831712914 £6.99 Smithmark 05+

it's christmas in the toy shop and the toys learn that they are going to be by themselves for four whole days 
Then someone suggests that they have a party with a christmas tree presents for everyone, and, who knows 
maybe even a visit from santa claus
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Mister Meddle Stories, The 3 in 1 Blyton, Enid 9781841640938 £5.99 Mustard 05+

Poor Mister Meddle is a very merry pixie always willing to help out and do good deeds, but he never quite 
gets it right.

Well Really, Mr. Twiddle Blyton, Enid 9780747538523 £3.99 Bloomsbury 05+

Mr Twiddle is a kind old soul, but he is extremely forgetful, very lazy and quite silly. Poor Mrs Twiddle 
despairs of her husband - he thinks he is having a lucky day when he finds a new suit under a bush

Knights of Can-a-Lot Bob The Builder 9780563491415 £2.99 Penguin 05+

The Knights of Can-a-Lot, this storybook retells the adventures of Bob and his team when they renovate an 
old castle. Tales of the Knights of Camelot inspire Bob's noble team of machines

Muck and the Convoy Bob The Builder 9781405237499 £2.99 Egmont 05+

Welcome to Sunflower Valley, where Bob and the team are busy with their eco-friendly development, 
Project: Build It! in these brand-new adventures!Join Roley the steamroller on a woodland walk

Scoop and the Bakery Build Bob The Builder 9781405241083 £2.99 Egmont 05+

The team's next job is to build a bakery! Scoop is in charge of teaching Benny what to do, but the two 
diggers end up in big trouble!

Travis and the Tropical Fruit Bob The Builder 9781405241106 £2.99 Egmont 05+

The classic tale of pirates and villains, maps and treasure. When Jim Hawkins picks up the oiled, water-
proofed envelope from Captain Flint’s sea chest, he has no idea that he holds the key to a valuable treasure 
map.

Star Gazers, Skyscrapers & Extraordinary 
Sausages Boldt, Claudia 9781846433443 £5.99 Child's Play 05+

Henrietta has all sorts of wild ambitions. She could be a star gazer, a mechanic or even Queen Bee… 
Unfortunately Frank, her dog, can only think about sausages. What can they do that they will both enjoy?

Paddington and the Christmas Surprise Bond, Michael 9780007257737 £5.99 Harper Collins 05+

Paddington Bear knows just what he wants for Christmas and is anxious to make sure Santa Claus knows 
too.

In a Minute Bradman, Tony 9781847801807 £6.99 Frances Lincoln 05+

Jo is eager to get to the playground in the park, with her friend Sita and Patch the dog.
But Mum and Dad take so long she thinks they'll never get there.
When they finally arrive they are terribly disappointed. . . Until Patch makes a fantastic discovery.
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Magnificent Mummies, The Bradman, Tony 9781405202527 £3.99 Egmont 05+

Meet the Mummy family. There's Mummy Mummy, Daddy Mummy.Tut and Sis and their funny Mummy cat.

Magic Factory Book 1 - Trick or treat? Breslin, Theresa 9780192754509 £3.99 OUP 05+

Midden the Messy Witch and her team of helpers run the famous magic factory in Starling Castle. All sorts of 
people go there to buy spell ingredients, or for cauldron, broomstick and wand repairs, or just for helpful 
advice.

Magic Factory Book 2 - Cold Spell Breslin, Theresa 9780192754516 £3.99 OUP 05+

Midden the Messy Witch and her team of helpers run the famous magic factory in Starling Castle. All sorts of 
people pop in to buy spell ingredients, or for cauldron, broomstick and wand repairs, or just for helpful advice

Magic Factory Book 3 - Midsummer Magic Breslin, Theresa 9780192754523 £3.99 OUP 05+

Midden the Messy Witch and her team of helpers run the famous magic factory in Starling Castle. All sorts of 
people go there to buy spell ingredients, or for cauldron, broomstick and wand repairs, or just for helpful 
advice.

Flat Stanley Brown, Jeff 1405219289 £5.99 Egmont 05+

Stanley is just a normal boy, but since a large notice-board fell on him, he’s been only half an inch thick. But 
it's not always easy being different, and Stanley wishes he could be just like everybody else again. But how 
will he ever fill out? ABRIDGED VERSION (2006)

Me and You Browne, Anthony 9780552559102 £5.99 Picture Corgi 05+

Three bears decide to go out for a walk in the park while their porridge cools. Meanwhile a little girl has lost 
her mum and lost her way and is walking the streets alone, until she happens upon a house...

Through the Magic Mirror Browne, Anthony 9781406326284 £5.99 Walker 05+

Toby is fed up. Fed up with books, fed up with toys, fed up with everything. But when he walks through the 
magic mirror, things are amazingly different. Toby can hardly believe his eyes! Anthony Browne's first book is 
full of the surreal details and visual humour that have made him one of the world's most popular and 
acclaimed picture book artists.

Wigglesbottom Primary: Super dog! Butchart, Pamela 9780857636751 £5.99 Nosey Crow 05+

Three perfectly pitched school stories hilariously told by Pamela Butchart and brilliantly illustrated by Becka 
Moor. Is that a superhero dog on the school roof? YES! Is the lunchtime mashed potato really, really weird? 
YES! Does Susie Keys own an alien egg? YES! So what are Class 2R going to do about it all? Have a lot of 
fun! Look out for other Wigglesbottom titles! The Shark in the Pool The Toilet Ghost The Magic Hamster

Jake Butterworth, 
Annette 340667494 £2.99 Hodder 05+

Jake loves to chase ducks in the park, can’t resist playing with dirty washing and no chocolate eggs are safe 
with him around! He dreams of going to Crufts, the biggest and best dog show in the world. But he knows 
he’ll never get there
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Crying Princess, the Cassidy, Anne 9780749646325 £3.99 Watts 05+

Princess Alice just won't stop crying. She cries all day and all night, too. The Queen has to put cotton wool in 
her ears. Then, one day, the King has an idea.

The Dinosaur next Door Castor, Harriet 9780746080702 £4.99 Usborne 05+

The eccentric Mr. Puff lives next door to Sam in a house full of interesting things - including a basket of 
dinosaur eggs! When the dinosaurs begin to grow, something needs to be done - fast! 

Jumblebum Chae Strathie 9781407108018 £6.99 Scholastic 05+

A funny story... all about the importance of tidying up. Johnny thinks that his room has its own special style. 
But his mum thinks his room is... a MESS! Johnny doesn't care... until all the chaos attracts the terrible 
Jumblebum Beast. Will Johnny end up in the Jumblebum's tum - or can his secret plan save the day?

The Sorcerers Apprentice Chandler, Fiona 9780746077122 £4.99 Usborne 05+

The thrilling tale of a sorcerer's apprentice whose laziness causes him to dabble in magic far beyond his 
abilities, before the consequences of his actions start to spiral dangerously out of control.

Charlie and Lola - I am not sleepy and I 
will not go to bed Child, Lauren 9781846168840 £6.99 Orchard 05+

Charlie has this little sister Lola. Sometimes he has to try and get her to bed. This is a hard job because Lola 
likes to stay up late and says she never gets tired.

Charlie and Lola - I Really Absolutely Must 
Have Glasses Child, Lauren 9780606106313 £8.17 Turtleback 05+

Lola is going to the optician. She has decided that she absolutely MUST have glasses. Charlie says, “You’ll 
only get glasses if you really, really need them.” But Lola says, “I really DO need them, Charlie.”

Going to the Dentist (Usborne First 
Experiences) Civardi, Anna 9781409508687 £3.99 Usborne 05+

This series introduces young children, in an amusing and friendly way, to situations they might find 
themsleves in for the first time. Stephen Cartwright's gently humourous illustrations are full of things for 
children to look at, learn from and talk about, and the simple text will enable slightly older children to read the 
books for themselves.

Weather (Usborne Beginners) Clarke, Catriona 9780746071496 £4.99 Usborne 05+

This non-fiction series aims to encourage children to access the wonder of the world around them. The easy-
to-read texts have been specially written with the help of a reading expert.

Aztecs Clarke, Catrione 9780746074725 £4.99 Usborne 05+

The 'Usborne Beginners' series provides an informative introduction to non-fiction subjects for young 
readers. Developed with reading experts, each title helps young readers to grow in confidence and to build 
their reading skills.
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Impact:B: Real Life :Snake Bite Clayton, David 9780602282363 £3.75 Heineman 05+

‘The flood raced like a great express train down the canyon the thunder of white water came closer and 
closer ripping and pulling them HOLD ON! HOLD ON! then under they went.

You Can't take an Elephant on the Bus Cleveland-Peck, 
Patricia 9781408849828 £6.99 Bloomsbury 05+

Never put a camel in a sailing boat, or a tiger on a train, and don't even THINK about asking a whale to ride 
a bike ... This riotous picture book is filled with animals causing total disaster as they try to travel in the most 
unsuitable vehicles. A real romp of a book, with hilarious rhyming text and spectacular illustrations.

Hercules - New Pup on the Block Clover, Peter 340752688 £3.50 Hodder & 
Stoughton 05+

It’s Jack’s birthday. Morning dawns and his presents await him. A puppy is all he’s ever wanted. Hercules is 
a HUGE disappointment. Short, squat and funny, but not what Jack had in mind. The first Hercules story.

Hercules - Operation Snowsearch Clover, Peter 340752955 £3.50 Hodder & 
Stoughton 05+

Jack and Hercules are helping a local farmer clear the area of dangerous traps, left by a cruel poacher. But 
as fast as the traps are removed, new ones are laid.

Hercules - Treasure Hound Clover, Peter 340752947 £3.50 Hodder & 
Stoughton 05+

Jack’s helping an old man save a family of peregrine falcons and their nest of valuable eggs. But is the old 
man all that he seems? Hercules isn’t sure that he trusts him. Now the precious peregrine eggs have been 
stolen!

Pumpkin Soup Cooper, Helen 9780552545105 £5.99 Corgi 05+

A story focusing on friendship and sharing. Cat, Duck and Squirrel live in an old white cabin. Every day Cat 
slices up some pumpkin, Squirrel stirs in some water and Duck tips in some salt to make perfect pumpkin 
soup.

When Titus Took the Train Cottringer, Anne 9780192729873 £10.99 OUP 05+

Titus is going on a long train journey. Under the watchful eye of the train guard he takes his seat and, until he 
arrives at his destination where Uncle Henry is waiting to meet him, he doesn't leave it. Or does he?

Rent-a-Genius Cross, Gillian 9780140361308 £3.99 Puffin 05+

Sophy isn’t going to waste any more advice on her ungrateful family there must be some people out there 
who really need a genius to help them. For only fifty pence, Sophy will tackle any problem.

Dirty Beasts Dahl, Roald 9780141501741 £6.99 Puffin 05+

A collection of wickedly humorous poems about dirty beasts doing the most extraordinary and unmentionable 
things.
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Enormous Crocodile, The Dahl, Roald 141311525 £4.99 Puffin 05+

This crocodile has an enormous appetite and boasts that he is going to eat a nice juicy child for lunch. 
Fortunately for the children, the other animals in the jungle see through the crocodile's cunning disguises.

Esio Trot Dahl, Roald 140347283 £3.99 Puffin 05+

Mr Hoppy is in love with Mrs Silver. But Mrs Silver only has eyes for Alfie, her pet tortoise. How can Mr 
Hoppy ever compete with such a rival? He comes up with a plan to win his lady’s love, but will he succeed? 
And what’s to become of Alfie?

Magic Finger, The Dahl, Roald 9780140371581 £3.99 Puffin 05+

The little girl in this story is very unusual. When someone makes her angry and when she just can’t stop 
herself she zaps a punishment on them with a magic, flashing finger!

Vicar of Nibbleswicke, The Dahl, Roald 9780140348910 £4.99 Puffin 05+

The Reverend Lee is suffering from a rare and acutely embarrassing condition: Back-to-Front Dyslexia. It 
affects only his speech, and he doesn’t realize he’s doing it, but the parishoners of Nibbleswicke are shocked 
and confused.

Big Bad Werewolf, the Dale, Katie 9781408312100 £8.99 Orchard 05+

I bet you think you know the tales of Big Bad Wolf, who howls and wails. But here's the truth: meet Granny 
Riding - find out what secrets she's been hiding!

Tilly Beany - The Real Tilly Beany Dalton, Annie 9781405200561 £4.99 Egmont 05+

Five-year-old Tilly Beany can be anyone she wants to be: a witch one day, a mermaid the next. But what if 
she got stuck pretending, and lost the way back to being the real Tilly Beany?

Tilly Beany - Tilly Beany and the Best 
Friend Machine Dalton, Annie 9780859415064 £4.99 Egmont 05+

Tilly Beany can't take it! All day she hears about the planet being destroyed by thoughtless humans. In true 
Tilly Beany style, she's determined to find the recipe for Cure for Everything, and save the world

Forever Amber Brown Danziger, Paula 9780142412015 £3.10 Puffin 05+

Life is very strange sometimes. One minute I'm in Elementary Extension, waiting for my mother to pick me up 
and take me home... And the next minute, I'm on the plane on my way to see my old best friend Justin 
Daniels

Emporer's New Clothes Davidson, 
Susanna 9780746067758 £4.99 Usborne 05+

Coinciding with the bicentenary of the birth of Hans Christian Andersen, comes this retelling of his comical 
fairytale about a fashion-crazy emperor who will stop at nothing to have the most talked-about outfit in the 
land! 
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Rapunzel Davidson, 
Susanna 9780746064474 £4.99 Usborne 05+

The classic fairytale of Rapunzel accompanied by beautiful and atmospheric illustrations that will enchant 
children and parents alike. Ages 5+.

Rumplestiltskin Davidson, 
Susanna 9780746075746 £4.99 Usborne 05+

A classic fairytale retold for children growing in their reading confidence. Cunning Rumpelstiltskin tries to trick 
the Queen by challenging her to guess his rather unusual name, but will he succeed?

Stories of Dolls Davidson, 
Susanna 9780746071601 £4.99 Usborne 05+

Three new and original stories about Cordelia, Florinda and Ella and the delightful world of dolls, specially 
written as part of the Usborne Young Reading Programme.

Stories of Magic Ponies Davidson, 
Susanna 9780746078365 £4.99 Usborne 05+

This is a new title in "Usborne Young Reading Series One". It feature three original stories set on the magical 
Pony Island, where rainbow-coloured, talking ponies get up to all kinds of mischief and adventure!

The Story of Pegasus Davidson, 
Susanna 9781409522287 £4.99 Usborne 05+

This is a lively re-telling of the Greek myth, in which Pegasus, the flying horse, helps hero Bellerophon to 
defeat a fire-breathing monster. This is a new title in "Young Reading Series One". 

Fairy Ponies book 1 - Midnight Escape Davidson, Zanna 9781409506287 £4.99 Usborne 05+

Holly is staying with her Great Aunt May when she discovers a tiny pony with shimmering wings. At first, she 
thinks she must be dreaming...until two fairy ponies visit her one night on an urgent undertaking: Puck the 
fairy pony has been snatched by the spoiled girl next-door, and the ponies need Holly's help to rescue him

Fairy Ponies book 2 - Magic Necklace Davidson, Zanna 9781409506294 £4.99 Usborne 05+

Do you wish to be fairy-sized, light as a feather? Then open this book and we'll fly together. Only promise you 
will never tell, where the fairy ponies dwell. Puck, the fairy pony, and Holly are visiting the Pony Queen when 
a powerful magic necklace - which grants its wearer whatever they wish for - is stolen from her Summer 
Palace

Fairy Ponies book 3 - Rainbow Races Davidson, Zanna 9781409506300 £4.99 Usborne 05+

Holly can't wait to watch her friend, Puck the fairy pony, compete in the Rainbow Races. But when an 
enchanted storm is unleashed over Pony Island, ruining the races, the home of the fairy ponies is threatened 
with darkness for ever…

Fairy Ponies book 4 - Pony Princess Davidson, Zanna 9781409506379 £4.99 Usborne 05+

Contains original stories about a group of fairy ponies and a little girl called Holly. Full of magic and 
adventure, this title features a combination of ponies, fairies and a magical secret world
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Fairy Ponies book 5 - Unicorn Prince Davidson, Zanna 9781409506362 £4.99 Usborne 05+

A Pony Princess, Rosabel, has come to stay on Pony Island, and Puck and Holly are given the task of 
looking after her. But spoilt and determined, Princess Rosabel flies to the Dark Forest where she is 
kidnapped by Shadow

Fairy Poniesbook 6 - Enchanted Mirror Davidson, Zanna 9781409506386 £4.99 Usborne 05+

Pony Island is in danger. The fairy ponies are losing their magic and the Pony Queen's powers are under 
threat. Can Holly and Puck uncover the mystery of the missing magic before it's too late?

White Owl, Barn Owl Davies, Nicola 9781406313123 £5.99 Walker 05+

The little girl in this book has never seen a barn owl, but one day her grandpa puts a nest-box high in the old 
oak tree. They wait and they wait until one spring night, just as the sky goes pink, a pale face looks out of it

Luna and the Big Blur: A Story for Children 
Who Wear Glasses Day, Shirley 9781557987778 £5.95 Magination 05+

Do you remember the first time you had to wear glasses as a child? For the thousands of children today who 
experience this unsettling change in their lifestyle, Luna and the Big Blur helps them feel good about their 
glasses and themselves.

Ali Baba and the Forty Theives Daynes, Katie 9780746080863 £4.99 Usborne 05+

"Young Reading Series One" is aimed at children just beginning to read to help build confidence and ability.

The Story of Chocolate Daynes, Katie 9780746080542 £4.99 Usborne 05+

The fascinating history of chocolate, from its origins in the rainforests of Central America to shops and 
factories everywhere. Written as part of the Usborne Young Reading Programme, designed for children just 
beginning to read.

Stories of Unicorns Dickins, Rosie 9780746071618 £4.99 Usborne 05+

Inspired by the myths and legends that surround this legendary creature, this book includes tales of three 
unusual unicorns; one befriends a kitchen maid, another manages to outwit a greedy hunter - whilst the third 
unicorn simply loves strawberries! 

The Runaway Princess Dickins, Rosie 9781409535928 £4.99 Usborne 05+

A princess runs away to avoid marriage, taking three of her favourite gowns with her. She works hard, 
herding geese in a tatty donkeyskin cloak, but when she thinks no one is looking, she tries on one of her 
beautiful gowns. She is spotted by a prince who falls in love with her at first sight, but she runs away. How 
will he find her? And what will he think when he finds out that she's just a goose girl? A variation of the 
Cinderella story, this version is based on Donkeyskin, a 300-year-old story by the French author, Charles 
Perra lt

The Story of the Monkey King Dickins, Rosie 9780746077641 £4.99 Usborne 05+

When the Monkey King angers the Emperor of Heaven, he is set a task by Buddha to determine whether he 
is to be punished or not. Will he pass or will he fail? 
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Cars Storybook Collection Disney 9781407560335 £6.99 Parragon 05+

Rev your engines and roll into Radiator Springs with this cool collection of Cars adventures. Track down a 
lost tractor with Al, complete an off-road assault course with Sarge and try new racing tricks with Lightning 
McQueen. This high-octane treasury brings the Cars four wheeled world to life for children to enjoy time and 
time again.

Mr Bunny's chocolate factory Dolan, Elys 9780192746207 £6.99 OUP 05+

Go behind the scenes of Mr Bunny's chocolate factory! 
An irresistible look at the workings of Mr Bunny's chocolate factory! Packed with cross-over humour to 
amuse kids and big kids too with artwork full of details for poring over time and time again.

New LiBEARian, The Donald, Alison 9781848862234 £6.99 Maverick Arts 
Publishing 05+

It's storytime at the library but Miss Merryweather, the librarian, is missing! Dee and her friends go in search 
of her but instead find a rather hairy, new liBEARian!

The Detective Dog Donaldson, Julia 9781509801602 £6.99 Macmillan 05+

Peter’s dog Nell has an amazing sense of smell. Her nose is always hard at work solving mysteries and 
finding all Peter’s lost toys. But Nell has other talents too . . .When she’s not cracking cases, Nell goes to 
school with Peter and listens to the children read. Books about dinosaurs,  about space and even about dogs 
– Nell loves them all! But one day Peter and Nell arrive at school to find all the books have disappeared! 
Who could have taken them, and why? Luckily, Detective Dog Nell, with help from the whole class, is ready 
to sniff o t the thief!

The Scarecrows' Wedding Donaldson, Julia 9781407144689 £6.99 Scholastic 05+

THE SCARECROWS' WEDDING is a fabulous love story, with drama, humour, originality - and a happy 
ending! Two scarecrows, Betty O'Barley and Harry O'Hay, are planning the perfect wedding. But wicked 
scarecrow, Reginald Rake, has other ideas and almost ruins their special day. Harry must become a hero 
before he and Betty can have the wedding of their dreams.

Niteracy Hour Dougherty, John 9780552550826 £3.99 Corgi 05+

Jim is a head-louse, newly hatched from a nit on Gregory's head. But as Gregory is a good listener and it's 
'in his blood', Jim's breakfast turns him into a good listener too and suddenly school storytime changes from 
Literacy Hour to Niteracy Hour

Happiness is a Watermelon on your Head Dreis, Stella 9781907912054 £6.99 Phoenix Yard 05+

It's completely mad. One ridiculously joyful lady, cauliflower hats, fish bonnets, other assorted crazy 
headgear, a few very large animals, a pet boar called Melvin and a whole lot of watermelons. Three 
miserable women discover that the key to happiness is very pink and very messy. Oh, and the watermelons 
rhyme...

Gigantosaurus Duddle, Jonny 9781783700516 £6.99 Templar 05+

Each dinosaur mum said, "Beware my child, of the GIGANTOSAURUS so fierce and wild. His feet go 
STOMP! His jaws go CRUNCH! In the blink of an eye you'll be his LUNCH!"

Lucky in the Doghouse Duffey, Betsy 9780141303680 £3.99 Puffin 05+

George loves his new puppy, Lucky, but Lucky is out of control. If George can’t stop Lucky barking at night 
and making puddles in the house, Mum and Dad say he will have to go!
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Lollopy Dunbar, Joyce 9780006641872 £4.99 Picture Lions 05+

Lollopy is Sophie's toy rabbit. He has long, lollopy ears, arms and legs. One day, Sophie goes to the wood 
and, by mistake, leaves Lollopy behind.

Billy Monster's Daymare Durant, Alan 9780192726506 £5.99 OUP 05+

Billy Monster can't sleep. There are chinks of scary light creeping into his bedroom and he has woken up 
twice after horrible daymares about boys and girls.

Ballerina’s Magical Shoes Ellsworth, Nick 1405409592 £3.00 Parragon 05+

Lily the Ballerina was hurrying to the theatre. Today was the day of the grand ballet. Lily was dancing with her 
friends Wanda, Amber and Tilly. They were all looking forward to dancing with Fleur.

Looking after Louis Ely, Lesley 9781845070830 £5.99 Francis Lincoln 05+

This introduction to the issue of autism shows how - through imagination, kindness, and a special game of 
football - Louis's classmates find a way to join him in his world. Then they can include Louis in theirs.

Twin Trouble Farmer, Penelope 9780744547511 £3.50 Walker 05+

Henry and Harry are so alike that no one can tell them apart. Their real names are Henrietta and Harriet, but 
most people call them Henry-or-Harry or the twins. Sometimes they think it’s fun being muddled up.

Charlie Small, Valley of Terrors Fickling, David WDB 2010 £1.00 David Fickling 05+

Tramping through the highlands, minding his own business, Charlie is plunged into adventure once again. 
Can he save a tiny toddler from the grisly, goggle-eyed Goyles? Join Charlie on his most dangerous and 
terrifying rescue mission EVER

It Moved Fine, Anne 9781406304305 £3.99 Walker 05+

Lily wants to bring in something really special for Show and Tell. Lily brings in a stone from the garden. She 
can't think of a single exciting thing about it, until she decides that it moves!

Nag Club Fine, Anne 9781844289400 £3.99 Walker 05+

Boggle hats are the latest craze. Everybody at school wants one - but only Lola has one. So she decides to 
form a club to show the other children how best to nag their parents into buying them one.

Press Play Fine, Anne 9780749718725 £3.99 Mammoth 05+

When the alarm went off, Nicky and Tasha sat up in their beds and stared. Mum wasn’t there, but the 
cassette player was on the floor by Little Joe’s cot. On top of it was a note. Press Play, it said.
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The Killer Cat Strikes Back Fine, Anne 9780141320984 £4.99 Puffin 05+

'Okay, okay. So stick my head in a holly bush ...' Tuffy, the Killer Cat, knows what he likes. And he isn't loving 
the 'art' that Ellie's mum brings home from her new class!

Dinosaur that Pooped Christmas, The Fletcher, Tom and 
Poynter, Dougie 9780857540126 £5.99 Random House 05+

Season's Eatings! Danny wants everything for Christmas. But what he gets is a dinosaur, a very hungry 
dinosaur. Danny's new dino eats up all of Christmas, but as we all know, what goes in must come out… 
Danny is about to have the most EXPLOSIVE Christmas of his life! There's poop, presents and prehistoric 
creatures in this festive feast!

Bathroom boogie Foges, Clare 9780571337316 £6.99 Faber & Faber 05+

When the children go to school and the adults go to work . . . the Bathroom Boogie starts up - and all your 
favourite bathroom friends come alive! The shower creates a rain dance, whilst the mouthwash back-flips 
and the toothbrushes bop and rave to the hot tap's funky beat!

Aliens in Underpants save the world Freedman, Claire 9781847383020 £5.99 Simon & Schuster 05+

Aliens in underpants are back - and this time they are on a mission to save the world! A gigantic meteorite is 
heading for planet earth and the aliens' pants supply is under threat. Can our crazy aliens save planet earth 
and secure their pants supply forever more?

Aliens love Panta Claus Freedman, Claire 9781847385703 £5.99 Simon & Schuster 05+

Yes, it's true! Everyone's favourite aliens are full of the festive spirit and so they are giving away their 
beloved underpants - shock, horror! Join them as they help out in Santa's busyworkshop, put neon pants on 
Rudolph and tie knickers up in the place of stockings. But remember to hold on to your pants - this special 
pants giveaway is for one day only. Ho-ho-ho! Merry Christmas!

Aliens Love Underpants Freedman, Claire 9781416917052 £5.99 Simon & Schuster 05+

..." You probably thought aliens came down to Earth with a view to taking over the planet - but, no, they 
simply want to steal your pants!

Pirates Love Underpants Freedman, Claire 9780857072641 £10.99 Simon & Schuster 05+

Ahoy me hearties! Join the Pants Pirates on a special treasure hunt. Grab your cutlass and sail on the Pirate 
Ship Black Bloomer past angry crocs, sharks in fancy pants and through gurgling swamps on a quest to 
find…the Pants of Gold! This hilarious new addition to the phenomenally successful Underpants series will 
not disappoint. You'll be yo-ho-ho-ing until the sails come down!

Aesop's Funky Fables French, Vivian   014056246X £6.99 Puffin 05+

Catchy rap-rhythms and witty retelling from Vivian French combine with Korky Paul's wild and inventive 
illustrations to make these the funkiest fables around!

Growing Frogs French, Vivian 9781406312065 £5.99 Walker 05+

Learn about the transformation from frogspawn to frog with this fun, informative picture book, part of the 
'Nature Storybooks' series. 'Growing Frogs' supports the National Curriculum Key Stage One and Two.
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I Wish I Was An Alien French, Vivian 9780237527761 £3.99 Evans 05+

Wish you were an alien? You could visit the planets and visit the stars. Fun! But what does an alien wish for? 
To go to school? Or to ride in cars?

The Day I Swapped My Dad for Two 
Goldfish Gaiman, Neil 1565041992 £8.99 Borealis 05+

What if you wanted your best friend's goldfish so much that you would give anything you had for them? 
Absolutely anything. Even your father… 

Tufty Bear Gardam, Jane 9780744547504 £3.99 Walker 05+

Tufty Bear is no ordinary teddy bear. He looks warm and friendly and as though any moment he might speak 
and so he does, to Harry and Tilly! Read about their adventures together in Tufty Bear’s holiday home by the 
sea.

Invisible Boy, the Gardner, Sally 9781858818405 £4.99 Dolphin 05+

When his parents are lost in space, Sam is left, heartbroken, in the care of the horrible Hilda Hardbottom. 
Then he finds a tiny spaceship in the cabbage patch and meets a little alien called Splodge

Big Trouble Gates, S.P. 9781842998373 £6.99 Barrington Stoke 05+

Anna, a city girl, comes to stay in Levi's village. She hates village life and is desperate to go. When some 
baboons threaten the village Anna is shocked at how the villagers treat them. She rescues a baby baboon 
and plans to keep it as a pet. But when the baboon leader, Old One Eye invades the village in search of the 
baby, Anna's life is in danger. Can Levi save the day?

Ping Won't Share Gibbs, Lynne 9781858547244 £4.99 Brimax 05+

One day Ping finds a secret stash of bamboo but, instead of sharing it, he keeps it all for himself. His hungry 
friends are forced to go off in search of food.

April Underhill, Tooth Fairy Graham, Bob 9781406321555 £11.99 Walker 05+

High in the sky above Parkville, toothfairies April and Esme Underhill are on their way to collect their very 
first tooth...April and Esme Underhill have never collected a tooth before. Mum and Dad always do it. But 
tonight it's their turn.

Tidy Gravett, Emily 9781447273998 £6.99 Two Hoots 05+

Pete the badger likes everything to be neat and tidy at all times, but what starts as the collecting of one fallen 
leaf escalates and ends with the complete destruction of the forest! Will Pete realise the error of his ways 
and set things right?

Wolf Won't Bite! Gravett, Emily 9780230704251 £5.99 Macmillan 05+

Take your seat in the front row and watch in wonder as three cheeky little circus pigs make a wild wolf jump 
through hoops (literally), endure feats of astounding derring-do, and even withstand perilous games of dress-
up. Safe in the thought that "Wolf Won't Bite!" they even put their heads between his jaws . . . but can you 
push a wolf too far?
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Attack of the giant slugs Gray, Kes 9781782953036 £5.99 Red Fox 05+

You're in Danger . . .At least, you would be, if Jack Beechwhistle wasn't around to protect the world from 
alien attacks, zombie sweet-shop owners, and exploding conkers - with a bit of help from his trusty sidekicks, 
Colin and Harry (as long as it's not past Colin and Harry's bedtime). Their missions are daring, dangerous, 
and deadly. They even have top-secret headquarters (the shed by the rhubarb patch).

Daisy and the trouble with zoos Gray, Kes 9781862304932 £4.99 Red Fox 05+

It's Daisy's birthday and she's having a special birthday treat! Mum has invited her best friends, Gabby and 
Dylan, on a trip to the zoo - and, best of all, Mum has arranged for Daisy to go into the actual penguin cage

Duperball Gray, Kes 9781404831185 £5.80 OUP 05+

First class fiction at an appropriate interest level, the books in TreeTops More All Stars Pack 3A provide: 
BLQuality books by top authors and illustrators to challenge and motivate your children, including the retelling 
of a classic story BLThe right level of content, at an appropriate interest level for Year 2 children BLCareful 
text levelling to gradually build stamina

Adventures of The Dish and The Spoon, 
The Grey, Mini 9780099475767 £5.99 Red Fox 05+

Part love story, part crime caper, this title presents a tale of the crockery-cutlery duo of all time.

Traction Man Book 1 - Traction Man is 
Here Grey, Mini 9780099451099 £6.99 Red Fox 05+

With an action outfit for every occasion, Traction Man patrols the house. Whether he is saving toys (in latex 
space suit and Perspex helmet, teamed with Rocket Boots); searching the sink for the lost wreck of the sieve 
(in sub-aqua suit, fluorescent flippers and infra-red mask) or rescuing damsels in distress (in jungle pants, 
camouflage vest and a bandanna), Traction Man is never less than stylishly turned out and expertly 
accessorised. He is the last word in heroic fashion flair - until, that is, the day that he is presented with an all-
in one knitted green romper s it and matching bonnet b his o ner's grann Can Traction Man o ercome

Traction Man Book 2 - Traction Man and 
Beach Odyssey Grey, Mini 9781862308152 £6.99 Red Fox 05+

Traction Man and Scrubbing Brush are at the beach! Traction Man even has his special Squid-Proof Scuba 
Suit, perfect for exploring the secret crevices of the Rockpool. But there are adventures in store for our 
intrepid hero as he faces the thrills of Operation Picnic, the tribulation of being buried in sand and - worst of 
all - being washed away by a giant wave... Join the daring duo as they meet new challenges ... and new 
friends.

Traction Man Book 3 - Traction Man 
Meets Turbodog Grey, Mini 9780375855832 £9.99 Alfred A. Knopf 05+

Traction Man is back ! And Scrubbing Brush too! Except this time, there's a new toy in town. Who will win the 
day?

Fatou Fetch the Water Griffiths, Neil 9781905434169 £6.99 Red Robin 05+

The water bucket is empty! So, follow in the footsteps of forgetful Fatou, as she fetches a fresh supply for a 
family feast. But will she return from her journey through the village with just water, or with much more than 
she expected? A charming tale of the joys of both giving and receiving.

Poppy and Max and the Fashion Show Grindley, Sally 9781843623939 £4.99 Orchard 05+

Poppy and Max see a sign asking for models for a fashion show and Poppy is desperate to volunteer. Max 
does not like wearing clothes, but somehow ends up as the star of the show!
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A Very Marley Christmas Grogan, John 9780007287239 £5.99 Harper Collins 05+

With all the excitement of Christmas approaching, it's no surprise that Marley, the loveable pup with a nose 
for trouble, wants to get in on the action.

Dr. Twelfth Hargreaves, Adam 9781405930086 £4.99 BBC Educational 05+

The greatest mash-up in the entire Whoniverse is here! Doctor Who meets Roger Hargreaves' Mr Men in 
this new series of stories, written and illustrated by Adam Hargreaves.

Monster of a Hamster, A Hawkins, Elizabeth 9780140381245 £3.99 Puffin 05+

Luke and Anna-Louise take the class hamster home for the holiday. Now it is missing and they are in big 
trouble. If only they had a little more time to find the hamster but they don’t reckon on the help of the terrible 
twins!

Supertato, run veggies run Hendra, Sue 9781471121036 £6.99 Simon & Schuster 05+

Meet Supertato! The supermarket superhero with eyes everywhere. It’s Sports Day in the supermarket and 
all the veggies are in training. Everyone has been practising hard and is ready and raring to go. However, a 
new competitor joins the event, accompanied by The Evil Pea, and is determined to win all the prizes. Things 
don’t seem quite right… but will Supertato be able to foil his nemesis’ plan in time?

Charley's First Night Hest, Amy 9780763640552 £9.99 Candlewick 05+

On Charley’s first night, Henry carries his new puppy in his old baby blanket all the way to his house. He 
shows Charley every room, saying, "This is home, Charley." He says that a lot so that Charley will know that 
he is home. Henry’s parents are very clear about who will be walking and feeding Charley (Henry will, and he 
can’t wait). They are also very clear about where Charley will be sleeping: Charley will be sleeping in the 
kitchen. But when the crying starts in the middle of the night, Henry knows right away that it’s Charley!

The Reader Hest, Amy 9780761461845 £11.16 Two Lions 05+

In this timeless picture book, a new reader trudges through deep snow with a mysterious suitcase in tow. He 
has something important to share with his faithful companion, who bolts ahead to wait at the top of a tall hill. 
Our small hero climbs higher and higher, until finally, he is there, too. Then he opens his suitcase— click, 
click—and soon the only sound in the world is the sound of the reader reading their very favorite book to the 
very last page…the very last word.

Trouble on Thunder Mountain Hoban, Russell 9780571193592 £9.99 Faber & Faber 05+

When Mr Flatbrain flattens their mountain to make way for a plastic mountain theme park, the O'saurus 
family is not defeated. With the help of their friends and two or three thousand ants they rebuild Thunder 
Mountain and prepare for visitors.

Amazing Grace Hoffman, Mary 9781845077495 £5.99 Frances Lincoln 05+

Grace loves to act out stories. When her school decides to do "Peter Pan", Grace longs to play Peter, but 
classmates say that Peter was a boy, and besides, he wasn't black. But her mum says she can do anything if 
she puts her mind to it.

Stacks of Stories Book 1 Hoffman, Mary 9780340699683 £4.99 Hodder 05+

Features stories taking libraries as a starting point but developing in very different directions. There are 11 
stories, in genres ranging from fantasy to romance, witchcraft to piracy.
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Angelina Ballerina Holabird, Katherine 9781534451513 £5.99 Puffin 05+

Angelina is a pretty little mouse who wants to become a ballerina. She dances all the time and her parents 
are in despair. Then one day they think of a plan that changes Angelina's life and makes her the happiest 
mouse in the world.

Alfie's Feet Hughes, Shirley 99256061 £4.99 Red Fox 05+

Alfie loves jumping in puddles--not a good idea in his ordinary brown shoes--but when he gets his wonderful 
new yellow boots, he has a great time. But then he realises that something's not quite right...

Alfie's Shop - WBD 2013 Hughes, Shirley 9781849418805 £1.00 Red Fox 05+

Alfie learns a new game in this story - playing Shop in his garden can be lots of fun!

Dogger Hughes, Shirley   009992790X £5.99 Red Fox 05+

This is the story of Dave and his beloved Dogger and how Dogger was lost and finally found again. The 
author also wrote "Helpers", "Moving Molly", "Sally's Secret" and "Up and Up".

Here Comes Charlie Moon Hughes, Shirley 9780099922308 £3.99 Red Fox 05+

Charlie Moon's Auntie Jean runs a joke shop at the seaside. Charlie loves to go and stay there and try out 
the comic hats, masks, rubber spiders, fake flowers that squirt water, and cushions that squeak when you sit 
on them...even when his clever cousin Ariadne is staying, too.

Rhymes for Annie Rose Hughes, Shirley 9780099464914 £6.99 Red Fox 05+

A collection of gentle rhymes dealing with the wonder and excitement of a small child's world, from teatime 
treats to secret adventures. They all feature one of the author/illustrator's established characters - Alfie's little 
sister, Annie Rose

Kipper Inkpen, Mick 9780340742334 £5.99 Hodder 05+

This is an exciting Key Stage 3 resource for teaching and learning about the issues and events of the 20th 
century. It never lets go of the period's story, providing opportunities to examine the big picture and 
investigate particular topics.

Penguin Small Inkpen, Mick 9780340932056 £6.99 Hodder 05+

This is the story of the last North Pole penguin, who was - as it turned out - was also the smallest penguin . . . 
Penguin Small. An extraordinary story about one small penguin's journey to a new home.

Cliff Hanger James, Sarah 174326432 £3.75 Nelson 05+

Learning to ski was exciting and fun. Tim loved being up in the mountains and breathing in all that fresh air. 
On the first morning though, Tim had to go on the ski lift on his own. An event he would never forget.
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Heart and the Bottle, the Jeffers, Oliver 9780007182343 £6.99 Harper Collins 05+

Once there was a girl whose life was filled with wonder at the world around her! Then one day something 
happened that made the girl take her heart and put it in a safe place. However, after that it seemed that the 
world was emptier than before.

Emperor's Egg Jenkins, Martin 9781406313017 £5.99 Walker 05+

Can you imagine being a male emperor penguin and standing around in the freezing cold with an egg on 
your feet for two months. Welcome to the story of the world's most devoted dad!

Septimouse, Big Cheese Jungman, Ann 9780140364187 £3.25 Puffin 05+

As the seventh son of a seventh son, Septimouse has amazing magical powers. When little big person 
Katie’s dad loses his job, Septimouse has a brilliant plan. He shrinks big, big person Mum and big, big person 
Dad.

Septimouse, Supermouse Jungman, Ann 9780140346312 £3.25 Puffin 05+

Septimouse is a genius. He can do things that other mice cannot do. He can talk to cats, talk to big people, 
and make them as small as mice. But the one thing he really wants to do is to eat some cheese.

I Like this Poem Kave, Webb 9780140312959 £7.99 Puffin 05+

I LIke This Poem is a classic collection of children's poems from Puffin Books.
Highwaymen and naughty children, sharks and baboons, the Snitterjipe and the Jabberwocky, all have their 
part to play.
Each and every poem in this treasure chest of family favourites was chosen by a child for other children.

When the Dragons Came Kefford, Naomi 9781847383044 £5.99 Simon & Schuster 05+

When a family-load of boisterous, bumbling dragons burst into peaceful Poppledown Town, there's sure to 
be trouble! Before long, the whole town is thrown into chaos. The local market is turned upside down, the 
library is louder than ever and the local playgroup has never experienced such disruptive pupils! Will 
Poppledown Town EVER be the same again?

Can I Join Your Club? Kelly, John 9781848694361 £6.99 Little Tiger Press 05+

Duck wants to join a club. But he can't roar like Lion or trumpet like Elephant. What's a duck to do? Do you 
want to join a club where everyone's welcome? Then this book's for you!

Tiger Who Came to Tea, The Kerr, Judith 9780007215997 £5.99 Harper Collins 05+

The doorbell rings just as Sophie and her mummy are sitting down to tea. Who could it possibly be? What 
they certainly don't expect to see at the door is a big furry, stripy tiger!

Twinkles, Arthur and Puss Kerr, Judith 9780007254477 £5.99 Harper Collins 05+

Grandpa has a black cat called Puss. They like eating bacon and chips together. The Jones family also have 
a black cat. They call him Twinkles. Lady Daisy found a lovely black cat whom she calls Arthur.
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Giant Goldfish Robbery, The Kidd, Richard 9780440864127 £3.99 Corgi 05+

An adventure story about a little boy who befriends an elderly gentleman who is a collector of Koi Carp, and 
how he unexpectedly tackles the burglars who try to steal the fish with the help of the school bully and 
several hundred alarm clocks.

Peter the Penguin Pioneer King, Daren 9781847244345 £9.99 Quercus 05+

'This book is for penguins only. If you're not a penguin, stop reading now or I'll slap you with my flippers! 
Peter and Punky embark on an adventure involving flying fish, silly snowmen, angry polar bears and a bunch 
of very sneaky squirrels.

Animal Stories King-Smith, Dick 9780140389975 £5.99 Puffin 05+

A collection of animal stories by Dick King-Smith, including two new stories, an extract from "The Sheep-Pig", 
two extracts from the "Hodgeheg" stories and three complete stories from "A Narrow Squeak".

Clever Duck King-Smith, Dick 140375759 £3.99 Puffin 05+

Damaris the duck has had enough of the farmyard pigs with their insults and pompus behaviour. Teaming up 
with her sheepdog friend Rory, the clever duck helps the herd make a break for freedom.

Narrow Squeak, A King-Smith, Dick 9780140349634 £3.99 Puffin 05+

Funny stories about all kinds of animals There’s a bullied dinosaur, a wimpish woodlouse, a rebellious 
hedgehog and a dog with an identity crisis. Soft and furry, sharp and prickly or smooth and scaly, all the 
animals are quite irresistible.

Sheep-Pig, The King-Smith, Dick 9780141302539 £3.99 Puffin 05+

The book which inspired the blockbuster film BABE - Fly, the sheep-dog, looked at the little piglet with 
astonishment. Babe had been won at a fair by Farmer Hogget and was surely destined for the freezer yet 
here he was, wanting to herd sheep.

Sophie Book 1 - Sophie's Snail King-Smith, Dick 9781844281350 £4.99 Walker 05+

Small, but very determined, Sophie loves animals and is going to be a farmer when she grows up. Sophie's 
fond of most creatures - especially little ones like snails - but there's one she cannot stand: her prissy new 
neighbour Dawn!

Sophie Book 2 - Sophie's Tom King-Smith, Dick 9781844281367 £4.99 Walker 05+

On her fifth birthday Sophie gets a model farm an lots of toy animals. What she wants most of all, is a real 
animal a cat like Tom, for example.

Sophie Book 3 - Sophie Hits Six King-Smith, Dick 9781844281312 £4.99 Walker 05+

Small, but very determined, Sophie loves animals and is going to be a farmer when she grows up. In this 
book Sophie gets some new animals - including four kittens - finds a farming friend and enters the sporting 
arena!
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Sophie Book 5 - Sophie is Seven King-Smith, Dick 9781844281336 £4.99 Walker 05+

Small, but very determined, Sophie loves animals and is going to be a farmer when she grows up. In this 
book she visits a farm, makes a big impression at the school concert, celebrates her seventh birthday and 
starts riding lessons!

Sophie Book 6 - Sophie's Lucky King-Smith, Dick 9780744577242 £4.99 Walker 05+

Sophie would love to have a pony, but she doesn't think she'll ever be that lucky. She does get a lucky break, 
though, when Great Aunt Al invites her to Scotland!

Uncle Bumpo King-Smith, Dick 9780590554107 £2.99 Scholastic 05+

Penny is thrilled when Uncle Bumpo comes to stay and they get on really well together. That is, until, Penny 
discovers something awful about Uncle Bumpo - with disastrous results.

Sophie Book 4 - Sophie in  the Saddle King-Smith, Dick   9781844281329 £4.99 Walker 05+

Small, but very determined, Sophie loves animals and is going to be a farmer when she grows up. In this 
book she gets a dog that she calls "Puddle", makes friends with a Vietnamese pot-bellied pig and has her 
first ride on a pony!

The dragonsitter detective Lacey, Josh 9781783445295 £4.99 Andersen Press 05+

Dear Uncle Morton, Are you sitting down? If you’re not, you probably should. Because I have some very bad 
news. 
Someone has stolen one of your dragons.  Eddie’s mum is getting remarried, to Uncle Morton’s Scottish 
neighbour Gordon. But then Ziggy is stolen. It’s not long before Arthur is taken too. Eddie must track the thief 
down, rescue Uncle Morton’s dragons.

Chicken Run Book of the Film Ladybird 9780721421919 £2.50 Dreamworks 05+

Ginger, Bunty, Babs and Fowler are determined to make a break for freedom before they end up in Mrs 
Tweedy's chicken pie machine, but every escape goes "fowl" when they are caught out by Mr Tweedy. When 
a flying rooster named Rocky makes a crash landing into the farm, Ginger sees her chance.

Ladybird First Favourite Tales - Jack and 
the Beanstalk Ladybird 9781409309598 £4.99 Ladybird 05+

Based on the traditional fairy tale 'Jack and the Beanstalk', this vibrantly illustrated story is sure to become a 
favourite in every home. Jack's mother is very angry when he swaps their only cow for some magic beans. 
But before Jack knows it, he is off on a big adventure! Part of the Ladybird 'First Favourite Tales' series - a 
perfect introduction to fairy tales for preschoolers - this hardback book contains lots of funny rhythm and 
rhyme to delight young children. Ideal for reading aloud and sharing with 2-4 year olds.

Ladybird First Favourite Tales - Little Red 
Riding Hood Ladybird 9781409306313 £4.99 Ladybird 05+

A perfect introduction to the classic fairy tale 'Little Red Riding Hood', with beautiful illustrations by Jan Lewis 
and lots of funny rhythm and rhyme to delight young children. This Ladybird Picture Book is ideal for reading 
aloud and sharing with 2-4 year olds.

Ladybird First Favourite Tales - The Elves 
and the Shoemaker Ladybird 9781409306283 £4.99 Ladybird 05+

Based on the classic story 'The Elves and the Shoemaker', this vibrantly illustrated story is sure to become a 
favourite in every home. Meet the poor and hungry shoemaker who wakes up one morning to find that his 
shoes have been magically made for him! Part of the Ladybird 'First Favourite Tales' series - a perfect 
introduction to fairy tales for preschoolers - this hardback book contains lots of funny rhythm and rhyme to 
delight young children. Ideal for reading aloud and sharing with 2-4 year olds.
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Milly-Molly-Mandy Stories Lankester Brisley, 
Joyce 9780140305234 £3.25 Puffin 05+

Milly-Molly-Mandy and her friends Susan and Billy Blunt live in a little village in the heart of the English 
countryside. They do all the sorts of things that country children enjoy like blackberrying, gardening and going 
to the village fair.

Tales from Hans Christian Anderson Lewis, Naomi 9781845074326 £7.99 Frances Lincoln 05+

Here is a wonderful collection overflowing with sparkling translations of Hans Christian Anderson stories, 
with all the warmth, wit and character of the 19th-century originals. A must for any fan of fairy tales.

Glub! Little, Penny 9780237534615 £3.99 Evans 05+

It's time to clean the fish bowl - in the sink you go, Lucky! But then Dad does what he said you should never 
do - pull out the plug! Will we ever see poor Lucky again?

Staying with Grandpa Lively, Penelope 9780140370324 £3.99 Puffin 05+

Jane is going to visit her granny and grandpa on her own for the very first time. Her mother puts lots of books 
and games into her case to make sure she has plenty to do. But when Jane arrives, she finds that with 
Grandpa nothing is boring.

The prince of pants MacDonald, Alan, 9781407158440 £6.99 Scholastic 05+

It's Prince Pip's birthday, and he can't wait to choose a pair of pants to wear on his special day. But when he 
goes to his pants drawer, it's empty! Where have all his pants gone? Could it be that the palace has planned 
a very special, pants-tastic surprise party?

Wanted! Ralfy Rabbit, Book burglar Mackenzie, Emily 9781408843130 £6.99 Bloomsbury 05+

Some rabbits dream about lettuces and carrots, others dream of flowering meadows and juicy dandelions, 
but Ralfy dreams only of books. In fact, he doesn't just dream about them, he wants to read them ALL THE 
TIME. Soon his obsession sends him spiralling into a life of crime!

Usborne Book of Baby Animals Mayes, Susan 9780746016527 £3.99 Usborne 05+

A basic introduction to baby animals, including tiger cubs, baby kangaroos, wolf cubs, puppies and polar bear 
cubs.

Usborne Book of Dinosaurs Mayes, Susan 9780794508494 £4.50 Usborne 05+

Young children are fascinated by the world of dinosaurs. They want to know the names of those amazing 
creatures, what they looked like and how they lived.

Guess How Much I Love You McBratney, Sam 744581893 £1.99 Walker 05+

Little Nutbrown Hare and Big Nutbrown Hare discover, love is not an easy thing to measure.
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Orchard Book of Greek Myths McCaughrean, 
Geraldine 9781852133733 £12.99 Orchard 05+

This collection includes the adventures of Jason, Theseus, Odysseus and Icarus (who flew too near the 
sun), as well as the lesser known stories of Prometheus, Atalanta and Arachne the Spinner, who boasts too 
much.

Saint George and the Dragon McCaughrean, 
Geraldine 9780192723765 £6.99 OUP 05+

`The dragon was born in the deepest crevices of a bottomless pool. Its father was Evil, its mother Darkness, 
and its name was Wickedness.' This magnificent picture book is reissued with a new cover and brings to life 
this powerful tale of England's patron saint and his triumph over the evil Dragon.

Stink and the World's Worst Super-Stinky 
Sneakers McDonald, Megan 9780763636692 £4.99 Candlewick 05+

When Stink Moody’s second-grade class goes on a field trip to the Gross-Me-Out exhibit at the science 
museum, he learns that his very own nose has amazing sniffing abilities and that some people have real jobs 
sniffing stuff for NASA

Winston the Book Wolf McGee, Marni 9780747579779 £5.99 Bloomsbury 05+

The book wolf likes books, he likes to eat them, but when he learns that the nourishment from books can 
take many forms he soon becomes an avid reader.

Bumposaurus McKinlay, Penny 1845075161 £5.99 Frances Lincoln 05+

Bumposaurus the baby dinosaur is so short-sighted he can't even find his way out of his egg, and life 
certainly doesn't get any easier once he has finally hatched…

Christine the Winter Wonderland Fairy Meadows, Daisy 9781408347317 £5.99 Orchard 05+

Kirsty and Rachel are very excited to spending Christmas together. But when Jack Frost steals Christina the 
Winter Wonderland Fairy's magical objects, the magic of winter is under threat! Can the girls and Christina 
help get them back and save Christmas for everyone?

Evelyn the Mermicorn Fairy Meadows, Daisy 9781408357545 £5.99 Orchard Books 05+

Three stories in one! Join Rachel and Kirsty for a magical adventure with another fairy friend in this 
bestselling and much-loved series for girls aged 5 and up! Evelyn the Mermicorn Fairy has a very special 
magical pet. But when Jack Frost steals him away from her, the magic of the mermicorn is in danger! Can 
Kirsty and Rachel help get him back?

Rainbow Magic - Bethany the Ballet Fairy Meadows, Daisy 9781846164903 £4.99 Orchard 05+

Jack Frost's naughty goblins have stolen the Dance Fairies' magic ribbons and are hiding in the human 
world. Everywhere dance is being ruined! Rachel and Kirsty must help Bethany but the goblins' new powers 
won't make it easy…

Rainbow Magic - Elizabeth the Jubilee 
Fairy Meadows, Daisy 9781408323847 £4.99 Orchard 05+

Elizabeth the Jubilee Fairy is in charge of making every jubilee perfect! But when Jack Frost steals 
Elizabeth's Diamond Sceptre, both fairy and human celebrations are headed for catastrophe. Can Kirsty and 
Rachel help Elizabeth find the sceptre so kings and queens everywhere can celebrate in style?
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Rainbow Magic - Kate the Royal Wedding 
Fairy Meadows, Daisy 9781408315248 £4.99 Orchard 05+

Kate the Royal Wedding Fairy makes sure that all weddings are happy and magical! But when mean Jack 
Frost steals the True Love Crown, the Fairyland royal wedding is sure to be a disaster. Can Kirsty and 
Rachel find the crown so the royal couple will live happily ever after...?

Now We Are Six Milne, A.A. 9781405230643 £3.99 Egmont 05+

This is A.A. Milne's second volume of verse about Christopher Robin and his friends. From short simple 
rhymes like "Solitude" to the longer poems, such as "King John's Christmas", there is a poem to suit any 
storytelling session.

Tales from Winnie-the-Pooh Milne, A.A. 9780956627636 £1.00 Egmont 05+

delight and entertain children and adults alike. Join Pooh, Piglet, Rabbit, Owl, Eeyore and Christopher Robin 
for these timeless adventures in the Hundred Acre Wood

Space tortoise Montgomery, Ross 9780571331055 6.99 Faber & Faber 05+

Once, in an old rusty bin in an old rusty playground in an old empty park there lived a little tortoise. But 
Tortoise is lonely. He's never seen any other tortoises, and wonders where they could all be hiding. Then, 
one day, he looks up and the night sky, and sees a million blinking lights winking at him. "That must be where 
the other tortoises are - at the top of the sky! I wish I could join them." But how can a little tortoise get to the 
top of the sky? And so begins a magical journey...

Night Before Christmas, The Moore, Clement C. 9780230750296 £6.99 Macmillan 05+

Clement Moore's much-loved classic Christmas poem The Night Before Christmas is brought beautifully to 
life in this gorgeous picture book, sure to bring visions of sugarplums to everyone's head. With dreamy, 
magical artwork by Eric Puybaret this is the perfect Christmas present for any child.

Yuck's Rotten Joke Ha! Ha! Ha! Morgan, M & 
Sinden, D 9780955944666 £1.00 OUP 05+

Polly's report card is full of stars for good behaviour, while Yuck doesn't have any. He needs some by the 
end of the week or he'll be in BIG TROUBLE.

Respect! Morgan, Michaela 9781842993378 £4.99 Barrington Stoke 05+

Reading level below age 8. When their mum and dad die, Tully and his little brother only have each other. 
They are sent to a Children's Home. But Tully has an amazing talent which will win him a place in history.

Cool as a Cucumber Morpurgo, Michael 9781844289677 £3.99 Walker 05+

At first Peter isn't keen on his teacher's plan to dig a vegetable garden to celebrate the Queen's Jubilee. 
Then he starts to dig up some interesting things

Grandpa Christmas Morpurgo, Michael 9781405284592 £9.99 Egmont 05+

Every Christmas Mia and her family read a letter which her Grandpa wrote to her. His letter is a warm, 
impassioned and heartfelt wish for a better world for Mia to live in. He remembers fondly the times they spent 
in his garden finding frogs and worms and planting seeds. But Grandpa worries that all the things they love 
so much are in danger . . . His letter is a hopeful plea to Mia (and to all of us) to continue to care for and 
protect our precious world.
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The giant's necklace Morpurgo, Michael 9781406373493 £6.99 Walker 05+

It began with a necklace, made of shells. A long, long necklace that had taken Cherry days – weeks – of 
work. It was nearly complete, Cherry was determined it would be the longest necklace she had made; fit for a 
giant! But the end of the holidays had arrived. "You've only got today, Cherry," said her mother. Cherry didn't 
mind, a day would be enough. So, amidst the taunts of her brothers, she set out. Then the clouds grew dark 
and the waves grew large, Cherry realized, that she was cut off from the shore. From then on, events took a 
decidedl dark t rn

Tom's Sausage Lion Morpurgo, Michael 9780440864189 £4.99 Yearling 05+

No-one believes Tom when he says he has seen a lion - padding around the orchard with a string of 
sausages in its mouth! No-one, that is, except for Clare, the cleverest girl in the class. Together, she and 
Tom plan to prove his story is true - by catching the lion!

The Cat and the Fiddle: A Treasury of 
Nursery Rhymes Morris, Jackie 9781845079871 £12.99 Frances Lincoln 05+

With over 40 traditional nursery rhymes, personally chosen by the illustrator and laid out in colour-drenched 
double spreads. this is a beautiful, painterly collection of rhymes that has the makings of a classic. 

Showbiz Sensation, Stunt bunny Murray, Tamsyn 9781847387271 £5.99 Simon & Schuster 05+

Meet Harriet Houdini, a young rabbit with lots of attitude, as she settles into life with her new family. Never 
destined to be a boring bunny, Harriet finds herself scouted by the producer of hit TV show Superpets

Exercising Nelson, Robin 9781580134002 £5.99 Lerner 05+

Do you know how often to exercise? Why should you drink water when you exercise? How does exercise 
keep your muscles strong? Read this book to discover the answers

Alfie Green and the Monkey Puzzler O'Brien, Joe 9781847171740 £5.99 O'Brien 05+

The circus has come to town. But it's no ordinary circus, it's Monty's Marvellous Monkey Circus and all the 
performers are monkeys! All the kids from Budsville are really excited, except for Alfie who suspects all is 
not what it seems…

Maximus Mouse Ogden, Brian 9780862016807 £2.50 Scripture Union 05+

Name: Maximus Mouse Address: The Vestry, St Michaels Church Job: Church cleaner Personality: read the 
stories!

What I Like Ohinn, Gervase 9781904550129 £5.99 Child's Play 05+

This entertaining volume of verse for the very young is the perfect introduction to poetry. It includes poems 
about everything that is important to children: animals, family, food - and some very good jokes. Jane Eccles' 
humorous and wacky illustrations perfectly complement this lively and amusing collection.

Toto the ninja cat and the great snake 
escape O'Leary, Dermot 9781444939453 £6.99 Hodder 05+

Meet Toto: she's no ordinary cat, and she can't wait to have an adventure with you! Join Toto for a funny 
animal escapade written by one of the UK's best-loved broadcasters
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Absolutely Winnie! Owen, Laura 9780192734631 £7.99 OUP 05+

Winnie the Witch is ready for anything! Here's just a taster of the twelve stories in this book: in 'Mini Winnie' 
you'll find her shrinking herself down to the size of a teaspoon; in 'Winnie Says Cheese' she gets herself 
ready for the camera; in 'Itchy Witchy' she has to deal with an outbreak of fleas; and in 'Winnie's Book Day' 
she stages a superhero rescue! As well as the twelve stories, there are bonus pages of jokes at the end of 
the book - what could be more absolutely entertaining than Winnie?

Mini Winnie Owen, Laura 9780192725776 £4.99 OUP 05+

Winnie the Witch is ready for anything life throws at her! In 'Winnie's Awful Auntie' Winnie and Wilbur have to 
deal with an unbearably fussy relative on an unexpected visit; in 'Winnie Goes Cleaning' Winnie offers her 
janitorial services to the local school with hilarious results; in 'Winnie and the Ghost in the Post' Winnie and 
Wilbur find themselves the surprise winners of a television poetry competition and in 'Mini Winnie' there's an 
unusual solution to a laundry problem. 

Winnie's Big Catch Owen, Laura 9780192728425 £4.99 OUP 05+

Winnie the Witch is thinking big! In 'Winnie's Knickers', Winnie and Wilbur decide to market big padded pants 
perfect for broomstick-bruised bottoms; in 'Crash, Smash, Winnie!', Winnie decides to raise funds to buy a 
big cupboard for all her knick-knacks . . . by selling all her knick-knacks at the car-boot sale (logic was never 
her strong point!); in 'Winnie Scores!', Winnie joins the little ordinaries from the local team in a football match 
against the Boggle-End Rovers and finds herself being tackled by Big Doris; and in 'Winnie's Big Catch', 
Winnie and Wilb r go fishing ith Captain Stink Stan and end p reeling in something a f ll big!

Cloud Tea Monkeys Peet, Mal & 
Graham, Elspeth 9781406300925 £12.99 Walker 05+

Monkeys come to the rescue of a struggling family in this traditional tale from a Carnegie Medal winner. 
Tashi lives in a tiny village below the tea plantations where her mother earns a living. One day her mother 
falls ill, and Tashi must pick tea.

It's Raining! It's Pouring! We're Exploring! Peters, Polly 9781846431173 £5.99 Child's Play 05+

When bad weather prevents three children from playing outside, how can they possibly entertain 
themselves? Never fear! With a few home-made props and a great deal of ready imagination, the perfect 
plan is hatched. The rich spontaneity of imaginative play is beautifully captured by Polly Peters's expressive 
text and Jess Stockham's busy and amusing illustrations.

The Ding-Dong Bag Peters, Polly 9781846430152 £5.99 Child's Play 05+

When two boys go out with a large bag in which to catch all the noises they can find, you can be sure that 
they will have an ear-splitting time! From the many noises of breakfast to the distant roar of thunder, from the 
clank of a stick on railings to the thud of a baseball bat, this vibrant story celebrates the rich diversity of 
sounds they encounter and collect. Polly Peters' spirited and rhythmic text is powerfully bought to life by Jess 
Stockham's lively illustrations. This is a story to read aloud and enjoy together.

I really want the cake! Philip, Simon 9781783708017 £6.99 Templar 05+

How do you resist the most amazing cake ever? Especially when your mum has left a note saying that you 
MUST NOT eat the cake? This wonderful rhyming text from Simon Philip, author of You Must Bring a Hat, is 
illustrated with huge energy and humour by Lucia Gaggiotti.

Herbie's Big Adventure Poh, Jennie 9781782025191 £6.99 Curious Fox 05+

The big day is here! It's time for Herbie the hedgehog to go on his first big adventure, but is he ready? Herbie 
discovers that with a little imagination, he's got all the courage he needs to face the big wide world.

A Witch In The Classroom Potts, Ghillian 9780552546850 £3.99 Young Corgi 05+

A lovely funny witchy story about a young girl who discovers she has magical powers
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Stories of Dogs Punter, Russell 9780746085400 £4.99 Usborne 05+

This title features three brand new titles in the Usborne "Young Reading" series, which is aimed at children 
just beginning to read to help build confidence and ability.

Stories of Merlin Punter, Russell 9781409535980 £4.99 Usborne 05+

Three atmospheric adventures tell the life story of the legendary wizard - from his boyhood encounter with 
King Vortigern at a dragon tower, through his guardianship of King Arthur, to his fateful relationship with the 
scheming enchantress Nimue. 

Stories of Monsters Punter, Russell 9780746080856 £4.99 Usborne 05+

Young Reading Series One' is designed for children just beginning to read and is aimed at helping them build 
confidence and ability. Re-issued in hardback, this Usborne series has been developed in consultation with 
early reading specialist Alison Kelly.

Stories of Pirates Punter, Russell 9780746080962 £4.99 Usborne 05+

Three original high-seas stories for children just beginning to read. Find out if Charlie can get rid of his pesky 
parrot and Molly can escape the clutches of the sneaky Captain Spike in these swashbuckling stories.

Stories of Santa Punter, Russell 9780746077030 £4.99 Usborne 05+

This is a brand-new title in the popular "Young Reading" series, designed to help young readers grow in 
confidence, which features three original stories about Father Christmas. You can find out how Santa makes 
his toys, what he gets up to on his days off and how you can spot a real Santa from a fake in this seasonal 
treat, which will make a perfect Christmas present for a beginner reader. 

Stories of Snowmen Punter, Russell 9780746086612 £4.99 Usborne 05+

This book features three brand new titles in the Usborne "Young Reading series", which is aimed at children 
just beginning to read to help build confidence and ability

The Magic Gifts Punter, Russell 9780746096970 £4.99 Usborne 05+

When three brothers inherit their father's fortune, greedy Ying and Yong keep it all for themselves, leaving 
poor Chin to live a simple life. But Chin's act of kindness to a mysterious monk leads to a magical reward.

The Minotaur Punter, Russell 9780746096963 £4.99 Usborne 05+

Theseus is determined to slay the monster that lives at the heart of the Labyrinth. But even if he succeeds, 
will he make it back home to Athens in one piece?

The Wodden Horse Punter, Russell 9781409522249 £4.99 Usborne 05+

The Greek army has been sent to Troy to recapture Helen, the most beautiful woman in the world. But how 
can they get inside the heavily defended city? The Greek commander, Odysseus, comes up with an 
extraordinary solution - but will his daring plan really work?
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Stories of Giants Rawson, 
Christopher 9780746080894 £4.99 Usborne 05+

"Young Reading Series One" is aimed at children just beginning to read to help build confidence and ability.

Stories of Gnomes and Goblins Rawson, 
Christopher 9780746080214 £4.99 Usborne 05+

Four original stories about the magical world of gnomes and goblins for children just beginning to read, 
charmingly illustrated by Stephen Cartwright. Stories feature tricking a lazy gnome, mischievous pixies 
getting people into trouble and an adventure inside Goblin Hill.

Stories of Princes and Princesses Rawson, 
Christopher 9780746080634 £4.99 Usborne 05+

Series one of 'Usborne's Young Reading' books, which combines good stories with easy-reading text and 
illustrations, is for readers who have just started reaing alone.

Ahmed and the Feather Girl Ray, Jane 9781845079888 £11.99 Frances Lincoln 05+

Ahmed lives with a travelling circus, working long, lonely hours for cruel Madame Saleem. But Ahmed's life 
changes when he finds a golden egg in the forest, which hatches into a beautiful little girl, Aurelia.

Axel Storm - Cola Power Rayner, Shoo 9781408302644 £3.99 Orchard 05+

Axel Storm's parents are rock stars - and they just want Axel to be a normal boy! But when he goes to stay 
with his crazy uncles, Axel always ends up stealing the show...
Axel Storm's uncle has invented an amazing new plane which could change the future of travel - but only if it 
wins the Power Cola Flying Competition! Axel must take to the skies in his toughest challenge yet...

Ottoline Goes to School Riddell, Chris 9781405050586 £8.99 Macmillan 05+

Meet Ottoline and her hairy, helpful friend Mr Munroe. No secret is ever too scary for the two of them to 
discover together. Ottoline is off to the Alice B. Smith School for the Differently Gifted.

Fairy Realm Book 1 - The Charm Bracelet Rodda, Emily 9780060095833 £5.75 Harper Collins 05+

Young Jessie is absolutely ecstatic when her Mother takes her to the beautiful Blue Moon to visit her beloved 
Grandmother. However, while there, Jessie discovers a wonderful secret, and enters a Realm located in the 
Secret Garden.

Fairy Realm Book 2 - The Flower Fairies Rodda, Emily 9780060095864 £5.75 Harper Collins 05+

Jessie is a real hero in the Realm now, her fast thinking saved the land from disaster. She even gets to 
dance in midair with the beautiful flower fairies.

Bananas in my Ears Rosen, Michael 9781406337556 £7.99 Walker 05+

From the chaos of breakfast and to the calm of bedtime, this quirky collection of nonsense poetry written by 
Michael Rosen and illustrated by Quentin Blake is full of delightful moments. Read of the pleasures of 
messing about and the pains of feeling ill, of animal antics down at the doctor's and strange goings-on on the 
beach... All this and a trip on a flying bed too.
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Looking for Billie Rushton, Rosie 9781842992210 £5.99 Barrington Stoke 05+

How far would you go to find your real mum? Billie Gold heard a woman on a train say that she's "looking for 
Billie". She must be her mum! But how will Billie ever get to talk to her when everything keeps getting in the 
way? Barrington Stoke specialise in books for reluctant, struggling and dyslexic readers.

Allie’s Crocodile Sage, Angie 140386084 £3.99 Penguin 05+

He’s large and wet, and he’s a crocodile. But Allie can’t let the traffic warden tow him away, so she takes him 
home. That’s before she realizes just how complicated it is, looking after a fussy and rather grumpy guest.

Focus on Literacy Pupil Textbook 5 Scholes & Scholes 9780003025101 £11.50 Collins 05+

The Pupil Book is made up of 30 units, with each unit being a week’s work. Each unit begins with the main 
text (also in the Big Book) and is followed by the independent activities for the week.

Grammar One Seidl, Jennifer 9780194386142 £11.00 OUP 05+

A gentle introduction to grammar for children, which presents grammar in familiar everyday situations.

Book of Bedtime Stories Seuss, Dr. 7141920 £4.99 Harper Collins 05+

The Sleep Book, Thidwick the Big-Hearted Moose and Horton Hears a Who! Written in humorous rhyme 
and illustrated with characteristically bold and colourful artwork by the master himself, this beautiful treasury 
is guaranteed to delight.

Cat in the Hat, The Seuss, Dr. 7158440 £4.99 Harper Collins 05+

Two children sitting at home on a rainy day are visited by the Cat in the Hat who shows them some tricks and 
games. Could be used in teaching synthetic phonics.

Fox in Socks Seuss, Dr. 7158475 £4.99 Harper Collins 05+

In this hilarious book, the irrepressible Fox in Socks teaches a baffled Mr. Knox some of the slickest, 
quickest tongue-twisters in town. Dr. Seuss has been delighting young children and helping them learn to 
read for over fifty years.

Green Eggs and Ham Seuss, Dr. 7158467 £4.99 Harper Collins 05+

When Sam-I-am persits in pestering a grumpy grouch to eat a plate of green eggs and ham, perseverance 
wins the day, teaching us all that we cannot know what we like until we have tried it!

I Can Read With My Eyes Shut Seuss, Dr. 7158513 £4.99 Harper Collins 05+

"The more that you read, the more things you will know. The more you learn, the more places you'll go". In 
this delightful book, Dr. Seuss celebrates the joys of reading, encouraging children to take pride in their 
budding reading ability.
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The Lorax Seuss, Dr. 9780007173112 £4.99 Harper Collins 05+

With his unique combination of hilarious stories, zany pictures and riotous rhymes, Dr. Seuss has been 
delighting young children and helping them learn to read for over fifty years. Creator of the wonderfully 
anarchic Cat in the Hat, and ranking among the UK’s top ten favourite children’s authors, Seuss is firmly 
established as a global best-seller, with nearly half a million books sold worldwide.

WBD 2011 - Dr Seuss on the Loose Seuss, Dr. 9780007425587 £1.00 Harper Collins 05+

This World Book Day book is filled with rhymes and extracts from some of Dr Seuss’s best-loved books, 
including The Cat in the Hat, Green Eggs and Ham and Oh, The Places You’ll Go.

Come on, Daisy! Simmons, Jane 9781843622727 £6.99 Orchard 05+

Mamma Duck tells Daisy to stay close, but Daisy thinks that chasing dragonflies and bouncing on lilypads 
looks much more fun . . .

Christmas Around the World Simms, Lesley 9780746067826 £4.99 Usborne 05+

Christmas customs, festive food, present-giving, songs and traditional stories from around the world with 
easy-reading text for children who have just started reading alone. 

Horrid Henry Simon, Francesca 1858810701 £3.99 Orion 05+

Henry is dragged to dancing class against his will; vies with Moody Margaret to make the yuckiest Glop!; 
goes camping in France and tries to be good like Perfect Peter but not for long.

Horrid Henry and the Abominable 
Snowman Simon, Francesca 9781842550700 £4.99 Orion 05+

Building a snowman brings out Henry's competitive streak; he sets up his Monstrous Makeovers business to 
rival Moody Margaret's Miraculous Makeovers. 'You'll all be sorry when I'm dead' and spends a rainy day 
writing his will.

Horrid Henry and the Bogey Babysitter Simon, Francesca 1858818265 £3.99 Orion 05+

Enjoy another exciting adventure with Horrid Henry.

Horrid Henry and the Football Fiend Simon, Francesca 1842550713 £4.99 Dolphin 05+

A wicked new book of stories with a special appeal for football fans.

Horrid Henry and the Mega-Mean Time 
Machine Simon, Francesca 1842550691 £4.99 Dolphin 05+

Four fabulous new stories in which Horrid Henry builds himself a time machine and tricks Perfect Peter; 
Perfect Peter strikes back; Henry dines at Restaurant Le Posh; and he is made to go on a hike.
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Horrid Henry and the Mummy’s Curse Simon, Francesca 1858818249 £3.99 Orion 05+

Horrid Henry indulges his favourite hobby collecting Gizmos has a bad time with his spelling homework, puts 
about a rumour that there’s a shark in the swimming pool, and spooks Perfect Peter with the mummy’s 
curse.

Horrid Henry and the Secret Club Simon, Francesca 1858812925 £3.99 Orion 05+

It was about Henry firing Perfect Peter from his club and his enemy Moody Margaret setting traps in Henry's 
den and Henry setting traps in Margaret's den, and Margaret firing Sour Susan from her club.

Horrid Henry and the Zombie Vampire Simon, Francesca 9781842551356 £4.99 Orion 05+

Four new stories in which Horrid Henry terrorizes his classmates at a school sleepover in the museum; plays 
with Perfect Peter and tricks him into handing over all his money; gets out of writing his own story for Miss 
Battle-Axe by adapting one of Peter's; and meets the Nudie Foodie, a celebrity chef, who comes to the 
school to improve school dinners. No more burgers! No more chips!

Horrid Henry Gets Rich Quick Simon, Francesca   185881572X £4.99 Dolphin 05+

Henry manages to sabotage the school sports day, run away from home, wheedle his way into getting all the 
presents he wants for Christmas and then comes up with a cunning plan to get very, very rich.

Horrid Henry Meets The Queen Simon, Francesca 1842550683 £4.99 Dolphin 05+

Another four cracking stories about Henry and his misadventures will delight all of the Horrid one's many 
fans.

Horrid Henry Robs the Bank Simon, Francesca 9781842551325 £4.99 Orion 05+

Horrid Henry certainly lives up to his name.

Horrid Henry Rocks Simon, Francesca 9781842551349 £4.99 Orion 05+

Horrid Henry Rocks - Horrid Henry wants to go to the Killerboy Rats concert while his family want to go to the 
Daffy and her Dancing Daisies concert.

Horrid Henry Rules the World Simon, Francesca 9781842556122 £8.99 Orion 05+

Ten side-splitting stories revolving around Horrid Henry's school days: his attempts to get out of Nurse 
Needle's injections and sabotage Miss Impatience Tutu's dance class, his cunning ploy to be off school sick 
and more.

Horrid Henry Tricks the Tooth Fairy Simon, Francesca 1858813719 £3.99 Orion 05+

Horrid Henry tries to trick the Tooth Fairy into giving him more money, sends Moody Margaret packing, 
causes his teachers to run screaming from school, and single-handedly wrecks a wedding.
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Horrid Henry Wakes the Dead Simon, Francesca 9781842551332 £4.99 Orion 05+

Horrid Henry finds a surefire way of wielding the remote control to ensure he always watches his programme 
of choice, vies with Moody Margaret to become the head of the school, shows off his prowess as a magician 
in the school talent show, and battles it out with Perfect Peter over who gets the green dinosaur and who 
gets the purple one.

Horrid Henry’s Haunted House Simon, Francesca 1858816505 £3.99 Orion 05+

Horrid Henry slugs it out with Perfect Peter over the remote control, stays in a haunted house and gets a 
nasty shock, discovers where X marks the spot in the hidden treasure competition and stars on TV.

Horrid Henry’s Nits Simon, Francesca 1858813530 £3.50 Orion 05+

Scratch. Scratch. Scratch. Horrid Henry has nits! And he’s on a mission to give them to everyone else too. 
After that, he can turn his attention to sabotaging his school trip, ruining his parents’ dinner party and 
terrorizing Perfect Peter.

Horrid Henry’s Revenge Simon, Francesca 1858818257 £3.99 Orion 05+

Read all about Horrid Henry and how he gets his revenge.

Horrid Henry’s Stinkbomb Simon, Francesca 1842550667 £3.99 Orion 05+

Horrid Henry makes a stinkbomb that becomes a weapon in a deadly intrigue between two double agents 
(Perfect Peter and Moody Margaret), creates chaos in his team project (to build the Parthenon).

Horrid Henry's Christmas Cracker Simon, Francesca 1842555460 £4.99 Orion 05+

Horrid Henry sabotages the school play, tries to do his Christmas shopping without spending his pocket 
money, attempts to ambush Father Christmas, and endures Christmas dinner with the guests from hell.

Horrid Henry's Guide to Perfect Parents 
WBD Simon, Francesca B00DO8F0Y6 £1.00 Orion 05+

Read Henry's top tips and sneakiest secrets and discover once and for all how to get more pocket money, 
more TV, more sweets and a later bedtime.
But watch out! Any parents who read this book will immediately arm themselves against their child's weasel 
words and all Henry's good advice will be for nothing...

Horrid Henry's Joke Book Simon, Francesca 9781842551608 £4.99 Dolphin 05+

Horrid Henry has collected all of his favourite jokes and is itching to share them. He's divided them into 
sections, each one covering a subject he finds fascinating.

Horrid Henry's Nightmare Simon, Francesca 9781444000160 £4.99 Orion 05+

HORRID HENRY'S NIGHTMARE where Henry's chased by a ghost bunny with huge teeth, a wailing 
graveyard ghost and, for good measure, a slimy zombie.
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Secret Agent Jack Stalwart: The Puzzle of 
the Missing Panda

Singer Hunt, 
Elizabeth 9781862301276 £3.99 Red Fox 05+

An endangered Giant Panda has been kidnapped from the Wolong Nature Reserve in China. Can Secret 
Agent Jack Stalwart find the panda and rescue it before the evil Scorpion Gang sells it for profit? Time is 
running out...

No dinner! Souhami, Jessica 9781845078188 £6.99 Francis Lincoln 05+

This is a popular folk tale from the Indian subcontinent. A frail old woman sets out to visit her granddaughter 
who lives in the forest. Her journey is fraught with danger as she encounters a selection of fierce and hungry 
animals

Sausages Souhami, Jessica 9781845076016 £6.99 Francis Lincoln 05+

If you were granted three magic wishes, what would you choose? When an elf rewards John's kindness with 
three wishes, john and his wife start thinking of all the lovely things they could have.

S.W.I.T.C.H. - Bug Battle Sparks, Ali 9780956627612 £1.00 OUP 05+

BUG BATTLE: Mad genius Petty Potts has once again tricked Josh and Danny into trying some of her 
SWITCH serum. Josh finds himself with eight, hairy legs and Danny has an impressive pair of pincers!

How do plants grow? Spilsbury, Louise 
and Richard 9780431018096 £6.75 Heinemann 05+

One of a series of titles covering the Key Stage 1 curriculum on plants. Topics covered include habitats, 
classification, growth and reproduction.

Dinosaur Cove - Battle of the Giants Stone, Rex WBD 2010 £1.00 OUP 05+

Jamie and Tom are back in their secret dinosaur world with their dino-friend, Wanna. When they spot a herd 
of triceratops the boys decide to stay and watch a while. As a T-Rex attacks, the boys are glued to the spot. 
But then, uh oh!

Clever Polly and the Stupid Wolf Storr, Catherine   014030312X £3.99 Puffin 05+

It’s not every little girl who finds a great black wolf at her front door, saying he’s going to eat her up. But 
clever Polly isn’t frightened. She has a plan that’s bound to foil the stupid wolf!

Saint George and the Dragon Stowell, Louie 9781409535911 £4.99 Usborne 05+

This is a gently humorous retelling of the legend, with easy-to-read text and colourful illustrations. It includes 
background to the legend and the art it has inspired, with a reproduction of the famous Paolo Uccello 
painting, and internet links to more paintings of George and the Dragon.

Fanny Witch and the Thunder Lizard Strong, Jeremy 9780141314709 £3.99 Puffin 05+

Fanny Witch and her dog, Casserole, are back again with four more exciting adventures and spells which 
sometimes go well - and sometimes don't. This time there's a wicked wizard, a cloud-beast and a whole 
safari park running riot to contend with, amongst other things.
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Fairy Bears Book 1 - Dizzy Sykes, Julie 9780330512015 £0.99 Macmillan 05+

Fairy Bears are the size of a bumble bee and live beneath a giant Sycamore tree in Firefly Meadow. Fairy 
Bears always do their best, working hard 'to care for the world and all its plants, animals and children

Bengal Tiger (Animals In Danger) Theodorou, Rod 9780431001487 £6.75 Heinemann 05+

An introduction to tigers for young readers. It is part of a series which explores the behaviour and lifestyles of 
different animals, all of which are in danger. The series explains the concepts of endangerment, extinction 
and animal protection

Winnie Flies Again Thomas, Valerie 9780192726469 £5.99 OUP 05+

Winnie, the Witch loves travelling by broomstick. Sadly, when the sky starts filling up with all kinds of flying 
machines, Winnie and Wilbur have a few mid-air crashes and a few more near misses.

Winnie in Winter Thomas, Valerie 9780192726452 £5.99 OUP 05+

Winnie, the Witch is tired of winter. She's tired of shivering in the cold and looking out at her garden covered 
in snow. And Wilbur is tired of frozen fur and whiskers. So, Winnie uses a little magic to bring summer and 
sunshine to her house.

Winnie the Witch Thomas, Valerie 9780192726438 £5.99 OUP 05+

Winnie, the Witch lives in a black house. She has black chairs and black stairs, black floors and black doors. 
The trouble is that Winnie's cat, Wilbur, is also black.

Winnie's Dinosaur Day Thomas, Valerie 9780192794017 £10.99 OUP 05+

One day, when Winnie and Wilbur are flying over the museum, they see a crowd of people gathered around 
a huge dinosaur skeleton in the courtyard. It's a Triceratops and there's a competition to draw or make a 
model of what the dinosaur would have looked like when it was alive. Winnie is really keen to take part! But 
she just isn't sure what the skeleton might have looked like so she decides the only way to find out is to 
magic herself and her (not-so-willing) cat Wilbur back into the time of the dinosaurs!

Winnie's Flying Carpet Thomas, Valerie 9780192728487 £5.99 OUP 05+

Winnie's flying carpet was just what she had always wanted but then it flies off with her precious Wilbur and 
heads straight to a funfair... with Winnie in hot pursuit!

Winnie's Magic Wand Thomas, Valerie 9780192726445 £5.99 OUP 05+

Winnie, is getting ready for the Witches' Magic Show. She can't wait to show off her favourite spells. But 
when Winnie puts her wand in the washing machine with her party dress, it comes out crumpled, soggy, and 
certainly not in working order!

Winnie's Midnight Dragon Thomas, Valerie 9780192791016 £5.99 OUP 05+

It's just after midnight. Winnie has gone to bed and is snoring peacefully when Wilbur is woken by a strange 
noise. He goes downstairs to investigate and, to his horror, discovers a baby dragon squeezing through his 
cat-flap!
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Winnie's New Computer Thomas, Valerie 9780192726476 £5.99 OUP 05+

Winnie the Witch is very pleased with her new computer. She decides to throw away her book of spells and 
her wand - from now on all her magic will be at the click of a mouse! When Wilbur tries to pounce on the 
mouse, things go wrong.

Aardvark Who Wasn’t Sure, The Tomlinson, Jill 749708638 £3.99 Mammoth 05+

Pim is a baby aardvark. His mother has told him so. But Pim still isn’t quite sure, because he doesn’t seem to 
be able to do any of the things that other aardvarks can do.

Cat Who Wanted to go Home, The Tomlinson, Jill 749708689 £3.99 Mammoth 05+

Suzy is a little striped cat, who lives in a French seaside village with a fisherman and his four sons. Like all 
cats, Suzy is very inquisitive, which causes problems when she climbs into the basket of a hot air balloon.

Gorilla Who Wanted to Grow Up, The Tomlinson, Jill 749708654 £3.99 Mammoth 05+

Pongo is a young gorilla who lives in the mountains of Africa. He has long glossy black hair and a black shiny 
nose. But Pongo can’t wait to grow up, when he will have a silver back like his father’s and a big chest that 
he can thump!

Hen Who Wouldn’t Give Up, The Tomlinson, Jill 749708646 £3.99 Mammoth 05+

Hilda the hen is very excited. Her Auntie has had a family of new chicks, and she is determined to go and 
visit them. But how is she to travel the five miles to her Auntie’s farm?

Otter Who Wanted to Know, The Tomlinson, Jill 9780749708665 £3.99 Mammoth 05+

Pat is a young sea otter who never stops asking questions although she doesn’t always listen to the 
answers! Life can be dangerous for a young otter, though, and Pat quickly learns how to deal with hungry 
sharks and sudden storms.

Owl Who Was Afraid of the Dark, The Tomlinson, Jill 9780749707958 £3.99 Mammoth 05+

Plop is exactly the same as every baby barn owl that has ever been except for one thing. Plop is afraid of the 
dark. His parents keep telling him that dark is best, but it’s no use. Plop just wants to be a day bird.

Penguin’s Progress Tomlinson, Jill 9780749708672 £3.99 Mammoth 05+

Otto is a penguin chick and he lives with lots of other penguins in the ice and snow of Antarctica, at the 
bottom of the world.  But Otto is different from all the other chicks he knows, because he is first chick.

Rubbish and Recycling (Usborne 
Beginners)

Turnbull, 
Stephanie 9780746074817 £4.99 Usborne 05+

Usborne Beginners' titles appeal to children who are beginning to read independently. With easy-to-read text 
and photographs, they are perfect for use in the classroom and at home.
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Polar Express, The Van Allsburg, Chris 9781783443338 £6.99 Andersen Press 05+

Late on Christmas Eve, after the town has gone to sleep, a boy boards a mysterious train that waits for him: 
The Polar Express bound for the North Pole. When he arrives there, Santa offers him any gift he desires. 
The boy modestly asks for one bell from a reindeer's harness. It turns out to be a very special gift, for only 
believers in Santa can hear it ring. The Polar Express has established itself as a magical Christmas classic, 
and the film based on the book, starring Tom Hanks, was a box-office smash hit. This 30th anniversary 
edition incl des a special endnote from the a thor

Peter's Railway Book 1 - The Story of a 
New Railway Vine, Christopher 9780955335914 £11.99 Christopher Vine 05+

 "Peter's Railway" is the story of a young boy who lives with his family in a cottage at the edge of his 
Grandpa's farm. It is a long way by road between their two houses and Grandpa does not own a car. So to 
make visiting each other easier, they build a miniature steam railway. They have some adventures along the 
way and use all sorts of machines and tools to help them in their great building project.

Peter's Railway Book 2 - The Moonlight 
Express Vine, Christopher 9780955335921 £11.99 Christopher Vine 05+

Peter and his Grandpa have built a miniature steam railway across their farm, linking their houses. It is a 
scenic journey, crossing fields, woodland and running beside a river. For Peter the great excitement of this 
book is learning to drive the steam engine, Fiery Fox. It is what he has been waiting for since they started to 
build the railway. Apart from one disastrous escapade, everything works as they intended

Peter's Railway Book 3 - The Forgotten 
Engine Vine, Christopher 9780955335938 £11.99 Christopher Vine 05+

 Peter and his Grandpa have built a miniature steam railway across their farm, linking their houses. It is a 
scenic journey, crossing fields, woodland and running beside a river. In this third book they extend the line to 
Yockletts Village. They tell Grandma the extension is for her to go shopping, but they have a secret plan to 
run trains at high speed.

Boogie Bear Walliams, David 9780008172770 £12.99 Harper Collins 05+

From Number One bestselling author David Walliams comes a hilarious and heartwarming picture book, 
brilliantly illustrated by the artistic genius, Tony Ross. Up at the North Pole, a big, furry polar bear is 
swimming, fishing and eating. But, when she nods off and finds herself far from home, she thinks things can't 
get any worse. But they can... Much worse! An outrageously funny picture book with an incredibly 
heartwarming message about celebrating difference - in all its forms.

Animal Legends Watson, Carol 9780746080726 £4.99 Usborne 05+

This series of books combines good stories with easy reading text for children aged five to six years and 
over who have just started reading alone.

Making Cards (Usborne Art Ideas) Watt, Fiona 9781409520436 £9.99 Usborne 05+

An inspiring book packed full of creative card-making ideas for every occasion including birthdays, 
Christmas, Valentines Day and Easter, as well as thank you and get well soon cards.

Magic Molly, The Clever Little Kitten Webb, Holly 9781407131306 £1.00 Scholastic 05+

Molly has a magical way with animals. Posy the kitten isn't sure what her magical power is for. She knows it 
must be something special but she needs Molly's help to find out.

The Chocolate Dog Webb, Holly 9781407131771 £5.99 Scholastic 05+

A gorgeous story about family from bestselling author Holly Webb. Amy and Laura aren't looking forward to 
the arrival of their new brother or sister. There doesn't seem to be any room for them any more. But at least 
they still have their gorgeous dog Choc - he always knows how to make them feel better.
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Ship's Kitten, the Webb, Matilda 9781905117833 £4.99 Happy Cat 05+

A lonely little kitten searches for shelter in the wind and rain. She sees painted boats bobbing up and down, 
and knows that she wants to be a ship's cat. But does any boat have room for her?

Velveteen Rabbit, The Williams, Margery 9780743477826 £5.99 Simon & Schuster 05+

Margery Williams's much-loved classic story of how a boy's love transforms a velveteen rabbit into a real 
one is made accessible to a new generation in this newly adapted version for younger children.

Boa's Bad Birthday Willis, Jeanna 9781783441563 £6.99 Andersen Press 05+

This year Boa's birthday was going to be the best one ever. Or so he hoped. He invited his friends round. 
They would all bring him wonderful presents. Or would they?

Delilah Darling Is In The Library Willis, Jeanne 9780141500348 £6.99 Puffin 05+

My name is Queen Delilah and I come from a land far, far away, really I do.' My mother says, 'Really you 
don't, darling.' But if Delilah did rule the world, what a fun place it would be! Except she would be the first to 
tell you that she's not naughty at all – you see, Delilah is a queen in her own country and the rules are quite 
different there! Her first adventure finds her in the library creating utter chaos, much to the despair of the 
librarian, Library Anne, but to the huge delight of everyone else!

Delilah Darling Is On The Stage Willis, Jeanne 9780141322810 £4.99 Puffin 05+

Delilah Darling – Queen  Delilah from the Land of Far, Far Away to you – is desperate to play the part of the 
gingerbread man in the school play. So when Horrible Charlotte Griggs gets the part instead, Delilah is cross. 
But she soon discovers that there's lots of fun to be had playing the big, bad fox. And besides, in the Land of 
Far, Far Away, things always have happy endings . . .

Mole's Sunrise Willis, Jeanne 9781406304749 £11.99 Walker 05+

Mole thought he would never see the sunrise, but when his friends show it to him it is more beautiful than he 
could have imagined.

Kitten Chaos Wilson, Anna WBD 2010 £1.00 Macmillan 05+

KITTEN CHAOS Cat-astrophe! Bertie Fletcher has kittens coming out of her ears!

Princess and the Dragon, The Wood, Audrey 9780859537162 £5.99 Child's Play 05+

When a Princess who behaves like a dragon meets a Dragon who behaves like a princess, there are 
unexpected results. A story for children who don't always succeed in being well-behaved.

Malala's Magic Pencil Yousafzai, Malala 9780241322567 £12.99 Puffin 05+

As a child in Pakistan, Malala made a wish for a magic pencil that she could use to redraw reality. She would 
use it to give gifts to her family, to erase the smell from the rubbish dump near her house, to sleep an extra 
hour in the morning. As she grew older, Malala wished for bigger and bigger things. She saw a world that 
needed fixing. And even if she never found a magic pencil, Malala realized that she could still work hard 
every day to make her wishes come true.
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Festival Time - Apples and Honey: A Rosh 
Hashanah Story Zucker, Jonny 9780711220164 £5.99 Francis Lincoln 05+

A simple introduction to the festival of Rosh Hashanah, the Jewish New Year. Follow a family as they 
celebrate the festival by eating apples and honey, hearing the shofar and planning for a sweet and joyful year 
ahead.

Festival Time - Eight Candles to Light: A 
Chanukah Story Zucker, Jonny 9780711220171 £5.99 Frances Lincoln 05+

A simple introduction to Chanukah, the Jewish festival of light. Follow a family as they light the menorah, 
open presents and eat latkes, to celebrate the great miracle that happened over 2,000 years ago.

Festival Time - Four Special Questions: A 
Passover Story Zucker, Jonny 9780711220188 £5.99 Frances Lincoln 05+

A simple introduction to the Jewish festival of Passover. Follow a family as they prepare the six different 
types of food on the Seder plate, ask four questions and hunt for the Afikoman to celebrate their festival of 
freedom.

Festival Time - Hope and New Life: An 
Easter Story Zucker, Jonny 9781845072742 £5.99 Frances Lincoln 05+

A simple introduction to the Easter festival. Follow a family as they take Holy Communion, eat hot cross 
buns, go on an Easter egg hunt and watch a big parade.

Festival Time - It's Party Time!: A Purim 
Story Zucker, Jonny 9780711220195 £5.99 Frances Lincoln 05+

A simple introduction to the Jewish festival of Purim. Follow a family as they dress up in costume, give 
presents and make lots of noise to celebrate!

Festival Time - Lanterns and Firecrackers: 
A Chinese New Year Story Zucker, Jonny 9781845070762 £5.99 Francis Lincoln 05+

A simple introduction to the Chinese New Year festival. Follow a family as they let off firecrackers, watch the 
amazing dragon dances and light their beautiful lanterns to celebrate the start of their New Year. 

Festival Time - Lighting a Lamp: A Divali 
Story Zucker, Jonny 9781845072933 £5.99 Frances Lincoln 05+

A simple introduction to the Hindu festival of Divali. Follow a family as they make rangoli patterns, light divas 
and watch a brilliant fireworks display to celebrate their amazing festival of light.

Festival Time - Sweet Dates to Eat: A 
Ramadan and Eid Story Zucker, Jonny 9781845072940 £5.99 Frances Lincoln 05+

A simple introduction to the Muslim season of Ramadan and Eid. Follow a family as they fast each day, go to 
the mosque on the Night of Power, and enjoy a delicious feast to celebrate the beginning of Eid. 
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